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1 Introduction 

1.1 Diabetes Mellitus, a growing disease 
Diabetes Mellitus is a fast-growing disease. In 2015, approximately 1.1 million 
Dutch people had been diagnosed with the disease 1, and the estimation of the 
Dutch National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM) is that this 
will continue to grow to 1.3 million people in 2025 2. This increase is in large part 
due to the sharp increase in people with overweight 3, 4. The health expenditure 
related to diabetes is approximately 1.9% of the total health expenditure in the 
Netherlands, which amounts to approximately €1.7 billion in the year 2011 5. 
Consequently, improvements in diabetes care can have large social and economic 
consequences since they will affect a large number of people. 

Diabetes Mellitus is a so-called metabolic disease. It affects the way the body 
processes glucose, the carbohydrate that fuels the cells in our body. In patients 
with diabetes, the blood glucose concentration becomes too high (see Figure 1). 
When left untreated, chronically raised glucose levels can cause several long-term 
complications, such as damage to the blood vessels in the eyes (retinopathy), 
nerves (neuropathy), kidneys (nephropathy), and heart (cardiomyopathy) 6. 

 

Figure 1: Graph showing the difference in glucose concentrations between healthy 
persons (light red dots) and diabetes patients (dark red crosses) after eating a meal. The 
healthy range for the blood glucose concentration is indicated with the green area. 
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In a healthy person, the blood glucose level remains more or less constant between 
values of 4 to 8 mmol/L. Glucose enters the blood stream through three different 
mechanisms: uptake of glucose from carbohydrates ingested as food in the gut, 
release of glucose from storage in the liver (glycogenolysis), and the creation of 
glucose from amino-acids and glycerol in the liver (gluconeogenesis) 6. 

Glucose leaves the blood stream through absorption by the cells. This process 
differs for different kind of cells: red blood cells and the brain can take up glucose 
directly; muscle cells, the liver and adipose tissue can only take up glucose 
through mediation by the hormone insulin. Muscle cells and adipose tissue take 
up glucose from the blood stream to be used as energy source, either directly or 
through local short-term storage. The liver can take up glucose to be used as direct 
energy source, but can also store and release it back into the blood stream for use 
by other tissues 6. 

Since the need for glucose can vary over time (for instance due to exercise or 
stress), a complex regulation system is in place that balances the amount of glucose 
entering the bloodstream with the amount of glucose absorbed by the different 
cells. The main hormone regulating the blood glucose concentration is insulin. A 
high blood glucose concentration triggers the beta cells in the pancreas to secrete 
more insulin. Insulin stimulates the liver to create more glycogen and suppresses 
the glucose production in the liver. In the rest of the body insulin enters the 
interstitial fluid and then adheres to insulin receptors, thus triggering the process 
that allows glucose to enter the cell. A low glucose concentration on the other hand 
halts the insulin secretion by the pancreas. Instead glucagon is secreted, which 
stimulates the liver to release more glucose from its glycogen storage and to create 
more glucose through gluconeogenesis. Through the release of insulin or 
glucagon, the body balances its glucose concentration 6. A schematic 
representation of the glucose metabolism is given in Figure 2. 
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The processes described above give a basic but by no means exhaustive overview 
of all the processes involved in glucose metabolism. Several other factors have also 
been shown to influence glucose metabolism, like inflammation 7, endothelial 
dysfunction 8, microbiota 9, incretins 10 and bile acids 11. Not all factors are well 
understood, and interactions between different processes make the glucose 
metabolism even more complex. 

In patients with diabetes, the regulation system that strives for glucose 
homeostasis is not functioning properly. Several types of diabetes are 
distinguished, based on the underlying pathophysiology. The two main types are 
diabetes type 1, accounting for approximately 5% of the diabetes population, and 
diabetes type 2, accounting for approximately 90% of the diabetes population. 
Other types of diabetes are gestational diabetes (only present during pregnancy), 
diabetes MODY (Maturity Onset Diabetes of the Young) and diabetes LADA 
(Latent Autoimmune Diabetes in Adults). Together these types of diabetes make 

 

Figure 2: Healthy glucose metabolism. The red arrows indicate the flow of glucose; the 
blue arrows indicate the flow of insulin. 
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up the remaining 5% of the total diabetes population 12. Because of the relatively 
small number of patients with these types of diabetes, in this thesis we will only 
consider diabetes type 1 and 2. 

In patients with diabetes type 1, the beta cells in the pancreas have been destroyed 
(usually by an auto-immune reaction). Consequently, the body cannot produce the 
insulin necessary for glucose uptake by the insulin-dependent tissues. Diabetes 
type 1 usually occurs during childhood or young adulthood 6. 

Patients with diabetes type 2 still have functioning beta cells, but these produce 
less insulin than needed to reduce the glucose concentration to healthy levels. 
They also suffer from a condition called insulin resistance, where the cells need 
more insulin to take up the same amount of glucose. Both conditions gradually 
develop over the years, with beta cell function slowly decreasing and insulin 
resistance increasing. Diabetes type 2 is usually diagnosed in older patients (age 50 
and up), which is why diabetes type 2 is also known as adult-onset diabetes. 
Diabetes type 2 often occurs in conjunction with hypertension, atherosclerosis, and 
central obesity6. 

1.1 Treatment and the role of diabetes education 
Diabetes is a chronic disease that requires continuous treatment. Diabetes 
treatment is mainly focused on preventing complications by keeping the glucose 
concentration of a patient within normal range. For patients with diabetes type 1, 
this means supplementing the insulin through injections. The necessary dosage of 
insulin varies per person and per situation: after a meal more insulin is needed 
than when fasting or when exercising 13-15. Stress 16 and illness 17 also influence the 
amount of insulin needed to process the glucose taken up from meals. Since the 
insulin requirement varies with the daily life choices of the patient, it is impossible 
for diabetes specialists to prescribe the necessary amount of insulin for every 
possible situation. Instead, patients need to manage their own disease, balancing 
their insulin needs with their diet and lifestyle. The role of the diabetes specialist is 
to educate their patients and help them to develop the required self-management 
skills. 
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For patients with diabetes type 2, treatment initially focuses on reducing the 
insulin resistance. The first treatment step is to educate the patient about a healthy 
diet and lifestyle. Since insulin resistance is heavily correlated with obesity 18, 
overweight patients are encouraged to try lose weight. Patients are also advised to 
exercise regularly. Exercise reduces the blood glucose concentration, since the 
muscles use glucose as energy. Also, during exercise and for a prolonged period 
afterwards, the insulin resistance is reduced, helping the body to regain glucose 
homeostasis 14, 19, 20. If adjustments in lifestyle no longer keep the glucose 
concentration within healthy range, oral medication can be added. Different types 
of medication exist, which heighten the amount of insulin the pancreas creates, 
lower the amount of glucose the body absorbs from food, or lower the insulin 
resistance of the cells. Once oral medication also is no longer effective, diabetes 
type 2 patients also have to start injecting insulin, necessitating more education 
about how their daily habits influence their insulin needs 21. Recently, bariatric 
surgery has also been added as a valid treatment option for patients with diabetes 
type 2 and a body mass index (BMI) larger than 35 kg/m2 22, but due to the invasive 
nature of this treatment and relatively high costs it is not applied on a large scale 
yet. 

Diabetes education clearly constitutes a large part of treatment. It mainly focuses 
on teaching the patient effective self-management skills. Several studies have 
shown effective diabetes education results in a reduction in the glycated 
haemoglobin (HbA1c) concentration 23-29 (a laboratory measure that correlates well 
with the average glucose concentration over the last 3 months 30). A lower HbA1c 
is associated with a reduced chance of complications 31, 32. Effective diabetes 
education also has been shown to have a positive effect on the patients’ quality of 
life 28, 33-36, and reduce the chance of depression 37, 38, which is a common co-
morbidity of diabetes. 

Diabetes education is also important from a cost perspective. The costs of 
education are far lower than the costs of treating long-term complications and co-
morbidities 39. Better self-management skills also reduce the number of hospital 
admittances due to hypoglycaemia 40-42(dangerously low blood glucose levels), 
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which happens if a patient injects too much insulin. These hospital admittances 
form a substantial part of the total healthcare costs associated with diabetes. For all 
these reasons, the American Diabetes Association has issued a statement asking for 
more attention for diabetes education 43. 

1.2 Digital diabetes education as the way forward 
Currently, diabetes education in the Netherlands mainly consists of several one-
on-one sessions with a physician, diabetes nurse, dietician, or podiatrist. This 
method takes a lot of time of the diabetes experts, making it a costly way of 
teaching. Another downside is that the patient has no way of practicing with the 
newly acquired knowledge. Most education programs focus on developing 
knowledge instead of skills, giving the patient no training 44. For instance, the 
patient is given information on how exercise or stress could influence their glucose 
levels, but they will only know how much to adjust their insulin injections to these 
situations by trial and error. This can lead to possible dangerous situations. 

Digital educational tools have the possibility of solving most of the problems with 
current educational tools. Digital applications are easily distributed to a large 
target audience, making the costs of development relatively low with respect to the 
number of patients reached. Using a digital application, the patient can learn at 
home, in their own environment and at their own pace. And the digital world can 
provide patients with an environment in which they can safely practice with 
factors influencing their glucose levels, without the risk of physical harm. 

Three types of digital educational tools are currently in use: diabetes simulators, 
diary apps and educational diabetes games. Some examples of each of these types, 
including their strong and weak points, are discussed here. 

Diabetes simulators 
The three most-cited diabetes simulators are AIDA 45, KADIS 46 and GlucoSim 47. 
They make use of physiological models, giving the user the option to try out 
different daily life situations. The user selects a (pre-defined) set of inputs like food 
intake and medication, and the tool creates a graph with the resulting glucose and 
insulin levels over a period of several hours.  
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The simulators do not have an inbuilt motivational effect. They can be a great tool, 
but only if the patient already has some intrinsic motivation to learn more about 
diabetes and a basic understanding of the disease, which is often lacking. The 
interfaces of AIDA (Figure 3) and GlucoSim (Figure 4) are also fairly complicated 
and highly scientific in their appearance and use. This makes them unsuitable for 
use by a large audience. 

Another disadvantage of these simulators is the target groups they have chosen. 
AIDA focuses on patients with type 1 diabetes only, excluding patients with type 2 
diabetes. GlucoSim can simulate both types, but uses the characteristics of an 
average diabetes patient instead of giving the opportunity to individualize the 
model. KADIS can be personalized, but only by a team of diabetes specialists, and 
is therefore also not suitable for use by the individual patient. This 
individualization is crucial to be able to account for the large heterogeneity 
amongst diabetes patients 48, 49. 

Diary apps 
Currently, the App store (Apple) and Google Play (Android) contain hundreds of 
different diabetes apps. Most of these are diary apps: digital tools to write down 
and analyze the glucose values a patient measures during the day. You have to 
enter what food and medicine you have taken, whether you have exercised, and 

  

Figure 3: Screenshot from the AIDA 
simulator 45. 

Figure 4: Screenshot from the GlucoSim 
simulator 47. 
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any other special circumstances. Through trend analysis it becomes possible to see 
what influence certain activities have on your blood sugar concentration, which 
can then lead to changes in behavior or diet. Two popular examples of these diary 
apps are Diapp 50 and mySugr 51. Next to the logbook mySugr offers several other 
apps, but the logbook is the main application and used most. 

All diary apps function on the assumption that if a patient has more insight in 
their own glucose values, they will automatically understand what they should 
change to improve. However, this requires quite some knowledge and analysis 
from the patient. Unfortunately, daily experience in the office of the diabetes nurse 
shows that most patients are not able to adequately interpret their own glucose 
values and take suitable action. 

Educational diabetes games 
Several diabetes games exist (e.g. ‘Time Out’ 52, ‘Balance battle’ 53, ‘Diabetic Dog’ 54) 
and reviews of the effectiveness of diabetes games have proven that they are 
(moderately) successful in improving self-management behaviour and health 
outcomes 31, 55-57. Games focus on teaching by doing, making the player experience 
(a key concept of) diabetes without putting emphasis on the educational part. 
Good decisions lead to a successful game experience, which teaches the player 
which decisions and behaviours are better than others. Enjoyment of games 
triggers patients’ intrinsic motivation to play, potentially increasing the number of 
hours spend on an educational activity 58, 59. 

Despite the potential educational value of diabetes games, most of the currently 
existing diabetes games are targeted at children or young adults 31, even though 
the largest part of the diabetes population is older than 40 60, 61. Therefore, the focus 
is also mainly on diabetes type 1, which is also a much smaller part of the total 
diabetes population. Another disadvantage of these games is that the numbers in 
these games are not tailored to the patient, but for a generic population (and often 
fictional). This reduces the applicability of the obtained knowledge to daily life 
situations of the patients. 
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1.3 Creating an educational diabetes simulation game 
Based on the analysis of the existing digital diabetes applications, we conclude that 
there is a need for an application that combines the strong points of all existing 
applications: the possibility for training of the simulators, the focus on usability of 
the diary apps and the motivational aspect of games. We hypothesize that a 
product that combines these three traits can improve the diabetes education for a 
large group of patients. Most existing applications focus either on patients with 
diabetes type 1 or on children. We want to create a digital educational tool that can 
aid as many patients as possible and therefore decide to develop for the largest 
patient group: patients with diabetes type 2 that are older than 50. 

Summarizing, the goal of this project is as follows: 

‘Create a digital application to educate diabetes patients  
in a personalized and enjoyable manner, fitting the lifestyle and preferences  

of patients with diabetes type 2 that are older than 50.’ 

Using this application, diabetes patients should be able to practice with the main 
factors that influence diabetic control: food, medication, exercise, and emotional 
state. This will be made possible by the use of a mathematical model that can 
predict the glucose and insulin values during a normal day based on physiological 
processes. This model will then be incorporated into a digital application 
specifically developed for our target audience. 

The structure of this thesis is visualised in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Schematic of the thesis structure. 
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Chapter 2 to 5 describe the model development. These chapters focus on 
developing a mathematical model that can describe real life situations of patients 
with diabetes type 1 and 2. It starts with a description of our requirements for the 
model, existing models and modelling strategies used in Chapter 2. The first 
version of the glucose metabolism model is developed to describe population data 
from literature of healthy subjects, as described in Chapter 3. To make the model 
suitable to describe diabetes, it will be trained and validated on the glucose and 
insulin concentrations of real patients. For this purpose a clinical study was 
performed, gathering glucose and insulin data from 12 diabetes type 1 and 45 
diabetes type 2 patients. This clinical study is described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 
describes the further development of the model to describe diabetes, and fit it to 
the individual data of the subjects from our clinical study. 

Chapter 6 and 7 describe how the model can be used in a game. We want players 
to have a realistic experience while playing the game, so they should play using 
parameters that closely reflect their individual physiology. Chapter 6 describes our 
algorithm to assign model parameters to a player based on grouping of patients 
from our clinical study. Chapter 7 describes how factors like exercise, stress, 
metformin (an oral anti-diabetic) and snacks and meals for which no parameters 
were determined in the clinical study can be included in the digital application. 

Chapters 8 to 10 describe the game development. To make a successful game, we 
deem it important that the users have a strong say in the development process. 
Therefore we used a user-centred design approach. First, the preferences of 
patients with diabetes type 2 aged 50+ with respect to games and education had to 
be understood. To this aim, we performed an in-depth analysis of our target 
audience and their preferences, as described in Chapter 8. These were then taken 
into account when proposing game concepts. The game concepts were evaluated 
with patients to decide which concept(s) to develop further, as described in 
Chapter 9. From the chosen game concept, a new prototype was developed and 
tested with users to check if we have indeed reached our goal: an educational 
diabetes game suitable for our target audience. The development of the final 
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prototype which includes the developed model and the corresponding user tests 
are described in Chapter 10. 

Finally, in Chapter 11 the developed model and game are discussed in relation to 
each other and suggestions are made towards further improving the prototype. 
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2 Background for model development 
The heart of our educational diabetes game is going to be the mathematical model 
describing glucose metabolism for diabetes type 1 and 2 patients. With this model, 
patients can train themselves in different real-life situations. To provide accurate 
training, the model has to fulfil several requirements, which are outlined in section 
2.1. In section 2.2, we investigate whether (parts of) existing models can be used as 
a basis for our mathematical model. To ensure the model reflects reality, data will 
have to be used both for training and validation of the model; a description of the 
necessary data is given in section 2.3. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 then describe the 
methods used for model training and validation. 

2.1 Model requirements 
Our educational diabetes game aims to give patients with diabetes type 1 and 2 the 
opportunity to try out how their body responds to different situations from real 
life. To facilitate this, we need a diabetes model that includes the main influences 
on the glucose metabolism: intake of meals, insulin, metformin (an oral anti-
diabetic medicine), and the effects of stress and exercise. Initially we won’t be able 
to include all types of meals and medication in the model due to time restrictions; 
it is therefore another requirement that the model is easy to extend so that new 
meals and medications can be included in a later stage of development. The 
simplest way to ensure this is to create a model with a physiological basis, 
meaning the equations directly reflect physiological knowledge of the glucose 
metabolism (as opposed to a ‘black box’ model where several effects are lumped 
into one big input-output equation). New insights into glucose metabolism or new 
medications can then be incorporated in the model based on their physiological 
effect, without the necessity of gathering new data. 

An important requirement is that the model should reflect reality as closely as 
possible. We check this by validating the model on patient data using the methods 
defined in section 2.5. However, not every patient shows the same response to the 
same inputs. This is reflected in the large differences in medication taken by 
patients with diabetes type 2: some patients use no medication at all, while others 
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inject more than 200 units a day. To be able to give each patient a realistic 
experience, it should be possible to personalize the model. 

The last requirements are of a more practical nature. Since we have a limited 
budget available, the model should require only a limited amount of data to train 
and validate it. The data should be obtainable either from literature or in a simple 
clinical setting. The model should be fast enough so that computation time does 
not become an important factor in the game. And it needs to be robust, meaning it 
should be able to handle extreme inputs (like using 300 units of insulin at once) in 
case players decide to test the limits of the game. 

Summarizing, our model needs to adhere to the following requirements: 

• Models both diabetes type 1 and 2
• Includes meals, insulin, metformin, exercise and stress
• Physiological basis
• Good fit on data
• Possibilities for personalization
• Limited data needed for training and validation
• Low run-time
• Robust

2.2 Existing glucose metabolism models 
Countless glucose metabolism models exist. They can be roughly divided into 
different categories based on the purpose for which they have been developed: for 
use in closed-loop applications (combinations of insulin pump and glucose sensor 
that automatically adjust the insulin input based on the current glucose level), with 
a clinical purpose in mind (for instance to model diagnostic tests, improve glucose 
control, or predict and prevent progression and complications), or from a non-
clinical perspective (developed to better understand the underlying mechanisms of 
glucose metabolism). El Youssef et al. review the closed-loop algorithms published 
until 2009 1. However, none of these models functions on a physiological basis, 
making them unsuitable for our purpose. Here, we focus our discussion on the two 
main existing models that have been very influential in the field of diabetes 
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modeling: the Bergman minimal model 2 and the Glucose Insulin Model 3. Most 
other models are based on or use key insights from one of these models. For a 
more complete review of the existing clinical and non-clinical diabetes models we 
refer to the extensive review by Ajmera et al. 4. 

Bergman minimal model 
One of the earliest glucose metabolism models was the Bergman minimal model 2, 
developed in 1979 to determine insulin sensitivity after an intravenous glucose 
tolerance test (IVGTT). The model was developed with a systems identification 
approach in mind, keeping the number of parameters low so that they could be 
identifiable when using only a small data set. It consists of two compartments, 
namely the plasma where the glucose (G) and insulin (I) concentration are 
calculated, and the interstitial fluid, where the insulin concentration is calculated 
(X). The model contains three parameters: the glucose effectiveness (SG), the 
fractional rate of insulin appearance in the interstitial fluid (p2) and the fractional 
clearance of insulin from the interstitial fluid (p3); and one derived parameter: the 
insulin sensitivity index (SI). The glucose effectiveness and insulin sensitivity 
indices have been used widely to describe the glucose metabolism of patients 5. 
However, since the model was developed for a laboratory test, the possibilities of 
this model to describe real life situations are limited.  

Glucose insulin model 
The Bergman minimal model formed the basis for several other models, including 
the glucose insulin model (GIM) by Dalla Man et al. 3,	6. The GIM consists of twelve 
compartments: five for glucose and seven for insulin, with the plasma and the liver 
as the most important ones. The model contains 24 parameters that need to be 
estimated. This was done for a large group of healthy subjects and a smaller group 
of patients with diabetes type 1 and type 2 by using data of a triple-tracer glucose 
tolerance test. The corresponding model parameters were entered into a graphical 
interface that can be used to simulate the response of these averaged patients to 
meals and short-acting insulin injections. The GIM (excluding the exercise part) 
was approved by the FDA for in silico pre-clinical trials, for instance to test closed-
loop algorithms 7. 
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Meals, insulin injections, and exercise are included in the model, but in a limited 
way. The meal parameters were estimated using a mixed meal test, where subjects 
eat a well-defined meal consisting of scrambled eggs, bacon and glucose Jell-O 8. 
Although this mixed meal is more comparable to reality than an oral glucose 
solution, it is still not the same as eating a normal dinner containing different food 
products. Exogenous insulin is modeled in the form of a continuous insulin 
infusion rate, as would be the case for patients on insulin pump therapy. Short-
acting and long-acting insulin injections used in bolus-basal or basal-only therapy 
are not covered by these equations. Exercise is included on a theoretical basis only; 
the parameters for these equations have not been validated using data 6. 

So even though the GIM is very extensive, some problems remain. The model 
contains so many parameters that costly triple-tracer techniques are needed to 
obtain enough data for parameter estimation. It also does not describe regular 
meals or short- and long-acting insulin injections. Therefore, this model is not 
suitable for our usage in an educational game.  

Conclusion 
Although both the Bergman minimal model and the glucose insulin model have 
clear benefits, they do not fulfill all our requirements. The other existing models 
from the review by Ajmera et al. 4 also do not fit our needs. Therefore, we choose 
to develop our own model. This model will be based on the glucose insulin model 
by Dalla Man et al. 3, since this already fulfills most of our criteria.  

The model we develop will be composed of several coupled differential equations, 
describing changes in glucose and insulin concentrations in specific compartments 
of the body. In the differential equations, parameters determine the rate of change 
in glucose or insulin. These parameters can be adjusted to reflect differences in 
phenotype or even between individuals through a process called parameter 
estimation, depending on the type of data used (either population or individual 
data). 
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2.3 Glucose metabolism data 
To create our model, we need suitable data. First of all, we would like to have data 
of glucose and insulin concentrations in all the compartments of the body which 
are described by the differential equations. Since in a normal clinical setting only 
the glucose and insulin concentrations in plasma can be measured, we aim to 
include as few compartments as possible in our model. Secondly, glucose and 
insulin concentrations can change very fast, especially right after consumption of a 
meal. To model this dynamic behavior well it is important that enough data points 
are available during these times of quick change 9. Thirdly, the situation in which 
data has been measured determines the situation our parameters will describe. 
Since we want to be able to describe different meals, exercise, and stress, we would 
preferably have data from all these situations.  

The last consideration is whether we use individual or population data. Healthy 
subjects show fairly limited variation in their glucose and insulin concentrations 
after consumption of a meal 10, so using population data to describe healthy 
subjects is suitable. For patients with diabetes type 1 or 2 the variation in glucose 
metabolism is much larger, reflected in the variation in medication. To reflect this 
variation in our model, we will need to obtain individual data from patients with 
different physiological characteristics. 

Suitable population data for healthy subjects are widely available in literature, and 
will be used in Chapter 3 for the initial development of our model. Individual data 
of diabetes patients eating different meals, exercising or under stress are not that 
easily obtained from literature. We have therefore performed our own study to 
gather the data necessary to develop our model, which is described in Chapter 4. 
Due to cost restrictions this study only includes data of patients consuming 
different meals; exercise and stress could not be measured and will be included on 
a theoretical basis (Chapter 6). 

2.4 Parameter estimation 
The process of determining the correct values of the parameters for a specific 
dataset is called parameter estimation. Parameter estimation is performed by 
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changing the values of the parameters slightly, calculating the value of a 
predefined objective function, and checking whether the outcome of this objective 
function has become smaller by the change in the parameter values. If this is the 
case, the parameters are changed to these new values and the process is started 
anew by imposing a small change on the parameters. This process ends when the 
objective function does not become smaller any more with any change in the 
parameters, implying it has reached its (local) minimum. 

Instead of trying every possible change in the parameter values, most optimization 
algorithms use a search strategy to determine in which direction the parameters 
should be changed to get to the minimum as quickly as possible, by calculating 
(variations on) the direction of steepest descent. These strategies however do 
depend on the starting values of the parameters: if the chosen initial parameter set 
lies closer to a local minimum than to the global minimum (if that exists), chances 
are that the algorithm will only end up in the local minimum 11. Since we do not 
know beforehand if a global minimum exists, and where it lies, it is important to 
start from several different initial parameter values to sample the full parameter 
space. The initial sets are created by performing Latin Hypercube Sampling for 
each parameter 12. This ensures each parameter is distributed uniformly within the 
range of that parameter, while the combinations of different values are determined 
randomly. This should result in outcomes that represent the full space of the 
objective function, improving our chances of finding the global minimum. The 
solution with the smallest value for the objective function can then be used as the 
final parameter set 13. 

The objective function determines which outcome is optimized by changing the 
parameter values. In this thesis, we mostly use a simple least squares approach, 
where the objective function consists of the (weighted) sum of squared residuals 
(SSR) 14:  
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Equation 1: Weighted sum of squared residuals 

N represents the number of measurements, i the current measurement, di,j the 
experimental data of observable j (either glucose or insulin), and yi,j the 
corresponding model output as predicted by the current parameter set. If the 
dataset also contains a standard deviation σi,j, this value can be used as a weighing 
factor giving the data points with a lower standard deviation a higher relative 
influence on the total SSR. If the standard deviation is not known, this term can be 
replaced with a term indicating the error in the measurements, for instance with a 
percentage of the mean of the data. To prevent the model from achieving non-
physiological values (like negative concentrations), we decide to put constraints 
the parameters that are estimated. This will ensure our model is robust to extreme 
inputs. 

Each dataset will result in a different set of optimal parameters. However, in case 
the datasets represent the same situation or phenotype, some if not all parameters 
should be the same for all datasets. In such a case, parameter estimation can be 
performed on multiple datasets simultaneously. The model is calculated for each 
dataset individually, but using the same parameter values for each dataset. Instead 
of the SSR for one dataset, the SSR of both datasets is added and minimized by 
changing the parameters for both sets simultaneously. In this way, a parameter set 
is determined that optimally describes both datasets. This method is used in 
Chapter 3 to determine one parameter set for healthy subjects using population 
data from different literature studies, and in Chapter 5 to determine the exogenous 
insulin parameters.  

2.5 Model validation 
Once a parameter set has been determined through parameter estimation, the 
validity of this parameter set has to be tested. First of all we have to check whether 
the created model fits the training dataset well. In case we have multiple datasets 
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of the same individual or population, we can perform an extra step to check the 
validity of the parameter set for different datasets. This is done by comparing 
model predictions with data from a dataset that has not been used for parameter 
estimation. The predictions are calculated using the starting values and inputs of 
the verification dataset, but using the parameters from the set under investigation. 
For both situations we use the same criteria to state the model describes the data 
well. 

The difference between the model predictions and the verification dataset should 
be as small as possible. However, a perfect overlap between data and model is 
neither possible nor necessary for educational purposes. In education, the trend of 
the data is more important than the exact numbers. We choose to follow the 
accuracy criteria for home blood glucose meters given in ISO15197:200315. This 
means we consider our model prediction acceptable, and our model verified, if 
95% of the glucose data points lie within a range of +/-20% around the 
corresponding model prediction. In case the data contains glucose concentrations 
lower than 4.2 mmol/l the model should not predict higher values, so that 
hypoglycaemia is predicted accurately, which is important because identifying and 
understanding conditions that might lead to hypoglycaemia is a central theme in 
diabetes education. For insulin we choose a wider acceptance range of +/-25%, 
consistent with the larger variability in insulin measurements observed in 
literature16, and we aim for 95% of the insulin data points within this range. 

Since the variation between patients is very large, with some well managed with 
diet alone and others injecting more than 200 units of insulin a day, there will 
always remain some patients that are not described well with our models. Our aim 
is to create models that describe approximately 75% of all patients within the 
acceptance range defined above, which corresponds to approximately 825.000 
patients in the Netherlands alone 17.  
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3 The glucose metabolism model 
This chapter describes the first step in developing E-DES: the development and 
verification of the mathematical model for healthy subjects. The model is created 
by adjusting and combining different models from literature. We estimate the 
parameters for healthy persons based on oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) data 
from literature and verify the resulting model parameters on separate literature 
data sets, testing the capability of our model to describe and predict heterogeneous 
data. We aim for an accuracy such that 95% of the glucose data used for 
verification lie within a range of +/-20% around the results of the model 
simulation. This range corresponds with the allowed deviation in blood glucose 
meter measurements as defined in ISO15197:2003 1, and with the observed glucose 
variability in healthy patients. Parts of this Chapter have been taken from a 
previous publication by Maas et al. 2. 

3.1 From physiology to a mathematical description 
The physiological model consists of four compartments: the gut, the plasma, the 
interstitial fluid and the subcutaneous tissue. For every compartment we calculate 
the dynamic in- and outflow of glucose, insulin or both using (coupled) differential 
equations. A schematic drawing of the model is given in Figure 6.  

The model is explained per compartment (gut, plasma, interstitial fluid, 
subcutaneous tissue) in the following subsections. A list of all variables, 
parameters and constants including units, values (if known) and a short 
description is given in Appendix A – Full model description. 

Gut 
For the gut compartment we only consider glucose balances and assume insulin is 
not present. The glucose balance in the gut is described in two terms: glucose 
entering the gut from the stomach and glucose leaving the gut through uptake by 
the plasma. For glucose entering the gut we use the gastric emptying model by 
Elashoff et al. 3. In this model, the mass of glucose emptied into the gut by the 
stomach is represented with an exponential decay function. The mass of glucose 
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taken up by the plasma is modelled to be proportional to the glucose mass in the 
gut. The complete model for the gut is as follows: 
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d

d
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1

1
1
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2
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Equation 2: Model for glucose mass in the gut 

Figure 6: Schematic representation of the model. The grey areas show the four 
compartments used in the model. Red arrows denote glucose fluxes, blue arrows denote 
insulin fluxes. The parameters governing the fluxes are written above the arrows. 
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Plasma 
For the plasma compartment we calculate both glucose and insulin fluxes. The 
glucose balance in plasma is modeled using five terms: glucose entering from the 
gut, glucose entering from endogenous production in the liver, glucose leaving the 
plasma through uptake by insulin-independent and by insulin-dependent tissue 
and organs, and glucose leaving the plasma through renal clearance. The glucose 
entering from the gut is equal to the glucose uptake by the plasma described in the 
previous paragraph, multiplied with a conversion term to convert the mass into a 
concentration rate. The model for endogenous glucose production is derived from 
Dalla Man et al. 4. It consists of a basal production term which is reduced if either 
the plasma glucose concentration or the interstitial fluid insulin concentration is 
high. The combined insulin-dependent and insulin-independent glucose uptake 
follows Michaelis-Menten kinetics and is based on Gottesman et al. 5 and Dalla 
Man et al. 6. Glucose excretion by the kidneys is modeled using the renal clearance 
model from Rave et al. 7 and Lehmann et al. 8 and only becomes larger than zero if 
the glucose concentration is higher than a predefined glucose concentration (which 
does not occur for healthy people). The equations for the model for plasma glucose 
concentration are given in Equation 3. 

The insulin balance in plasma is composed of five terms: inflow from the pancreas, 
inflow from both short-acting and long-acting insulin injections, outflow through 
liver clearance and outflow towards the interstitial fluid. Insulin release by the 
pancreas is modelled with a proportional-integral-derivative controller similar to 
the one introduced by Steil et al.9. We added a constant term to model insulin 
release in the basal state. Short-acting exogenous insulin inflow is equal to the 
insulin outflow from the subcutaneous compartment. Long-acting exogenous 
insulin enters the plasma through a time-dependent function, as modelled by 
Berger et al.10. Insulin clearance by the liver is modelled by a clearance rate 
proportional to the plasma insulin concentration. Insulin outflow towards the 
interstitial fluid is modelled by diffusion proportional to the plasma insulin 
concentration minus the basal concentration. The model for the insulin 
concentration is given in Equation 4. 
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Equation 3: Model for glucose in the plasma 
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Equation 4: Model of insulin in the plasma 

Interstitial fluid 
In the interstitial fluid compartment, we calculate the in- and outflow of insulin to 
create a delay between insulin creation and usage by the cells (as observed in 
patients). For glucose this delay is not observed; therefore we do not calculate the 
glucose concentration in this compartment. The insulin inflow is equal to the 
insulin outflow from the plasma. The amount of insulin used by cells is 
proportional to the interstitial fluid insulin concentration. Note that here we 
assume that the interstitial fluid has a basal insulin concentration of 0, which is 
why we do not subtract the basal value from the term Iif in Equation 5c. 
Physiologically this means that the body does not regulate its insulin concentration 
in the remote compartment. The equations for the interstitial insulin concentration 
are given in Equation 5. 

Subcutaneous compartment 
In the subcutaneous tissue compartment, insulin enters from short-acting insulin 
injections, and is taken up by the plasma through two coupled differential 
equations that create a delay between injection time and uptake, as modelled by 
Shimoda et al. 11. The equations for short-acting insulin injections are given in 
Equation 6. 
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Equation 5: Model of insulin in the interstitial fluid 
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Equation 6: Model of insulin in the subcutaneous compartment 

3.2 Parameter estimation methods 
The model includes fourteen parameters of which the values are currently 
unknown. These values will be determined by estimating them on glucose and 
insulin data. Both the data and the process of estimating parameters on these data 
are described here. 

Healthy subject OGTT data 
For a first test of our model, we gathered data from literature describing an oral 
glucose tolerance test (OGTT) of healthy subjects. We performed a search in 
PubMed using the terms ‘OGTT’, ‘glucose’ and ‘healthy’. A data set was included 
if it contained more than four measurements in time of both glucose and insulin 
concentrations and if the included subjects satisfied the following inclusion 
criteria: 

• Normal glucose tolerant: fasting glucose <100mg/dl, peak glucose during
OGTT <200mg/dl, 2h glucose during OGTT <140mg/dl 12
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• Normal insulin sensitive: fasting insulin <15µU/ml, peak insulin during 
OGTT <100µU/ml, 2h insulin during OGTT <50µU/ml 13 

• Normotensive: systolic blood pressure <120mmHg, diastolic blood 
pressure <80mmHg 14 

• HbA1c <6,5% (48mmol/mol) 15 
• BMI <30kg/m2 (<27.5kg/m2 for Asian and Pacific populations) 16, 17 

The criteria follow the current guidelines of each respective measurement. They 
ensure that subjects included in the study were not only normal glucose tolerant, 
but also did not have any other condition that would influence glucose 
metabolism, like severe obesity. 

OGTT data of tests with subjects ingesting either 50 or 75 grams of glucose were 
included. We obtained 20 data sets adhering to our criteria. These sets were 
divided in two groups: one for parameter estimation and one for verification. Data 
sets of 75 grams of glucose and an average time between data points of less than 25 
minutes (12 sets, 226 subjects 18-28) were used for parameter estimation, which 
ensures that the data is well spread over the time window, a necessity for model 
calibration. The remaining data sets (8 sets, 229 subjects 29-36) were used for 
verification. Table 1 (parameter estimation data) and Table 2 (verification data) 
give the main features of the included data sets. Both data sets are comparable in 
terms of number of subjects included, male to female ratio, age, and BMI. 

Parameter estimation, verification and individualization 
The model was implemented in MATLAB and Optimization Toolbox Release 
2010b (The Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA). To solve the coupled differential 
equations the ode15s solver for stiff systems was used. Parameter estimation was 
performed with the lsqnonlin algorithm using the weighted sum of squared 
residuals (SSR) as the objective function (see Chapter 2). 

We optimized the parameters simultaneously on all parameter estimation data 
sets. To improve the chance of finding the global minimum of the optimization 
problem we repeated the optimization for 1000 initial parameter sets. The set with 
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the lowest SSR, calculated on both glucose and insulin data, is used as the resulting 
healthy parameter set. 

Table 1: Overview of included OGTT data of 226 subjects from 11 literature studies used 
for parameter estimation. Listed are: the first author and year of publication, if applicable 
whether we use the male (M) or female (F) data set, the amount of carbohydrates (D) in 
grams, the number of glucose (#G) and insulin (#I) data points, the covered timespan in 
minutes, the number of subjects (N), the number of male and female subjects (M/F), the 
average age plus standard deviation in years, and the average BMI plus standard 
deviation in kg/m2. 

Author (year of 
publication) 

D 
(g) 

#G #I 
Time 
(min) 

N M/F 
Age 

(years) 
BMI 

(kg/m2) 

Anderwald 
(2010, M) 18 

75 10 10 0-180 26 26/0 44.3±1.5 24.7±0.6 

Anderwald 
(2010, F) 18 

75 10 10 0-180 48 0/48 44.9±1.3 25.2±0.6 

Ceriello  
(1998) 19 

75 5 5 0-120 10 6/4 25.9±1.6 25.9±1.6 

Christiansen 
(1998) 20 

75 19 19 0-240 6 4/2 45±3 22.5±1.5 

Ivović (2012) 21 75 5 5 0-120 35 5/30 57.6±1.7 26.0±0.6 
Larsen (2013) 22 75 5 5 0-120 9 9/0 45±4 27±2 
Moore (2000) 23 75 9 9 0-120 11 5/6 29±2 23.6±0.9 
Nagai (2011) 24 75 5 5 0-120 30 20/10 24.7±2.3 21.8±3.5 
Numao (2012) 25 75 7 7 0-120 9 9/0 27±1 21.7±0.6 
Pamidi (2012) 26 75 5 5 0-120 20 20/0 22.5±0.6 22.6±0.4 
Penesova  
(2013) 27 

75 9 9 0-120 15 0/15 29.0±5.2 21.6±2.0 

Solomon  
(2007) 28 

75 5 5 0-120 7 7/0 26±1 24.5±0.3 
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Verification of our model and healthy parameter set is performed by comparing 
our model predictions with the verification data. For each verification data set, 
simulation is performed using the glucose and insulin starting values and 
carbohydrate input of that specific data set. 

After verification, the capacity of the model for individualization is tested by fine-
tuning a small set of parameters on each verification data set separately. Since each 
verification data set describes a different group of subjects, fine-tuning a small 

Table 2: Overview of included OGTT data of 229 subjects from 8 literature studies used 
for verification. Listed are: the first author and year of publication, if applicable whether 
we use the male (M) or female (F) data set, the amount of carbohydrates D in grams, the 
number of glucose (#G) and insulin (#I) data points, the covered time span in minutes, the 
number of subjects (N), the number of male and female subjects (M/F), the average age 
plus standard deviation in years, and the average BMI plus standard deviation in kg/m2. 

Author (year of 
publication) 

D 
(g) 

#G #I 
Time 
(min) 

N M/F 
Age 

(years) 
BMI 

(kg/m2) 

Hashimoto 
(2013) 29 

50 6 6 0-360 14 0/14 21.5±0.1 20.0±0.5 

Lu (2009) 30 75 5 5 0-180 133 N/A 45.8±13.
8 

23.6±3.5 

Ozeki (2007) 31 75 5 5 0-180 11 11/0 41.0±12.
0 

23.0±4.5 

Priebe (2008) 32 50 17 17 0-360 4 4/0 23.0±1.1 21.4±1.3 
Suzuki (2012) 33 75 4 4 0-120 14 6/8 33.4±11.

9 
20.7±2.3 

Title (2000) 34 75 5 5 0-240 10 6/4 25.5±3.1 24±3 
Wachters-
Hagedoorn 
(2006) 35 

50 17 17 0-360 7 7/0 23.4±1.0 21.6±1.1 

Yamauchi 
(2008) 36 

75 4 4 0-120 36 13/23 24.3±4.7 20.4±1.7 
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parameter set should improve the results for that specific data set. The parameters 
chosen to re-estimate are k5, k6, k7 and k8. These parameters are associated with the 
insulin resistance and β-cell function of the subject, two processes that largely 
define the pathophysiology of diabetes type-2. Re-estimating these parameters 
should accommodate for the small variations in these factors between the 
verification data sets. 

3.3 Model performance for healthy subjects undergoing an 
OGTT 

Model fit on parameter estimation data 
Figure 7 shows the different data sets used for parameter estimation (markers), the 
standard deviation of the data as reported in the original papers (error bars) and 
the resulting optimal model prediction (thick solid line).  

Both the glucose and insulin data show large variation; in some cases more than 
50%. All included publications described their subjects as ‘healthy’, but the data 
are heterogeneous, and the variance in glucose and insulin profiles is quite large. 
Part of the variance in insulin profiles might stem from the fact that insulin 
immunoassays have not been standardized 37,	38. But for glucose assays, which are 

Figure 7: Parameter estimation data sets (crosses and error bars representing mean values 
and standard deviations, respectively) combined with the optimal model determined by 
parameter estimation (solid line). The left graph shows the glucose data and model, the 
right graph shows the insulin data and model. 
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Table 3: Overview of all model parameters. The parameters have been estimated on 
OGTT data for healthy subjects; the resulting values for healthy persons are given in the 
third column. The fourth column shows how some of the parameters need to be adjusted 
to create the different phenotypes (healthy, diabetes type-1, diabetes type-2). 

Parameters Description (units) 
Value for a 

healthy 
person 

Phenotype 
adjustments 

1k
Rate constant of glucose 
appearance in the gut (1/min) 

1.45E-02 - 

2k
Rate constant of gut emptying 
(1/min) 

2.76E-01 - 

3k
Rate constant of ΔG 
suppression of EGP (1/min) 

6.07E-03 0 for type-1 

4k Rate constant of Irem 
suppression of EGP (1/min) 

2.35E-04 0 for type-1 

5k
Rate constant of insulin-
dependent glucose uptake 
(1/min) 

9.49E-02 Lower for type-2 

6k
Rate constant of ΔG-dependent 
insulin production (1/min) 

1.93E-01 Lower for type-2 

7k
Rate constant of ∫G-dependent 
insulin production (1/min) 

1.15E+00 Lower for type-2 

8k
Rate constant of dG/dt-
dependent insulin production 
(1/min) 

7.27E+00 Lower for type-2 

9k
Rate constant of short-acting 
insulin appearance in plasma 
(1/min) 

0 Only for patients 
using short-acting 

insulin 
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10k
Rate constant of short acting 
insulin appearance in 
subcutaneous compartment 1 
(1/min) 

0 Only for patients 
using short-acting 

insulin 

11k
Rate constant of insulin 
outflow from plasma to remote 
compartment (1/min) 

3.83E-02 - 

12k
Rate constant of remote 
compartment insulin 
utilization (1/min) 

2.84E-01 - 

s  
Shape factor (no units) 1.34E+00 - 

MK
Michaelis-Menten constant for 
glucose uptake (mg/dl) 

2.36E+02 Higher for type-2 

standardized, this cannot explain the large variability observed. One explanation 
might be that the variance in glucose and insulin profiles is caused by factors that 
were not measured, for instance by effects of stress, exercise or food taken in the 
day before. 

The model prediction falls in the middle of the range of data sets and follows the 
trend of the data sets well. Table 3 lists the estimated parameter values. 

Model predictions for validation data 
Figure 8A shows the best predicted case (Ozeki et al. 31); for this verification set, all 
glucose and insulin data points were within the acceptance range. Figure 8B shows 
the worst predicted case (Lu et al. 30). Here all insulin data were in range, but one 
glucose data point was not. However, the difference between model and data was 
small. Figure 9 shows the percentage of data points within the acceptance range 
for each verification data set. For all verification data sets 100% of the glucose data 
lie within range, except for the data from Lu, where one data point is just outside 
range. The percentage of insulin data points within range varies from 100% (Lu et 
al. 30, Ozeki et al. 31 and Suzuki et al. 33) to 40% (Hashimoto et al. 29). 
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Taking the complete verification data set 98.4% of the glucose data points was 
within range, meaning we achieved our goal of >95% of all glucose data within +/-
20% of our model predictions. Our model performed less well when predicting 
insulin profiles. However, we consider the glucose data to be most important for 
daily practice, since patients can only measure blood glucose and adjust their 
insulin based on these measurements. Although insulin predictions can provide 
patients insight, they are of limited clinical importance. Also, the insulin 
predictions showed only small deviations from the data. If we look at the worst 
predicted verification data set more closely (Figure 3B), some of the insulin data 
points fall outside the acceptance range, but the trend is described well. The model 

Figure 8A: Best fitted verification data set. The data from Ozeki et al. 31 (crosses and error 
bars) is well predicted by the optimal model (solid line) since all data points lie within 
the acceptance range (filled area). The left graph shows the glucose data and model + 
acceptance range, the right graph shows the insulin data and model + acceptance range. 

Figure 8B: Worst fitted verification data set. The glucose data from Lu et al. 30 (crosses and 
error bars) is well predicted by the optimal model (solid line) since all data points lie 
within the acceptance range (filled area). However, the insulin data is less well predicted, 
since 3 data points fall just outside the acceptance range. The left graph shows the 
glucose data and model + acceptance range, the right graph shows the insulin data and 
model + acceptance range. 
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is able to predict the verification sets well, which speaks strongly for the 
robustness and predictive power of our model. 

Model individualization 
Figure 9 shows the percentage of glucose and insulin data points within range 
before and after individualization. The percentage of insulin data points inside the 
acceptance range is higher after individualization than before for all verification 
data sets. However, the percentage of glucose data points within range goes down 
for two studies (Priebe et al. 32, Wachters-Hagedoorn et al. 35). Changing only four 
parameters significantly improved the insulin predictions. This shows that our 
model is sensitive to its parameters and has possibilities for individualization. 

Figure 9: Percentage of data points within the acceptance range, listed per verification 
data set. The red bars show the percentage of glucose data points within range before 
(light red) and after (dark red) individualization; the blue bars show the percentage of 
insulin data points before (light blue) and after (dark blue) individualization. 

3.4 Model sensitivity analysis 
To potentially reduce the number of parameters that need to be estimated and to 
check which parameters have the largest influence on the model outcome, we 
analyze the model using local parameter sensitivity analysis (LPSA), multi-
parametric sensitivity analysis (MPSA) and profile likelihood analysis (PLA). A 
general description of these methods is given in Appendix B: Model sensitivity 
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analysis and identifiability; the specific settings for our model and the results are 
given and discussed here. 

Methods 
For the LPSA, the model outcome is calculated starting from a perturbed state 
(plasma glucose level at t=0 of the OGTT Gpl(0) = 8 mmol/l; plasma insulin level at 
t=0 of the OGTT Ipl(0) = 25 mu/l). This ensures the effect of k8 (the parameter 
governing renal clearance) can also be investigated, which would not be possible if 
the glucose level never rose above the renal threshold Gthpl = 9 mmol/l.  

For the MPSA and the PLA we use the parameter estimation OGTT data. Since we 
don’t have data for patients injecting insulin, we cannot check the sensitivity of 
parameters k9 and k10 (which govern the short-acting insulin injection rate); 
therefore these parameters are left out of consideration in the following model 
analysis. 

For the MPSA, we choose to investigate 10,000 parameter sets to ensure we do not 
under-sample the parameter space. To our set of model parameters, we add five 
dummy parameters that are not used in the model. These will be used to assess 
whether the influence of a parameter lies above the noise level and is therefore 
significant. Next, we calculate model predictions for the parameter estimation 
OGTT data. We choose to classify all model outcomes with an SSR lower than five 
times the lowest SSR as acceptable. In this way, we ensure that all acceptable 
models follow the data reasonably well.  

For the PLA, we vary the parameter values in steps of ±0.5% to 5% of the optimal 
value determined through parameter estimation of all parameters simultaneously. 
The step size is dependent on the change in SSR: if the change in SSR is larger than 
5%, the step size is reduced, if it is smaller than 0.1% it is increased. The parameter 
is changed ten times in both directions. If the parameter is identifiable by then, the 
procedure is stopped; if not, the parameter is changed further until it becomes 
identifiable or until the maximum of twenty changes in both directions is reached. 
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Results of the model analysis 
The LPSA generates 12 glucose and 12 insulin figures, one for each parameter, as 
shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Each combination of glucose and insulin figures 
is visually analyzed to determine whether the parameter is sensitive (S) or not (N). 
This classification of the parameters is shown in Table 4 in the column labelled 
‘LPSA’. 

The results of the MPSA are given in Figure 12. Here, the K-S scores of each 
parameter and of all dummy variables are shown. The highest K-S score of the 
dummy variables is used as a threshold value for sensitivity and illustrated with 
the dashed line. Every parameter with a K-S score above the dashed line is 
considered sensitive. An overview of which parameters are sensitive according to 
the MPSA is given in Table 4 in the column labelled ‘MPSA’. 

Figure 10: Local Sensitivity Analysis plots showing the plasma glucose model for all 
parameters. Based on these figures, parameters k1, k5, k8, k11, k12, σ, and KM are sensitive. 
Parameters k6, k7 are only sensitive if the parameter becomes larger than certain threshold 
level, but as long as we stay under this level they are insensitive. Parameter k8 does not 
have a large influence on the size of the peak, but does strongly influence the shape of 
the profile and is therefore deemed sensitive. 
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Figure 11: Local Sensitivity Analysis plots showing the plasma insulin model for all 
parameters. Based on these figures, parameters k1, k2, k5, k8, k11, k12, σ, and KM are 
sensitive. Parameters k6 and k7 are only sensitive if the parameter becomes larger than 
certain threshold level, but as long as we stay under this level they are insensitive. 
Parameter k8 does not have a large influence on the size of the peak, but does strongly 
influence the shape of the profile and is therefore deemed sensitive.  

Figure 12: MPSA results with the K-S scores for every model parameter (blue bars) 
and for all dummy parameters (red bars). The dashed line indicates the threshold for 
sensitivity. 
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The profile likelihood profile of each parameter is given in Figure 13. The PLA tells 
us which parameters are identifiable, which parameters are practically 
unidentifiable and which parameters are structurally unidentifiable. This 
classification is shown in Table 4 in the column labelled ‘PLA’. In this column we 
also list the confidence interval of the parameters that are identifiable or the 
upper/lower confidence interval limit for the practically unidentifiable parameters. 

In the last column of Table 4 the results of the separate analyses are combined 
following the decision tree from Appendix B: Model sensitivity analysis and 
identifiability, to show which parameters should always be estimated and which 
can safely be kept constant from now on. According to the parameter sensitivity 
analysis, the most sensitive parameters are the meal parameters k1, k2 and σ, the 
parameter governing insulin creation in response to changes in glucose k8, and the 
rate constant determining the amount of interstitial insulin k11.  

Figure 13: Profile Likelihood Analysis plots, with the parameter value on the x-axis and 
the SSR value on the y-axis. The red star indicates the parameter value obtained from [2]. 
The lower dotted line represents the threshold value for the SSR when assuming you 
only vary one parameter (one degree of freedom); the highest dotted line represents the 
threshold value for the SSR when assuming you vary all parameters (fourteen degrees of 
freedom). 
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Table 4: Overview of sensitivity analysis results per parameter. S indicates the parameter 
is sensitive, N indicates the parameter is not sensitive. For the PLA, we indicate 
identifiability (I = identifiable, SU = structurally unidentifiable, PU = practically 
unidentifiable). For the identifiable parameters the confidence interval is listed; for the 
practically unidentifiable parameters the known limit is listed. Parameters that are not 
sensitive according to the LPSA and MPSA can be kept constant; all other parameters 
need to be estimated. 

Parameter LPSA MPSA PLA Conclusion 

k1 S S I (1.40 – 1.49x10-2) Estimate 
k2 S S I (2.25 – 3.30 x10-2) Estimate 
k3 N N SU Constant 
k4 Na S SU Estimate 
k5 S N I (0.929 – 1.01 x10-2) Estimate 
k6 Na N I (1.44 – 2.70 x10-2) Constant 
k7 Na Nc I (1.03 – 1.27) Constant 
k8 Sb S I (6.64 – 7.93) Estimate 
k11 S S PU (… – 4.16 x10-2) Estimate 
k12 S N I (2.59 – 3.02 x10-2) Estimate 
σ S S I (1.31 – 1.37) Estimate 
KM S N SU Constant 
a The parameter is sensitive to one side: decreasing the parameter does not have a large 
effect, but increasing the parameter value above a certain threshold gives a completely 
different model response. 
b Although the parameter value does not strongly influence the height of the curve, it does 
have a large influence on the shape. 
c The K-S score of k7 is almost identical to the highest dummy K-S score, but slightly lower. 

3.5 Proof of concept: modeling diabetes 
Several other models of the human glucose-insulin system exist 6,	10,	39-42. Some are 
simpler than our model, others more detailed. Analysis of the model accuracy is 
often limited and usually only the capability of a model to fit the training data is 
reported. This is partly because data often do not provide sufficient information to 
constrain all model parameters. We aimed for a limited number of parameters that 
largely define the dynamic response. The sensitivity analysis shows that most of 
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our parameters can be estimated with a finite, relatively small confidence interval. 
We further analysed the accuracy of our model by investigating the uncertainty 
and variability in the predictions for the verification data sets. The model is able to 
predict the verification sets well, which speaks strongly for the robustness and 
predictive power of our model. The question however remains if we can describe 
the glucose metabolism of patients with diabetes type 1 and 2 with this model. 
This section shows proof of concept that our model is indeed suitable for this 
purpose. 

Methods 
The sensitive model parameters are re-estimated on literature data of a healthy 
subject, a subject with impaired glucose tolerance and a subject with diabetes type 
2 43. The subjects ingested 75g of glucose and blood was taken at time t = 0, 30, 60, 
90, 120, 150 and 180 minutes for glucose and insulin analysis. Since the individual 
body weight is not listed, we use the group average for this: Mb(healthy) = 75.0kg, 
Mb(IFG) = 80.5kg, Mb(T2DM) = 83.3kg. We test whether our model is capable of 
correctly describing the glucose and insulin values of these subjects by re-
estimating only the sensitive parameters that have been defined from the 
sensitivity analyses. We vary the initial values of the parameters that are re-
estimated 200 times and pick the model with the lowest SSR as the resulting 
optimal model. We introduce a lower bound of 1% of the optimal value and an 
upper bound of 10000% of the optimal value for each parameter to ensure 
physiological results, except for parameters k1, k2 and σ: k1 and k2 are bound by 50% 
and 200% of the original value and sigma is bound by 1 and 2. Since the data does 
not include a standard deviation, we normalize the difference between data and 
model using a slightly adjusted equation for the SSR: 
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with CVj the inter-assay coefficient of variation of either glucose (= 2.6%) or insulin 
(= 5.3%) and µj the average value of the data set. The parameters giving the lowest 
SSR are chosen as the final model. 

Results 
The optimal parameter values for the three individuals are listed in Table 5 
together with the optimal SSR. The resulting model simulations are shown 
together with the data in Figure 14. 

The three models follow the trend of the data well. For the healthy subject and the 
T2DM subject, all glucose data points are within ±20% of the model simulation. For 
the IFG subject 2 glucose data points (24%, the last two points) are outside this 
range. However, due to the low number of data points, this percentage is not very 
precise.  

The height and timing of the peaks are modelled accurately. This is an important 
result, since the height and timing of the glucose peak are the characteristic 
patients care most about to adjust their short-acting insulin dosage. It is therefore 
crucial to have an accurate estimate for these values. The low number of data 

Table 5: Overview of the optimal parameter values and SSR for the individual data of a 
healthy subject (H), impaired fasting glucose subject (IFG), and a diabetes mellitus type 2 
subject (T2DM). 

Parameter H IFG T2DM 

k1 1.73 x10-2 2.11 x10-2 1.48 x10-2 
k2 1.38 x10-1 5.52 x10-1 5.52 x10-1 
k4 3.64 x10-3 8.53 x10-6 2.20 x10-2 
k5 2.16 4.95 1.10 x10-3 
k8 18.0 6.79 4.41 
k11 7.40 x10-2 1.77 x10-2 1.20 x10-1 
k12 26.5 13.5 2.89 
σ 1.75 1.43 1.72 
SSR 173 250 49.7 
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points in the OGTT’s used for individualization can cause rapid changes or high 
but narrow peaks to be ignored. A larger number of data points around the 
glucose and insulin peaks would reduce the risk of missing such rapid changes 
and would provide more information on the rise and fall surrounding these peaks. 

The tail of the glucose data of the IFG subject is not modelled very well. However, 
this seems more an artefact of the data than a problem of the model: the data in the 
tail are lower than the starting value of the IFG subject, where we would expect the 
glucose level to always return to the same basal value. This is also what is 
programmed into the model; it is therefore not surprising the model does not fit 
well on these two data points. Another artefact of the used data sets is that the 
healthy subject seems to be slower in returning to basal state than the IFG subject. 
Our model follows this trend in the data, but it is not a physiologically correct 
finding. The profile of the “healthy” subject shows that perhaps the criteria for 
classifying glucose tolerance are not stringent enough. 

By looking at the changes in specific parameters, we can analyze the physiological 
relevance of our model a bit more. Most changes in parameters do not show a clear 
trend, except for parameters k2, k8, and k12. The value of parameter k2 increases from 
a healthy subject to an IFG subject to a T2DM subject. Apparently, the rate of 
glucose uptake from the gut is higher in patients with reduced glucose tolerance. 
Parameter k8 is much higher for the healthy subject. This is physiologically logical: 
the insulin reaction to a change in glucose levels should be much more rapid for a 

Figure 14: Individualized models for a healthy subject, an IFG subject and a T2DM 
subject. The crosses show the original data points, the lines show the corresponding 
model prediction. 
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healthy person than for an IFG subject or a subject with T2DM. Parameter k12 is 
also higher for the healthy subject than for the other two. Apparently, the rate of 
insulin transfer from plasma to interstitial fluid is higher for healthy subjects. 
Another interesting result is that parameter k5 has a distinctly lower value for the 
T2DM subject than for the others. This is a physiologically correct finding, since 
this parameter governs the insulin-dependent glucose uptake, which should be 
lower in a T2DM subject. These physiologically correct parameter changes together 
with the good model results of the T2DM subject indicate that we can indeed 
individualize our model to describe the glucose metabolism of subjects with 
strongly varying glucose tolerance. In Chapter 5 we will further investigate the 
capabilities of our model for describing glucose metabolism of subjects with 
varying levels of glucose tolerance. 

3.6 Conclusion 
By combining different literature models, we created a simple glucose metabolism 
model. The model describes the most important high-level physiological processes 
involved in glucose metabolism, lumping several underlying processes to reduce 
the complexity and number of parameters. Literature data of healthy subjects were 
used to estimate the parameters of the model, and the estimated parameters were 
successfully cross validated on separate literature data sets. The proof of concept 
was successful in showing that the model can be used to describe patients with 
pre-diabetes and diabetes type 2 as well, by re-estimating a subset of the model 
parameters. 

A downside of our model is that it requires both glucose and insulin data to 
estimate the parameters. Glucose data is readily obtainable from literature, or it 
can be easily and cheaply measured specifically for this purpose. Insulin data 
however is not commonly available, since measuring insulin concentrations is 
relatively expensive. For incorporation of the model in our educational game, we 
need to estimate parameters on glucose and insulin data of several diabetes 
patients under daily life circumstances. Since this data is not available from 
literature, we decide to gather this data ourselves. The experimental study 
performed for this purpose is described in the next chapter. 
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Appendix A – Full model description 
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Insulin in the plasma 
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Table 6: Overview of the model variables, input, fluxes, parameters, and constants. 

Name Description Units Applicability 

Variables 
t Time min 
MGgut(t) Glucose mass in the gut mg 
Gpl(t) Plasma glucose 

concentration 
mmol/L 

Ipl(t) Plasma insulin 
concentration 

mU/L 

Iif(t) Interstitial fluid insulin 
concentration 

mU/L 

UIsc1(t) Subcutaneous insulin 
mass at injection site 

U Only for patients 
using short-acting 
insulin 

UIsc2(t) Subcutaneous insulin 
mass proximal to 
plasma 

U Only for patients 
using short-acting 
insulin 

Input 
variables 
Dmeal Food intake mg 
Mb Body mass kg 
usa(t) Rate of short-acting 

insulin injection (for a 
bolus the injection time 
is set to 1 minute) 

U/min Only for patients 
using short-acting 
insulin 

Ula Dose of long-acting 
insulin injection 

U Only for patients 
using long-acting 
insulin 
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Fluxes    

mGmeal(t)  Glucose mass entering 
from stomach 

mg/min  

mGpl(t)  Glucose mass leaving to 
plasma 

mg/min  

gliv(t)  Glucose production by 
the liver (EGP) 

mmol/L/min  

ggut(t)  Glucose entering from 
the gut 

mmol/L/min  

gnon-it(t)  Glucose uptake by 
insulin-independent 
tissue 

mmol/L/min  

git(t)  Glucose uptake by 
insulin-dependent tissue 

mmol/L/min  

gren(t)  Renal glucose 
elimination 

mmol/L/min  

ipnc(t)  Pancreas insulin 
secretion 

mU/L/min Not for patients with 
diabetes type 1 

isa(t)  Short-acting insulin 
secretion 

mU/L/min Only for patients 
using short-acting 
insulin 

ila(t)  Long-acting insulin 
secretion  

mU/L/min Only for patients 
using long-acting 
insulin 

irem(t)  Insulin flowing into 
interstitial fluid 

mU/L/min  

iliv(t)  Insulin uptake by the 
liver 

mU/L/min  

ipl(t)  Insulin entering 
interstitial fluid from the 
plasma 

mU/L/min  
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iit(t) Insulin usage by insulin-
dependent tissue 

mU/L/min 

Parameters 
k1 Rate const of glucose 

appearance in the gut 
1/min 

k2 Rate const of gut 
emptying  

1/min 

k3 Rate const of ΔG 
suppression of EGP 

1/min Zero for patients with 
diabetes type 1 

k4 Rate const of Irem 
suppression of EGP 

1/min Zero for patients with 
diabetes type 1 

k5 Rate const of insulin-
dependent glucose 
uptake 

1/min 

k6 Rate const of ΔG-
dependant insulin 
production 

1/min 

k7 Rate const of ∫G-
dependant insulin 
production 

1/min 

k8 Rate const of dG/dt-
dependant insulin 
production 

1/min 

k9 Rate const of short-
acting insulin 
appearance in plasma 

1/min Only for patients 
using short-acting 
insulin 

k10 Rate const of short 
acting insulin 
appearance in 
subcutaneous 
compartment 1 

1/min Only for patients 
using short-acting 
insulin 
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k11 Rate const of insulin 
outflow from plasma to 
interstitial fluid 

1/min 

k12 Rate const of interstitial 
fluid insulin utilization 

1/min 

σ Shape factor - 
KM Michaelis-Menten 

constant for glucose 
uptake 

mmol/L 

Constants 
Gbpl Basal plasma glucose  mmol/L = Gpl(0) 
Ibpl Basal plasma insulin mU/L = Ipl(0) 
gbliv Basal endogenous 

glucose production 
mmol/L/min 0.043 [11] 

Gthpl Renal threshold mmol/L 9 [12] 
vG Glucose distribution 

volume in plasma 
L/kg 17/70 [13] 

vI Insulin distribution 
volume in plasma 

L/kg 13/70 [13] 

β Unit conversion factor 
from glucose to insulin 

(mmol/L)/(mU/L) 1 

f Unit conversion factor 
from mmol to mg 
glucose 

mmol/mg 0.005551 [14] 

τi Integral time const min 31 
tint Time constant 

determining integral 
window 

min 30 

τd Derivative time const min 3 
c1 Rate const of glomerular 

filtration 
1/min 0.1 [15] 
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h Time characteristic of 
absorption 

- Differs per insulin 
brand 

t0.5 Half-life time of long-
acting insulin 

min Differs per insulin 
brand 

a Dose shape factor 1 min/U Differs per insulin 
brand 

b Dose shape factor 2 min Differs per insulin 
brand 
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Appendix B: Model sensitivity analysis and identifiability 
The more parameters have to be estimated, the smaller the certainty of the 
parameter values will be. Some parameters might even be unidentifiable, 
depending on the data used to estimate the parameters, and could be replaced by 
constants instead. On the other hand, uncertainty in a sensitive parameter will 
result in more uncertainty in the model. To get better insight into the validity of 
model predictions, it is important to know which parameters are identifiable and 
which are sensitive. To find this out, different analyses can be performed 44. In this 
thesis we use a combination of three different analyses: local parameter sensitivity 
analysis (LPSA), multi-parametric sensitivity analysis (MPSA) and profile 
likelihood analysis (PLA). Together they give insight in the sensitivity of 
individual parameters (LPSA), combinations of parameters (MPSA) and show 
which parameters can be estimated to which level of accuracy (PLA). For the PLA 
data is needed to estimate the parameters on; LPSA and MPSA can be performed 
without data. 

Local Parameter Sensitivity Analysis (LPSA) 
A Local Parameter Sensitivity Analysis (LPSA) investigates the effect of varying 
one parameter while keeping the other parameters constant. This gives an 
indication of the influence of that parameter on the total model outcome 45. LPSA 
is implemented as a parameter scan: we vary every parameter by multiplication to 
1%, 10%, 50%, 100%, 200%, 1000% and 10,000% of its optimal value determined 
through parameter estimation. For each adjusted value, we calculate the model 
outcome and plot these results in one graph for easy comparison. We deem a 
parameter sensitive according to the LPSA if either the glucose or insulin peak is 
significantly changed (more than 50% for the largest changes) or if the shape of the 
profile is significantly changed, based on visual inspection. 

Multi Parametric Sensitivity Analysis (MPSA) 
A Multi Parametric Sensitivity Analysis (MPSA) investigates the effect of 
uncertainty in multiple parameter inputs simultaneously 46. It is performed in four 
steps. First, the parameter sets are defined using a Latin Hypercube Sampling 
method to ensure the entire range of parameter values is explored 47. The number 
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of parameter sets to be investigated depends on the size of the parameter space 
and the definition of the acceptable models: a larger parameter space will in 
general give a wider range of model outcomes, which means a larger number of 
parameter sets need to be investigated to ensure a representative number of correct 
models is obtained. Dummy parameters are added to these parameter sets, which 
are not used in the model. These will be used to assess whether the influence of a 
parameter lies above the noise level and is therefore significant. Next, for each 
parameter set the model outcome is calculated and the model performance is 
evaluated using the objective function. Step three is to classify the model outcome 
as acceptable or unacceptable. This can be done in several ways, for instance by 
defining a threshold value for the SSR, or by including a set percentage of the total 
number of models. Two cumulative frequency distributions are created for each 
parameter: one for all acceptable cases, and one for all unacceptable cases. The two 
frequency distributions are compared using the statistical Kolgomorov-Smirnov 
test 48. If the frequency distributions are different (resulting in a high K-S score), 
the parameter is sensitive. Here the dummy parameters come in. Since the dummy 
parameters do not play a role in the model, they are by definition insensitive. 
Therefore, the K-S score of the dummy parameters gives a cut-off value to define 
which parameters are sensitive and which are not. All parameters with a K-S score 
above the K-S score of the dummy parameters are deemed sensitive. 

Profile Likelihood Analysis (PLA) 
In a Profile Likelihood Analysis (PLA), one parameter value is varied slightly and 
then kept constant, after which all other parameters are re-estimated 49. The 
resulting SSR is plotted against the change in the parameter, creating the profile 
likelihood profile. Using PLA, it is possible to determine which parameters are 
identifiable and assign confidence limits. First, a threshold value is calculated for 
the SSR using an inversed chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom 
and a value for alpha of 0.05. The confidence interval for the parameter is now 
defined as the outermost values where the profile likelihood profile intersects with 
this threshold. If this occurs on both sides of the original optimal parameter value, 
the parameter is classified as identifiable. If it occurs on only one side of the 
parameter, it is practically unidentifiable: as long as the parameter has a value 
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above or below a critical level, the SSR does not change any more. If the profile 
likelihood profile is flat and never crosses the threshold, the parameter is classified 
as structurally unidentifiable.  

Combining analysis results 
One problem that arises when using three different methods is that they 
sometimes give contradictory results. We choose to always estimate the parameter 
if either the MPSA or the LPSA indicates sensitivity. The only exception is when 
the parameter is only sensitive according to the LPSA and also structurally 
unidentifiable: in that case estimating the parameter does not yield a reliable result 
and we choose to keep that parameter constant instead. In case the MPSA indicates 
sensitivity but the parameter is structurally unidentifiable, we do estimate the 
parameter value. Although the value of that parameter cannot be identified, it will 
have a large influence on the values of other parameters. Estimating it will ensure 
that the optimal combination of parameter values can be obtained. Summarizing, 
to determine which parameters to estimate we use the following decision tree: 

1) If the parameter is sensitive according to the MPSA, estimate it.
2) Else, if the parameter is not sensitive according to the MPSA, and also not

sensitive according to the LPSA, keep it constant.
3) Else, if the parameter is not sensitive according to the MPSA, but is sensitive

according to the LPSA, and the parameter is identifiable according to the PLA,
then estimate it.

4) Else, keep the parameter constant.
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4 The diabetes modeling study 
In the previous chapter we checked the assumptions of our model on glucose data 
of healthy subjects. The next step is to test the model on data of patients with 
diabetes type 1 or 2. Since suitable data sources were not available in literature, we 
decided to set up an observational study to obtain the data necessary for further 
model development. This chapter describes the methodology and results of this 
study. 

4.1 Introduction 
Diabetes patients display a wide variation in the physiological reactions to the 
same administration of food or medication 1-3. This is most obvious in patients 
with diabetes type 2, where some need no medication at all, managing their 
disease with lifestyle changes, while others use more than 200 units of insulin a 
day. These differences in medication indicate a large variability in underlying 
pathophysiology but also in lifestyle, resulting in an inhomogeneous population.  

The heterogeneity of glucose metabolism is for a large part due to differences in 
insulin sensitivity and remaining beta cell function 4. The influence of insulin 
sensitivity on glucose metabolism has been investigated quite extensively, since it 
was seen as the primary mechanism behind the development of diabetes type 2 5-10. 
In recent years the attention for differences in remaining beta cell function has 
been increasing, focusing towards a beta cell centric classification scheme for 
diabetes 11. 

Unfortunately, direct measures for insulin resistance and beta cell function do not 
exist. The golden standard for measuring insulin resistance indirectly is through 
performing a hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp, combined with a 
hyperglycemic clamp to determine beta cell function 12. However, performing both 
clamps in multiple patients is costly and invasive and therefore not preferred. An 
often-used alternative method is the HOMA model, but this model does not work 
for insulin-dependent diabetes patients 13. Other alternatives have comparable 
limitations 14. 
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Studies concerning glucose metabolism or diabetes medication often include only 
patients with type 1 diabetes or insulin-naïve type 2 diabetes subjects. These 
groups are selected on the assumption that these patients are less insulin resistant, 
and have either no beta cell function (type 1) or an almost normal beta cell function 
(insulin-naïve diabetes type 2), which results in a more or less homogeneous 
group. However, this assumption has never been tested, and data to substantiate 
this claim is lacking. In addition, characteristic glucose profiles of the large 
population of patients with diabetes type 2 using medication are not well known. 

The current study investigates the heterogeneity of the diabetes population as a 
whole and of the diabetes type 1 and insulin-naïve diabetes type 2 subgroups 
separately during a thirteen-hour study day mimicking real-life conditions. We 
study the heterogeneity of diabetes patients in terms of several glucose measures: 
HbA1c, average glucose concentration, fasting glucose concentration, and the 
glucose standard deviation. In relation to these glucose measures we also 
determine the average and fasting insulin and C-peptide concentration. C-peptide 
is created in a 1:1 molar ratio with pancreatic insulin generation, but is not used by 
the body, which makes it a fairly good indicator of the endogenous insulin 
production rate 15. The combination of this data with information on medication 
and food intake supplies us with the data needed to further develop an 
educational diabetes model 16. It will also be a useful source for clinicians 
investigating treatment protocols for diabetes type 2 patients. 

Next to investigating the heterogeneity in glucose metabolism, we also investigate 
the correlation between our glucose metabolism measures and several patient 
characteristics like body mass index (BMI), total daily insulin dose per kg 
bodyweight (TDID/kg) and diabetes duration. We hypothesize that patients’ 
glucose metabolism measures can be roughly predicted using these easily 
measured patient characteristics. This might be helpful for clinicians to identify 
whether patients suffer more from declining beta cell function or declining insulin 
sensitivity, which can have consequences for treatment. 
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4.2 Research Design and Methods 
This observational study was carried out according to the principles of the 
Declaration of Helsinki and of Good Clinical Practice and was approved by the 
local medical ethics committee. All patients signed informed consent before start of 
the trial. 

Subjects 
For this study eleven type 1 and forty-four type 2 diabetes patients were included, 
following the inclusion and exclusion criteria as listed in Table 7. To ensure the full 
range of heterogeneity of glucose metabolism was represented, we included 
patients scattered over the full range of BMI and TDID/kg. Patients were recruited 
from the patient group of the Máxima Medical Centre and through an open 
invitation send to members of the regional division Peel and Kempen of the Dutch 
Diabetes Association (Diabetes Vereniging Nederland).  

Study procedure 
Patients were screened for participation during an intake meeting. After the 
patient had signed informed consent, the patient’s medical history was recorded, 
including age, gender, medication history, average total daily insulin dosage (if 
applicable) and year of diagnosis. A physical examination was performed to 
determine length, body weight, waist and hip circumference, heart rate and blood 
pressure. If the latest measurements of HbA1c, creatinine, and cholesterol, 
triglycerides, HDL and LDL levels were from within 4 weeks of the study date, 
these were denoted; otherwise, extra blood was taken together with the first 
sample of the study day to obtain more recent measurements. A date was set for 
the study day within 4 weeks from the intake meeting. 

On the study day, patients arrived in fasting state. Eating was allowed in case of 
hypoglycemia, but the patient was asked to denote what is eaten, how much and 
at which time. To be able to compensate for stress, which can heighten glucose 
levels considerably 17, patients were asked to fill out the Dutch version of the 
perceived stress scale test 18 at the start of the day to obtain a baseline 
measurement   for   their   stress  level.   Furthermore,  they   had   to complete    an  
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Table 7: In- and exclusion criteria for diabetes modeling study 

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria 

Signed informed consent obtained before 
start of the trial 

HbA1c > 75 mmol/mol 

Diagnosed with diabetes type 1 or 2 for at 

least 1 year 

For diabetes type 1 patients: BMI >27.5 

kg/m2* 

For diabetes type 1 patients: on pump 

therapy* 

For diabetes type 1 patients: TDID/kg >0.8 

U/kg/day* 

Age ≥ 18 years and ≤ 85 years Renal dysfunction: eGFR <50 mL/min/(1,73 

m2)** 

If using mealtime insulin, able and willing 

to perform 6 finger prick measurements for 

determining blood glucose as per protocol 

Greatly impaired stomach emptying as 

determined by investigator** 

Able and willing to eat 3 main meals on the 

trial day 

Use of concomitant medication which may 

alter glucose metabolism other than insulin 

and metformin including but not limited to: 

sulfonylurea-derivatives, systemic (or 

inhaled) glucocorticoids or non-selective 

beta-blockers 

Able and willing to fill out an emotional 

state questionnaire 

Substance abuse including abuse of anabolic 

steroids as indicated by patient 

Mental incapacity or language barrier 

precluding adequate understanding and/or 

cooperation  

Pregnancy as indicated by patient 

Food allergies that prevent the patient from 

eating the prescribed standardized meals 
* For the patients with diabetes type 1 we used one extra inclusion and two extra exclusion
criteria which are generally imposed on study subjects of medication studies, so that we can
compare the heterogeneity of the usual study subjects to the heterogeneity of all diabetes
patients. ** The eGFR is a measure for renal dysfunction, calculated using the abbreviated
MDRD equation 19. Renal function and stomach emptying should not be impaired so that
the patients can be grouped for modeling purposes 16.
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Figure 15: Schematic of the study day protocol 

emotional state questionnaire (Appendix A: Emotional state questionnaire, 
internally developed method) before each meal to account for any influence of 
stress during the post-meal time period. Also, all dosage and timing of medication 
taken within 12 hours before the start of the study day were denoted.  

A peripheral catheter with a two-way tap (Argon Safedraw, Argon Medical 
Devices, NL) was placed by a resident or practiced nurse for loss-less blood 
withdrawal. 47 samples of 3 ml venous blood were collected into 3 ml lithium-
heparine tubes (BD Vacutainer) 15 minutes before, right before, and at 10 minute 
intervals for one hour after each meal and at 20 minute intervals for the second 
and third hour after each meal.  

Patients could choose from seven standardized meals for breakfast and lunch and 
six store-bought meals for dinner (options and dietary content listed in Appendix 
B: Meal options during the study day). They were requested to finish the whole 
meal within 10 minutes (15 for dinner) and the exact starting and ending time of 
the meal were denoted.  

08:00 09:00 12:30 15:40 17:00 21:15 

Placement catheter 

PSS questionnaire 

ES questionnaire 

Meal and 

Break 

Removal catheter 

Pre-meal samples 

Post-meal samples  
7x every 10 minutes

Post-meal samples 
5x/9x every 20 minutes
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Medication was taken according to the patient’s regular dosing, adjusted for the 
carbohydrate content of the standardized meals. If the patient wanted to take 
meal-related insulin, the patient also performed a finger prick measurement before 
the meal and after 1.5 hours to check current glucose concentration and adjust 
insulin dosage or take extra carbohydrates in case of hypoglycemia. A schematic 
overview of the study day protocol is given in Figure 15. 

Chemical analysis 
Blood samples were drawn in heparin tubes (BD Vacutainer), in which all analytes 
were measured (glucose, insulin and C-peptide). In order to stop the glucose 
metabolism, whole blood samples were placed on melting ice prior to centrifuging 
for 10 minutes at 3000 RPM. Of each sample 1ml plasma is pipetted and stored at -
80°C for potential future analysis. Plasma glucose levels were determined by an 
enzymatic essay (Elecsys GLUC3, Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Germany) with a 
measurement range of 0.5-35 mmol/l and a coefficient of variation (CV) of 1.5%. C-
peptide was determined using an electrochemiluminescence immunoassay 
(COBAS system, Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Germany) with measurement range 
0.003-13.3 nmol/l and a CV of 2.5% at physiological concentrations. The 
endogenous insulin concentration was determined using an 
electrochemiluminescence immunoassay for insulin (COBAS system, Roche 
Diagnostics GmbH, Germany) with a measuring range of 0.2-1000 µU/ml and a CV 
of 2.5%. This assay has no cross-reactivity with exogenous insulin analogues aspart 
and glargine in buffer solutions 20, 20, while cross-reactivity with detemir is unlisted. 
In order to study cross relativities in plasma, all analogues were spiked to plasma 
without endogenous insulin. In the investigated concentration of 50 – 750 µU/ml, 
no response was observed for aspart and detemir, yet ±30% cross-reactivity was 
observed for glargine. The difference in cross-reactivity in serum versus buffer was 
also noticed in literature 21, 22. 

Statistical methods 
For each patient the average glucose, insulin and C-peptide concentration and the 
glucose, insulin and C-peptide standard deviation were calculated, using all data 
points of that patient. The fasting glucose, insulin and C-peptide values were also 
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denoted. Next, the patients were categorized in three groups: patients with 
diabetes type 1, patients with insulin-naïve diabetes type 2, and the remaining 
diabetes type 2 patients. For each group the average, standard deviation and range 
of the glucose metabolism measures were determined. Note that this means that 
different meals and different amounts of insulin intake are averaged, which 
ensures the values represent reality in daily life. 

To see if the heterogeneity of the diabetes type 1 and insulin-naïve diabetes type 2 
group were different from the total diabetes population, the group averages were 
compared using a single-factor ANOVA test (assuming equal variances, α = 0.05). 
If the ANOVA showed that one or more means differ, a Tukey-Kramer test was 
performed using the multcompare algorithm from Matlab (MATLAB 8.3, The 
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2014) to check which groups have a significantly 
different average. 

Lastly, a multiple linear regression model was calculated for each glucose 
metabolism measurement using the patient characteristics as predictors, using the 
stepwisefit algorithm from Matlab (MATLAB 8.3, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, 
MA, 2014). This algorithm built the regression model by adding the predictor with 
the smallest P-value. After each step, the algorithm checked whether the P-value of 
any of the currently included predictors was larger than 0.05, and if so, the 
predictor with the largest P-value was removed. This algorithm guarantees to find 
at least a local optimum, in much less computational time than needed to calculate 
all possible models, and the final model is guaranteed statistically significant. The 
resulting R2 values were listed. 

4.3 Results 
We have included 55 patients and obtained more than 7500 measurements over 
164 meals (55 times breakfast and lunch, 54 times dinner). The main observations 
are presented here. The insulin traces and the resulting average values are not 
included, because the C-peptide concentrations contain roughly the same 
information, without the potential confounder of cross-reactivity with injected 
insulin analogues. The stress and emotional state questionnaires did not show any 
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significant differences between patients or any correlation with the measured data 
and are therefore not discussed here. The complete data files (including meal and 
medication details, insulin concentrations, and the stress and emotional state 
questionnaires) can be obtained upon request from the author. 

Subjects 
The base characteristics of the study subjects are given in Table 8. Patients were 
included in the type 1 or type 2 group based on the diagnosis reported in the 
documentation of their treating physician. These diagnoses are not always 
confirmed using a laboratory test for C-peptide and/or antibodies present in 
patients with diabetes type 1 (anti-GAD). This caused us to include four patients in 
the type 2 diabetes group, that turned out not to have a measurable C-peptide 
level. We have put these patients in a separate group called “no C-peptide”. 

According to the one-way ANOVA test, some groups had significantly different 
means. The Tukey-Kramer test (p<0.05) showed that the included type 1 patients 
were significantly younger than the total population, had a longer duration of 
diabetes, and a lower BMI, weight, and waist circumference. The insulin-naïve 
diabetes type 2 patients had a significantly shorter duration of diabetes, a higher 
metformin dose and higher HDL concentration, and of course a lower TDID/kg 
than the total population. The patients without measurable C-peptide 
concentrations and the remaining type 2 diabetes patients did not significantly 
differ from the total diabetes population.  

There were also some significant differences between the subgroups. The diabetes 
type 1 patients have a significantly lower hip circumference and triglyceride level 
than the remaining type 2 patients. The cholesterol level of the type 1 patients is 
significantly higher than in the insulin-naïve diabetes type 2 patients, but is not 
significantly different from the other groups. Lastly, the insulin-naïve diabetes 
type 2 patients have a significantly lower HbA1c level than the diabetes type 1 
patients and the remaining diabetes type 2 patients. 
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Table 8: Average and range of the patient characteristics of the included patients, denoted 
per group. Significant differences with regards to the total population are indicated with 
an asterisk (*). 

All Type 1 
Type 2, 
no C-

peptide 

Type 2, 
insulin-

naïve 

Type 2, 
remaining 

N (M/F) 55 
(40/15) 

11 
(4/7) 

4 
(3/1) 

10 
(9/1) 

30 
(24/6) 

Age (yrs) 60 
(33-75) 

51* 
(33-62) 

60 
(42-69) 

63 
(52-73) 

63 
(46-75) 

Duration diabetes 
(yrs) 

17 
(2-39) 

26* 
(5-39) 

18 
(13-29) 

7* 
(4-19) 

17 
(2-38) 

HbA1c (%; 
mmol/mol) 

58 
(40-75) 

61 
(42-71) 

64 
(53-70) 

51 
(40-63) 

59 
(46-75) 

BMI (kg/m2) 28.9 
(20.3-
40.8) 

24.2* 
(20.3-
27.1) 

28.2 
(24.2-32.6) 

29.5 
(23.5-36.2) 

30.5 
(21.8-40.8) 

TDID/kg 
(U/kg/day) 

0.62 
(0-1.88) 

0.53 
(0.35-
0.77) 

0.75 
(0.56-1.11) 

0* 0.84 
(0.11-1.88) 

Metformin dose 922 
(0-2000) 

155 
(0-1700) 

750 
(0-2000) 

1800* 
(1000-
2000) 

935 
(0-2000) 

Length (cm) 172.3 
(150.9-
194.0) 

172.0 
(165.0-
183.7) 

171.9 
(157.5-
179.0) 

173.8 
(163.3-
185.3) 

172.0 
(150.9-
194.0) 

Weight (kg) 85.5 
(57.0-
144.0) 

71.6* 
(57.0-
79.6) 

83.5 
(70.5-
100.0) 

89.7 
(64.5-112) 

90.1 
(72.0-144.0) 

Waist 
circumference 
(cm) 

103 
(74-138) 

88* 
(74-100) 

103 
(92-115) 

105 
(86-124) 

108 
(91-138) 

Hip 
circumference 
(cm) 

104 
(76-132) 

94 
(76-113) 

101 
(97-106) 

102 
(90-117) 

108 
(89-132) 
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Waist/Hip ratio 0.99 
(0.83-
1.16) 

0.94 
(0.83-
1.16) 

1.02 
(0.90-1.08) 

1.03 
(0.95-1.10) 

1.0 
(0.85-1.12) 

Cholesterol 
(mmol/l) 

3.8 
(0.8-8.2) 

4.5 
(3.2-8.2) 

4.3 
(1.3-6.0) 

2.8 
(0.8-5.7) 

3.8 
(1.1-5.2) 

Triglycerides 
(mmol/l) 

1.5 
(0.53-4.0) 

0.8 
(0.53-1.4) 

1.7 
(1.1-2.5) 

1.7 
(1.1-3.0) 

1.8 
(0.59-4.0) 

HDL (mmol/l) 1.6 
(0.6-5.1) 

1.5 
(1.1-2.0) 

2.0 
(1.0-3.8) 

2.5* 
(1.0-5.1)) 

1.3 
(0.6-3.6) 

LDL (mmol/l) 2.2 
(0.82-6.4) 

2.7 
(1.5-6.4) 

2.8 
(1.8-3.5) 

2 
(0.82-3.5) 

1.9 
(0.98-3.4) 

Glucose and C-peptide traces 
Figure 16 shows the glucose and C-peptide traces of all patients, grouped in a 
figure for patients with diabetes type 1 (A), diabetes type 2 patients without 
measurable C-peptide concentrations (B), insulin-naÏve diabetes type 2 patients 
(C), and three panels showing the remaining patients grouped using their TDID/kg 
(D, E and F). For the patients with diabetes type 1 and the patients with diabetes 
type 2 without C-peptide, only the glucose traces are shown. 

This study was set up to closely replicate daily life conditions: each patient could 
choose their own meal and continue their own medication use. Comparing the 
glucose, insulin and C-peptide traces quantitatively therefore is not possible, since 
the amount of carbohydrates and insulin will influence the height of the peaks. 
However, the glucose and C-peptide traces combined do give a good idea of the 
variation patients experience in daily life, and general trends can be observed. 

One of the trends observed is that the diabetes type 1 patients have much higher 
glucose peaks than most diabetes type 2 patients, especially during breakfast. Most 
diabetes type 1 patients have a lower glucose concentration at the end of the day 
than at the beginning, where the diabetes type 2 patients don’t show much 
difference between these values. For most patients, the glucose concentration 
shows sharp well-pronounced peaks for breakfast and lunch, while the dinner 
glucose peak is less sharp and the glucose concentration decreases more slowly.  
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Glucose (mmol/l) C-peptide (nmol/l)
A: Diabetes type 1 

B: Diabetes type 2 without C-peptide 

C: Diabetes type 2, insulin-naïve B:
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Figure 16: Glucose and C-peptide traces of all included patients. A: Glucose traces of 
diabetes type 1 patients. B: Glucose traces of type 2 patients without measurable C-
peptide concentrations. C: Glucose (left) and C-peptide (right) of insulin-naïve diabetes 
type 2 patients. Inset shows the same C-peptide graph, but with the y-axis scaled to a 
maximum of 7 mmol/l so that the two highest traces of p019 and p020 are clearly visible. 
D, E and F: Glucose (left) and C-peptide (right) of remaining patients with TDID/kg < 0.5, 
0.5-1.0 and > 1.0 U/kg/day. 

Glucose (mmol/l) C-peptide (nmol/l)
D: Diabetes type 2, TDID/kg < 0.5 U/kg/day B:

E: Diabetes type 2, TDID/kg 0.5-1.0 U/kg/day B:

F: Diabetes type 2, TDID/kg > 1.0 U/kg/day B:
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The C-peptide traces are less smooth and show more variation than the glucose 
traces, but the main peaks for breakfast, lunch and dinner are clearly present for 
most patients. However, some patients have a clearly different C-peptide trace 
which is fairly constant without clear peaks at a much lower concentration (p037, 
p046, p049, p079, p080, p082). The insulin-naïve diabetes type 2 patients achieve 
the highest C-peptide concentrations, where the patients with the highest insulin 
doses mostly have low C-peptide concentrations. 

Differences in group averages 
For each patient the average, standard deviation and fasting level of the glucose, 
insulin and C-peptide is determined. For each group we calculated the average 
and standard deviation of these values, as listed in Table 9. According to the 
Tukey-Kramer test (p<0.05), all average measures of the type 1 patients are 
significantly different from the total population. The insulin-naïve type 2 patients 
significantly differ from the total population in terms of the average C-peptide 
values. The subgroups also significantly differ: the diabetes type 1 patients differ 

Table 9: Average and standard deviation (in brackets) per group for the average, standard 
deviation and fasting value of glucose, insulin and C-peptide. The significant differences 
with respect to the total population are indicated with an asterisk (*). 

 All Type 1 
Type 2,  

no  
C-peptide 

Type 2,  
insulin-

naïve 

Type 2, 
remaining 

Glucose      

Average 9.4 (2.0) 11.3 (2.3)* 10.4 (1.5) 8.6 (1.6) 8.9 (1.6) 
Standard 
deviation 

2.5 (1.0) 3.7 (1.0)* 3.4 (0.9) 1.7 (0.5) 2.2 (0.7) 

Fasting 8.7 (2.8) 10.4 (3.4) 10.6 (4.2) 8.0 (2.2) 8.1 (2.2) 

      

C-peptide      

Average 0.97 (0.99) 0* 0.02 (0.01) 2.12 (1.16)* 1.05 (0.65) 
Standard 
deviation 

0.27 (0.25) 0* 0.01 (0.00) 0.52 (0.25)* 0.32 (0.18) 

Fasting 0.56 (0.61) 0* 0.02 (0.02) 1.23 (0.68)* 0.58 (0.44) 
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from the insulin-naïve type 2 patients and from the remaining type 2 patients on 
all average values, with the exception of the fasting glucose value. The no C-
peptide patients significantly differ from the insulin-naïve type 2 patients in terms 
of all measures except for the average and fasting glucose values. And the insulin-
naïve type 2 patients significantly differ from the remaining type 2 patients in 
terms of the mean and fasting C-peptide levels. 

Multiple linear regression using patient characteristics as predictors 
For each glucose metabolism measurement a multiple linear regression model is 
calculated using the stepwisefit algorithm and using all patients at once. The 
corresponding intercepts, beta values, R2 values and adjusted R2 values for the 
patient characteristics included in the model by the algorithm are given in Table 
10. All C-peptide models include the diabetes duration, where the glucose models
do not. BMI is included in five of the nine models. Gender, age, length, weight, hip
circumference, waist to hip ratio, and cholesterol are not included in any of the
models. The highest predictive power, as represented by the R2 value, is achieved
for the fasting C-peptide concentration (= 0.68), the lowest R2 value is achieved for
the fasting glucose value (= 0.09).

4.4 Discussion 
In this study, glucose, insulin and C-peptide data covering three main meals has 
been gathered for 55 diabetes patients. This dataset is unique in both the extent of 
the number of subjects included and the number of measurements per patient. The 
data is especially interesting for researchers creating mathematical models, since 
the resolution of the data is sufficient for parameter estimation purposes. The 
value of this study therefore not only lies in the investigation of the heterogeneity 
of diabetes patients, but also in providing the scientific community with this 
extensive dataset. 

General observations from the data 
In this study, diabetes type 1 patients have a higher HbA1c, average glucose 
concentration and glucose standard deviation than the type 2 patients. They show 
high glucose excursions after the meals, even though they all attempted to adjust 
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their meal time dose on the amount of carbohydrates ingested. The insulin-naïve 
diabetes type 2 patients on the other hand have a lower HbA1c and average 
glucose concentration and their average C-peptide concentration is higher than the 

Table 10: Intercept, beta values, R2 values and adjusted R2 values for the optimal 
multiple linear regression models for the glucose metabolism measurements. G 
denotes glucose, C denotes C-peptide, and St.dev. denotes the standard deviation. 

Average 
G 

St.dev. 
G 

Fasting 
G 

Average 
C 

St.dev. 
C 

Fasting 
C 

Intercept 3.00 5.11 2.91 -1.33x102 -3.07x101 -3.46x101

Gender (M/F) 
Age (yrs) 
Duration 
diabetes (yrs) 

6.69x10-2 1.55x10-2 1.67x10-2 

HbA1c (%; 
mmol/mol) 

1.44x10-1 9.78x10-2 

BMI (kg/m2) -9.72x10-2 6.43x10-2 
TDID/kg 
(U/kg/day) 

5.81x10-1 -5.25x10-1

Metformin 
dose 

6.12x10-5 

Length (cm) 
Weight (kg) 
Waist 
circumference 
(cm) 

-3.61x10-2

Hip 
circumference 
(cm) 
Waist/Hip 
ratio 
Cholesterol 
Triglycerides 1.75x10-1 
HDL 5.02x10-1 
LDL 3.28x10-1 
R2 5.08x10-1 3.00x10-1 8.68 x10-2 4.24x10-1 4.70x10-1 6.75x10-1 
R2 adjusted 4.79x10-1 2.59x10-1 6.96 x10-2 4.13x10-1 4.50x10-1 6.49x10-1 
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total population of this study. This indicates that there is still much to gain in the 
optimization of insulin injection therapy 23. 

Most diabetes type 2 patients with a TDID/kg > 1.0 U/kg/day have a low average 
C-peptide concentration indicating a low insulin level. This fits with the idea that
the beta cells can become exhausted after a long period of over activity induced by
low insulin sensitivity 24. However, these patients are not the only patients with a
low C-peptide level: 13 of the 44 included diabetes type 2 patients have a
maximum C-peptide concentration lower than 1.0 nmol/l. 4 out of the 44 diabetes
type 2 patients even had immeasurable C-peptide levels. This corresponds exactly
with the estimated number of non-diagnosed latent autoimmune diabetes in adults
(LADA) patients in the general population, which is 10% according to literature 25.

Most patients show a considerably higher peak in both glucose and C-peptide after 
breakfast than after lunch or dinner. This finding corresponds well with previous 
findings that show the insulin sensitivity of patients varies over the day 26,	 27. In 
general, the insulin sensitivity is lowest in the morning, and becomes higher 
during the day, which then results in a higher glucose excursion after breakfast, 
despite also having higher C-peptide excursions. 

Heterogeneity of glucose metabolism in diabetes patients 
The heterogeneity in the total diabetes population is fairly high. Especially in the 
C-peptide levels we see large variations, resulting in standard deviations in the
average values of more than 100%. The heterogeneity in glucose values is smaller
than in C-peptide values, but is still large with standard deviations of more than
20%.

Next, we compare the heterogeneity in glucose and C-peptide values of the 
different subgroups. Looking at the glucose traces, the diabetes type 1 patients 
show higher peaks and more variability than in the glucose traces of the other 
groups. The standard deviation of the average glucose concentration and the 
average standard deviation in glucose are both significantly higher for the diabetes 
type 1 patients. Based on these measures, we conclude that the heterogeneity of the 
diabetes type 1 patients is higher than the heterogeneity in any of the other 
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diabetes subgroups. The lack of beta cell function apparently causes a higher 
heterogeneity in the glucose concentrations. In patients with some remaining beta 
cell function, this endogenous insulin production works to dampen the extreme 
glucose excursions. 

The higher heterogeneity in the diabetes type 1 patients has consequences for 
setting up new studies. Studies into the effect of insulin will show a more 
exaggerated effect, since the reaction to injected insulin is stronger in these 
patients. These results can therefore not be generalized to patients with diabetes 
type 2, and separate studies are necessary for this group. 

The heterogeneity of the insulin-naïve diabetes type 2 patients is also investigated. 
For this group, the heterogeneity in glucose values is comparable to the other 
diabetes type 2 groups. The average C-peptide, standard deviation and fasting C-
peptide are all much higher than in the other groups. Therefore, in absolute terms 
the standard deviations in these values are also higher. However, in relation to the 
(higher) average C-peptide values, the variation in these numbers is actually 
slightly smaller than in the remaining diabetes type 2 group. Concluding, the 
heterogeneity in the insulin-naïve type 2 group is slightly smaller than in total 
population and the remaining type 2 group. 

In the remaining diabetes type 2 patients group a clear division is visible between 
one group of patients with clear C-peptide peaks, and another group of patients 
with almost no peaks visible in their C-peptide traces. It stands to reason that these 
two groups of patients will respond differently to the same interventions in 
medication studies. A simple fasting C-peptide measurement can be used to 
differentiate between these two groups of patients. This measurement will also be 
helpful to identify the patients without measurable C-peptide levels. This group 
also differs from the other diabetes type 2 groups in terms of the high standard 
deviation they have in the fasting glucose values, but since this standard deviation 
is determined on four patients only this outcome is less reliable. 
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Multiple linear regression models for the glucose metabolism measurements 
To see if any of the patient characteristics show strong correlations with the 
glucose metabolism measurements, multiple linear regression models were 
created. The models for the average glucose and fasting C-peptide levels are most 
successful, with R2 values larger than 0.5. Combined, these two measures give a 
fairly complete image of the glucose metabolism of a diabetes patient. 

Average glucose is modeled using HbA1c, BMI and HDL, with HDL the strongest 
predictor. The correlation between HbA1c and average glucose level has been well 
documented in literature 28,	 29, and therefore this predictor was expected to be 
strongest. The correlation between BMI and diabetes outcomes is also well known 
6,	 9,	 30. The correlation between HDL levels and average glucose is less clear in 
literature, though more and more studies are investigating this relation 31-33. 

The fasting C-peptide level is modeled using diabetes duration, BMI, TDID/kg and 
triglycerides, with TDID/kg the strongest predictor. With longer diabetes duration, 
the fasting C-peptide level decreases due to of exhaustion of the beta cells 24. The 
correlation between BMI and fasting C-peptide level can be explained through the 
relation between insulin resistance and BMI 6,	 9. Patients with a higher BMI often 
have a higher insulin resistance, which results in a higher fasting C-peptide level 
because the body needs more insulin to achieve a normal glucose level. Patients 
with a lower TDID/kg have a higher beta cell function and thus a higher fasting C-
peptide level. The correlation between triglycerides and fasting C-peptide 
concentration is less well understood, though previous studies have found the 
same effect 34,	35.  

Gender, age, length, weight, hip circumference, waist-to-hip ratio and cholesterol 
concentration are not included in any of the multiple linear regression models. 
Gender has been investigated as a risk factor for diabetes outcomes before, with 
mixed results 36,	37. Age is probably less informative than diabetes duration, which 
is a strong predictor in the C-peptide models. Length and weight are not included 
separately in any of the models, but are represented by BMI in the models for the 
average glucose and fasting C-peptide. Hip circumference and waist-to-hip ratio 
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have also been investigated extensively as predictor, but do not show much 
predictive power in this study 30. Total cholesterol does not have any predictive 
power, but the other lipid levels are included in some of the models, as expected 
from literature 31,	35,	38. 

Study limitations 
Measurements of the total insulin concentration in plasma, instead of only the 
endogenous insulin concentration, would have been an interesting addition to this 
data. Unfortunately, even after extensive discussions with the manufacturers of the 
exogenous insulins under investigation in this study, an assay that could measure 
these was not available. Due to the conversion of insulin analogues to different 
molecular structures under the influence of in-vivo physiological processes, it is 
often unclear what an insulin assay actually measures 21,	 39. Even the question of 
which conversion factor to use between pmol/l and µU/ml has not been decisively 
answered, since insulin analogues all have different molecular weights 40. Some 
interesting advances have been made in this field, using either liquid 
chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) or mass spectrometric (MS) 
immunoassays instead of the traditional electrochemiluminescence immunoassays, 
but these methods are not widely accepted and available yet 41-44. 

Most type 1 patients started their day with uncharacteristically high glucose levels, 
which during the study day slowly fell back to their normal average (based on 
glucose measurements recorded in their insulin pumps). Perhaps these heightened 
glucose values during the morning can be attributed to short-term stress induced 
by the study, but the emotional stress questionnaires don’t show any significant 
changes in stress during the day. 

Another limitation of the study is the difference in meals and insulin injected 
between patients. The differences in these inputs will have caused part of the 
heterogeneity in the glucose and C-peptide traces. By averaging over patients with 
different inputs, this effect has been cancelled out in the determination of the 
group means. And these differences also occur in daily life, which conditions we 
attempted to mimic in this study. 
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4.5 Conclusion 
In this study population, the heterogeneity of glucose metabolism in patients with 
diabetes type 1 is higher than in total population and they perform worse in terms 
of diabetes outcomes (higher average glucose, higher HbA1c). In the diabetes type 
2 population, insulin-naïve patients have a significantly higher C-peptide level 
than the remaining type 2 patients. They also show more heterogeneity in their C-
peptide levels, as illustrated by their significantly higher standard deviation in C-
peptide concentrations. Several patient characteristics, most notably the diabetes 
duration and BMI, are significantly correlated with average, standard deviation 
and fasting concentrations of glucose, insulin and C-peptide. Multiple linear 
regression models predicting the average glucose and fasting C-peptide 
concentration using several patient characteristics achieve a R2 value larger than 
0.5. The average glucose concentration is described using HbA1c, BMI and HDL; 
the fasting C-peptide concentration is described using diabetes duration, BMI, 
TDID/kg and triglycerides.  
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Heel erg 

Appendix A: Emotional state questionnaire 
Emotionele staat vragenlijst 

Patient nummer:  

Datum + Tijdstip van invullen: 

Wilt u alstublieft aangeven in hoeverre de volgende emoties op het moment op u 
van toepassing zijn op een schaal van 1 tot 6, met 1 ‘zo voel ik mij absoluut niet’ en 
6 ‘zo voel ik mij heel erg’. 

Blij 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ontspannen 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Gestresst 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ongelukkig 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Boos 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Verdrietig 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Absoluut niet 
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Appendix B: Meal options during the study day 
Subjects were requested to eat the whole meal so that the caloric and carbohydrate 
intake is known exactly. If they were unable to do so, they were requested to leave 
only one part of the meal (for instance only rice), and the remaining food was 
weighted and the estimated nutritional content subtracted from the usual meal 
content. 

Drinking water, tea and coffee without sugar or milk is allowed freely. 

Table 11: Caloric and nutritional content of the different meal options 

Name Description 
Weight 

(g) 
Calories 

(kcal) 

Carbo-
hydrates 

(g) 

Protein 
(g) 

Fat 
(g) 

Meal 1 2 slices of bread, 
diet margarine and 
two slices of cheese 

150 460 37 20,6 24.8 

Meal 2 2 slices of bread, 
diet margarine and 
one slice of cheese 
and one slice of ham 

160 397 37.7 20,5 17.4 

Meal 3 2 slices of bread, 
diet margarine and 
2 portions of pure 
chocolate sprinkles 

150 504 79 8,6 15.2 

Meal 4 3 slices of bread diet 
margarine and 2 
slices of cheese and 
1 portion of pure 
chocolate sprinkles  

225 712 76.5 24.9 32.4 
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Meal 5 3 slices of bread, 
diet margarine and 
2 slices of cheese 
and 1 slice of ham  

235 627 56.2 30.8 29.8 

Meal 6 3 slices of bread, 
diet margarine and 
2 slices of ham and 
1 portion of 
chocolate sprinkles 

245 586 77.9 24.7 17.6 

Meal 7 Non-fat yoghurt 
with breakfast 
cereal (cruesli) 

145 235 34 7.3 6.9 

Dinner 1 Salmon with 
musterd sauce, leek, 
carrot and potatoes 

500 465 30 22.5 27.5 

Dinner 2 Chicken breast with 
rosemary, haricot 
verts and potatoes 

500 525 45 32.5 20 

Dinner 3 Spaghetti Bolognese 450 585 67.5 20.3 24.8 

Dinner 4 Chicken Tandoori 
with oriental 
vegetables and rice 

500 550 60 30 20 

Dinner 5 Goat cheese with 
honey, spinach and 
pasta 

450 675 81 22.5 27 

Dinner 6 Pizza salami 320 825 80 32 41.6 
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5 Model for diabetes type 1 and 2 
This chapter describes how the data from Chapter 4 are used for parameter 
estimation to obtain individual models for these patients. However, before 
parameter estimation can be performed, some adjustments to the model have to be 
made to account for the intake of complex meals and to account for changes in the 
metabolism of diabetes patients. These changes are described in section 5.1. After 
these changes, we redo the parameter estimation on the healthy data sets to obtain 
new healthy parameter values, of which some are used in the adjusted diabetes 
model as constants. This healthy subject parameter estimation is described in 
section 5.2. To reduce the number of parameters to be estimated, we decide to 
estimate the parameters of the short-acting and long-acting insulins separately on 
literature data sets, which is described in sections 5.3 (short-acting insulin) and 5.4 
(long-acting insulin). The resulting parameter values are used as constants in the 
final diabetes model. Finally, for each individual data set gathered in our clinical 
study a parameter estimation is performed for the remaining parameters of the 
adapted diabetes model, as described in section 5.5. The model sensitivity is 
analyzed in section 5.6. The variability in the individual parameters over the day is 
analyzed in section 5.7. And the conclusion of this chapter is given in section 5.8. 

5.1 Model adaptation 
To describe complex meals (instead of only OGTTs), the meal intake part of the 
model is extended. The interstitial fluid compartment is removed, as will be 
discussed below. Response to hypoglycemia and steady state are evaluated in 
addition to the post-prandial response to see if these situations are still described 
accurately in the case of a patient with diabetes. Since we did not only measure 
insulin concentrations but also C-peptide concentrations, a compartment is added 
to the model to describe the C-peptide fluxes in the model. Lastly, the long-acting 
insulin injection model is adjusted slightly to better describe the physiological 
process of degradation of insulin at the injection site. The changes in the model are 
described below; the full adapted model is given in Appendix A: Updated diabetes 
model. 
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Intake of complex meals 
The original model of Chapter 3 describes the absorption rate of glucose for an oral 
glucose tolerance test. In daily life a meal will almost never contain only glucose, 
but instead will be made up of a combination of carbohydrates, protein and fat. 
This changes the starch accessibility. The starch accessibility is influenced by a 
number of factors, amongst which the most important ones are: macronutrient 
interactions (starch encapsulation by lipids, proteins and fibers 1-4), the 
microstructure (porosity 1, 4) of the food, the nature of the monosaccharide 
components (fructose and galactose elicit a glycemic response approximately 20% 
higher than glucose 5), the amylose:amylopectin ratio (a higher amylose ratio 
decreases the starch accessibility because of its more compact structure 1, 2), and 
food preparation techniques (heating and processing of food results in a more 
amorphous structure 1, 6). If the starch accessibility changes, this changes the 
glucose absorption rate, resulting in a different glucose uptake profile. 

To accommodate for the change in glucose absorption ratio, the food intake model 
has to be changed. Assuming that a pure glucose solution will always be absorbed 
quickest, all other macronutrients will slow the glucose absorption down. This will 
result in a lower, more prolonged glucose absorption profile, sometimes even with 
a double peak (where the first peak is caused by the quick uptake of the easily 
accessible glucose, and the second peak by more slowly absorbed carbohydrates). 
To describe this slower absorption pattern, a second power term is added to the 
glucose absorption flux in the gut, with a different (lower) parameter value (see 
Equation 8). The first parameter now represents fast release of digested 
carbohydrates (e.g. simple carbohydrates) into the gut; the new parameter 
represents a more steady release of carbohydrates from e.g. complex 
carbohydrates or due to starch encapsulation by, amongst others, lipids. The 
functionality of this new model was tested on data from literature of several 
different food products, and the results were satisfactory7. 
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( ) meal
1

1
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Equation 8: Change in the rate of glucose absorption from food. 

Removal of the interstitial fluid compartment 
In the healthy subject model, the basal insulin concentration in the remote 
compartment was set to zero, mainly because the actual value was unknown and 
immeasurable. This zero value results in zero glucose uptake by insulin dependent 
tissues in steady state, which is not realistic. This raises the question whether 
having the interstitial compartment in the model is even necessary. If we can 
remove the compartment without losing accuracy, this would reduce the number 
of parameters to estimate, potentially increasing the accuracy in the other 
parameters. To remove the interstitial fluid compartment, the Iif term in gliv is 
replaced by Ipl - Iplb , so that in basal state the suppression of glucose production in 
the liver due to insulin is zero (see Equation 9). The Iif term in git is replaced by Ipl, 
so that the glucose uptake by insulin dependent tissues is no longer zero in basal 
state (see Equation 10). We still model insulin uptake by the interstitial fluid with 
the same term iif , which means the interstitial fluid now becomes a sink: insulin 
leaves the model through uptake by the interstitial fluid. 
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Equation 9: Change in the rate of endogenous glucose production. 
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Equation 10: Change in the rate of glucose uptake from insulin dependent tissues. 

Response to hypoglycemia 
One situation that does not occur in healthy subjects, but is very relevant in 
patients with diabetes type 1, is the situation of hypoglycemia. When the glucose 
levels become lower than basal, the liver should start secreting extra glucose in 
response to the secretion of glucagon, to quickly raise the glucose levels to healthy 
values again. Although glucagon is not included in this model, the effect of this 
hormone can be modelled by making the increase of glucose back to basal quicker 
than the decrease in glucose when the level is higher than basal. For this purpose, 
the liver equation is split in two equations: one for when the glucose level is higher 
than basal and one for when the glucose level is lower than basal (see Equation 11). 
This introduces one extra parameter. If this parameter describing the rise back to 
basal is larger than the parameter describing the suppression of liver glucose, the 
effect of glucagon is modelled without actually including it. 
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Equation 11: Change in the endogenous glucose production. 

Check of steady state conditions 
In steady state the glucose and insulin concentrations should not change. For a 
healthy subject, the basal state and steady state are the same. However, in diabetes 
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patients this is not the case: their disease creates a mismatch between the levels the 
body is aiming for (basal levels) and the levels that are achieved if no external 
factors are present (steady state levels). This is most clear for a patient with 
diabetes type 1. This patient has a basal insulin concentration of zero, but a healthy 
basal glucose concentration: the body still aims for healthy glucose levels. 
However, without insulin injections, the glucose concentration keeps rising. Only 
when the amount of glucose removed by the kidneys becomes equal to the glucose 
created by the liver will the system achieve steady state, but this is at a much 
higher glucose level than the basal glucose level. For patients with diabetes type 2 
comparable physiological processes change the steady state so that it is not equal 
to the basal state. An overview of the glucose and insulin values in basal state 
versus in steady state for a healthy person, a patient with diabetes type 1 or 
diabetes type 2 is given in Table 12. These differences in basal versus steady state 
require changes to the model, which are described here. 

The first change in steady state is caused by the removal of the interstitial fluid 
compartment. In steady state, the body now does not only take up glucose through 
non-insulin dependent tissues (like the brain and red blood cells), but also through 
insulin dependent tissues (like muscles and fat cells), since Equation 10b does not 
become zero at basal levels any more (where Equation 10a did). This is actually a 
more physiological correct representation of reality. However, to ensure all fluxes 
still sum up to zero in steady state, the amount of glucose taken up by the non-
insulin dependent tissues has to be changed. We want this amount to be equal for 
a healthy person, a patient with diabetes type 1 and a patient with diabetes type 2, 
since we assume these tissues will not suddenly need more glucose. To ensure this 

Table 12: Steady state versus basal state for glucose and insulin of a healthy subject or a 
patient with diabetes type 1 or 2. 

 Glucose Insulin 

Healthy Steady state = basal state Steady state = basal state 
Diabetes type 1 Steady state > basal state Steady state = basal state = 0 
Diabetes type 2 Steady state > basal state Steady state > basal state 
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is the case, the factor describing non-insulin dependent flux is replaced by a 
constant (c2) that equals the value of the original factor with the healthy subject 
parameters (see Equation 12).  

Another part of the model where the basal insulin concentration of a diabetes type 
1 patient causes issues is in the insulin degradation flux of the liver. The factor in 
this flux contains a division by the basal insulin concentration, which fails in the 
type 1 case because this becomes a division by zeo. To circumvent this problem, 
the multiplication factor in the insulin degradation flux of the liver is also replaced 
by a constant (c3) equal to the original value for the healthy subjects (see Equation 
13). Since this multiplication factor is multiplied with the insulin plasma 
concentration, the liver degradation term still equals zero in steady state for a 
diabetes type 1 patient. 
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Equation 13: Change in the rate of insulin clearance by the liver. 
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Equation 12: Change in the glucose uptake by non-insulin dependent tissues. 
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Addition of a C-peptide model 
In the data study, both endogenous insulin concentrations and C-peptide 
concentrations were measured. C-peptide is a molecule that is created when the 
hormone pro-insulin is split into one part insulin and one part C-peptide. Insulin is 
used up under the influence of glucose, making the model describing the 
endogenous insulin concentration fairly complex. In contrast, C-peptide is cleared 
in the liver without any influence of the glucose concentration. So if we can include 
a simple model for C-peptide clearance, we can use the C-peptide data to estimate 
the production of C-peptide and therefore the endogenous insulin production with 
higher accuracy. 

For the C-peptide concentration a model developed by Van Cauter et al.8 is used. 
The endogenous insulin secretion S from this paper is replaced by our own 
description of the endogenous insulin secretion, ipnc, multiplied with a conversion 
factor to convert the insulin concentration to C-peptide concentration (see 
Equation 14). C-peptide is created in the pancreas, is degraded in the liver, and is 
exchanged with a remote C-peptide compartment Y. The C-peptide model 
introduces three new parameters, which might be hard to estimate with large 
accuracy because it is impossible to measure C-peptide in the compartment Y. But 
the C-peptide model does not have any influence on the glucose concentration, so 
its accuracy is not important. The reason to include it is that the addition of this 
model increases the precision with which the three parameters describing the 
endogenous insulin production can be estimated, which does have large influence 
on the glucose concentration. We basically trade in three important, but initially 
unidentifiable parameters (the endogenous insulin production parameters) for 
three unimportant unidentifiable parameters (the three new C-peptide 
parameters). 
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Equation 14: Addition of equations describing C-peptide metabolism. 

Long-acting insulin degradation 
The original equations describing long-acting insulin uptake by the body assumed 
all insulin was taken up by the body. However, part of the long-acting insulin is 
also degraded at the site of injection. To account for this effect, an extra parameter 
is added to the model that reduces the amount of insulin entering the body with 
this degradation: ke (see Equation 15). 
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Equation 15: Change in the degradation of long-acting insulin. 
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5.2 Parameter estimation for healthy subjects using the 
adjusted model 

Because the model has changed quite a lot, and because some parameter values of 
the healthy population are used as constants of the model, the parameter 
estimation on the healthy population data given in Chapter 3 has to be repeated. 
All parameters are estimated except for k10 to k14 and ke. k10 cannot be estimated 
because the glucose values of healthy subjects do not become lower than Gbpl , and 
k11 is only applicable in case of meals, while the data of the healthy subjects is from 
an OGTT. The additional C-peptide model is not included and parameters k12, k13 
and k14 are not estimated because the healthy subject data does not contain C-
peptide concentrations to estimate these parameters on. And ke can only be 
estimated in the case of long-acting insulin injections.  

The objective function used in the parameter estimation is extended with two extra 
checks to ensure the results are physiologically correct. The first check ensures c2 is 
larger than zero, so that the amount of glucose taken up by the non-insulin 
dependent tissues does not become negative. If c2 <0, a penalty is added to the SSE. 
The second check ensures the rate of glucose build-up in absence of insulin is high 
enough, so that the glucose concentration of a diabetes type 1 patient in steady 
state becomes larger than Gthpl. The data of the healthy population does not require 
this, but the parameters involved in this process are also included in the constants 
that will determine the height of the glucose concentration in the diabetes type 1 
situation. To ensure the constants obtain values that also hold in the diabetes type 
1 case, a fake data set for a diabetes type 1 patient is included in the cost function, 
and the difference between the model using steady state settings for diabetes type 
1 and this fake data set is calculated. The new cost function (including the fake 
data) is given in Appendix B: Model sensitivity analysis and identifiability.  

The results from the original model and the changed model are shown in Figure 
17. Clearly the change in the model did not deteriorate the level to which the 
model is able to fit the data. The validation on the validation data sets is equally 
successful. The new parameter values for healthy subjects are listed in Table 13 
and are used to calculate the values for the constants c2 and c3. 
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Figure 17: Comparison of the model results before (top) and after (bottom) the described 
changes. Both models are clearly very similar; the largest difference is visible in the 
shape of the peak of the insulin concentration, which is slightly dented for the original 
model and smooth for the adjusted model.  
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Table 13: Parameter values for healthy subjects. 

Paramete
r 

Value Units Description 

1k 1.35 x10-2 min-1 Rate const of glucose appearance in the gut 

2k 6.33 x10-1 min-1 Rate const of gut emptying 

3k 5.00 x10-5 min-1 
Rate const of ΔG suppression of EGP when 
Gpl > Gb 

4k 1.00 x10-3 min-1 Rate const of Ipl suppression of EGP 

5k 3.78 x10-3 min-1 
Rate const of insulin dependent glucose 
uptake 

6k 5.82 x10-1 min-1 
Rate const of ΔG-dependant insulin 
production 

7k 2.20 x10-2 min-1 Rate const of ∫G-dependant insulin production 

8k 4.71 min-1 
Rate const of dG/dt-dependant insulin 
production 

9k 1.08 x10-2 min-1 
Rate const of insulin outflow from plasma to 
interstitial fluid 

s  1.35 min-1 Shape factor 

MK 6.27 x10-1 mmol/L Michaelis-Menten constant for glucose uptake 

5.3 Modeling short-acting insulin injections (NovoRapid) 
Since the patients with diabetes type 1 in our data gathering study are all on 
insulin pump therapy, using the short-acting insulin aspart (brand name 
NovoRapid) in their pump, determining parameter values for the short-acting 
insulin uptake is necessary. Since the short-acting insulin was not measured 
during the data study (because it was not detectable by our ELISA), the parameters 
concerning short-acting insulin will be estimated on literature data and then used 
as constants in any further use of the model. 
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Data for modeling NovoRapid 
The data used for parameter estimation is obtained from literature studies 
referenced in the NovoRapid product monograph 9. Three referenced studies 
measure insulin concentrations after a bolus injection of NovoRapid: Home et al. 10 
measures insulin levels after a bolus injection in healthy volunteers, Lindholm et 
al. 11 and Hedman et al. 12 measure insulin concentrations after a bolus in patients 
with diabetes type 1. Home et al. uses C-peptide concentrations to correct the 
insulin measurements for endogenous insulin production; the insulin 
concentrations reported are purely due to the injection of NovoRapid. Both Home 
et al. and Lindholm et al. apply a correction factor to their measurements to 
account for cross-reactivity and/or dilution factors. However, even after applying 
this correction factor, the measurements of Lindholm et al. are approximately 
twice as high as the insulin concentrations measured in the other two studies, even 
though the size of the boluses is comparable. Therefore, we decide to exclude the 
data of Lindholm et al. and only use the data of Home et al. and Hedman et al. for 
the parameter estimation. The data is obtained using a graph-to-data conversion 
tool for Matlab named Grabit. 

Parameter estimation 
To estimate the three short-acting insulin parameters (nr1, nr2 and nr3), only the 
part of the model describing the plasma insulin concentration is needed, as shown 
in Equation 16. 

Parameter k9 is not estimated but kept constant to the value of the healthy subjects. 
Ibpl is set equal to zero. The starting value for Ipl is set equal to the first data point; 
the starting values for UIsc1 and UIsc2 are equal to zero. 

In the parameter estimation both datasets are used simultaneously. The difference 
is normalized with the error of the data, so that more precise measurements have a 
larger influence. The parameter estimation is performed starting from 100 different 
combinations of starting values, ranging between 0.1 to 10 times the guessed order 
of magnitude of each parameter (0.1 for nr1, 0.01 for nr2 and nr3). The lower bound 
for all parameters is 0.01 times this order of magnitude; the upper bound is 100  
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Equation 16: Short-acting insulin model. 

times this order of magnitude. The parameters with the lowest SSR for both 
datasets combined are selected to be used as constants in the individual parameter 
estimation of section 5.5. 

Results 
The results of the parameter estimation are shown in Figure 18. The model follows 
both datasets reasonably well, although the data seems to exhibit a slightly sharper 
peak than the model shows and a slight shoulder/secondary peak not present in 
the model. When the datasets are modelled individually, the fit is better, but our 
objective is to obtain one parameter set that represents both datasets well. The 
NovoRapid parameter values are given in Table 14. 

Table 14: Values for the short-acting insulin constants. 

Constant Units Value 

nr1 min-1 2.48 x10-1 

nr2 min-1 8.05 x10-3 

nr3 min-1 1.72 x10-1 
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Figure 18: Results for the parameter estimation of NovoRapid constants. 

5.4 Modeling long-acting insulin injections (Lantus and Levemir) 
Some of the patients included in the diabetes modeling study use long-acting 
insulin to fulfil their basic insulin needs during the day. The two main types of 
long-acting insulin are used: glargine (brand name Lantus) and detemir (brand 
name Levemir). Unfortunately, Levemir is not picked up by the insulin assay of 
the MMC laboratory, and Lantus is only picked up partially. This makes it 
impossible to estimate the long-acting insulin parameters on the patient data. 
Instead, we estimate these parameters on literature data and include these 
parameters as constants in the diabetes model. 

Data for modeling Lantus and Levemir 
We  obtain data for Lantus and Levemir from their respective product 
monographs 13, 14.  

For Lantus we use the data from Heise et al.15 and Porcellati et al.16, which were 
performed in patients with diabetes type 1 who were injected with a bolus of 
Lantus and an infusion of short-acting insulin during the first few hours, which is 
not picked up by the insulin assay used in these studies. The data of Linnebjerg et 
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al. 17 is not used because the normalization using C-peptide data seems 
unsuccesful (the measurements don’t start at zero). The data of Danne et al. 18 is 
not used because the subjects in this study are children and adolescents, whereas 
we currently focus on adults.  

For Levemir we use the Caucasian (not the Japanese) data from Jhee et al. 19, and 
the data from Danne et al. 20 and Morrow et al. 21, which were obtained from 
patients with diabetes type 1 after injection of a bolus of Levemir. Data from Bott et 
al. 22 is not used because the insulin measurements are much lower than the results 
of the other studies without apparent reason. 

The Levemir measurements do not have the same values as normal insulin 
concentrations since Levemir is present both as hexamers of molecules and as 
single molecules in the body. Even when converting pmol/l to mU/l by dividing by 
24 (a conversion factor defined by Danne et al.18), the concentrations still are much 
higher, even though the insulin action is the same for equal units of insulin 
injected (according to Heise et al. 23 and Klein et al.24). To be able to compare the 
Lantus and Levemir data (and to obtain the correct parameter estimates), we 
normalize the Levemir data on the Lantus data with an equal dose. So the 
maximum change in concentration Lantus reaches at a dose of 0.4 U/kg is 13.9 
mU/L; the maximum concentration Levemir reaches at a dose of 0.38 U/kg is 157.8 
mU/L, which means we divide all Levemir concentrations by 157.8/13.9 = 11 to 
obtain correct insulin concentrations for Levemir. The data was taken from the 
literature graphs using the Grabit tool developed for Matlab. 

Parameter estimation 
To estimate the parameters specific for Lantus and Levemir, again only part of the 
model is used, shown in Equation 17. 
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Equation 17: Long-acting insulin model. 

The parameters ke, a, b, and h are estimated. c3 and k9 are equal to the healthy 
subject value, Ibpl equals zero. The starting value for Ipl is set equal to the first 
datapoint. 

In the parameter estimations all datasets are used simultaneously. The parameter 
estimation is performed starting from 100 different combinations of starting 
values, ranging between 0.1 to 10 times the initial value of each parameter as taken 
from Berger et al. 25 (2.4 for h, 9e-3 for a, and 372 for b), and with ke starting from 
0.09. The lower bound for all parameters is 0.01 times the initial parameter value; 
the upper bound is 100 times the initial parameter value, with the exception of h, 
which varies between 1 and 5. The parameters with the lowest SSR for both 
datasets combined are selected to be used as constants in the individual parameter 
estimation of section 5.5. 

Results 
The results for Lantus are shown in Figure 19 and for Levemir in Figure 20. The 
models fit the data fairly well. In the Lantus graph the data from Heise et al. 
follows a slightly different curve than the data of Porcellati et al., where the insulin 
concentration remains much more constant over the day. Therefore the model fits 
less well for Porcellati et al. than for the data from Heise et al. The Levemir data 
comes from three different studies, but the shape of the data is the same for all, 
which makes it easier for the model to fit these data sets. The studies from Danne 
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et al. and Morrow et al. have injected an equal dose of insulin per kg bodyweight, 
and these data points also coincide. The parameters estimated for Lantus and 
Levemir are listed in Table 15. 

Table 15: Parameter values for the short-acting insulin constants. 

 Parameter Units Value 
Lantus h - 1.14 
 a min/U 7.55x10-3 

 b min 1.62x103 

 ke min-1 2.24x10-1 

    
Levemir h - 1.79 
 a min/U 2.88x10-3 

 b min 5.61x102 

 ke min-1 8.49x10-1 

 

 

Figure 19: Results for the parameter estimation of long-acting insulin Lantus. 
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Figure 20: Results parameter estimation for long-acting insulin Levemir. 

5.5 Individual models for diabetes patients 
Now that the model has been adjusted for diabetes type 1 and 2 and the insulin 
injection constants have been determined, parameters can be estimated for each 
individual patient included in the experimental study of Chapter 4.  

Parameter estimation settings 
The parameter estimation is performed per patient and per meal. The end values 
of glucose, insulin etcetera of the optimal model for the previous meal are used as 
starting point for the next meal. The first meal is started from the first data point. 
Snacks (eaten in case of hypoglycemia) are not used for parameter estimation; in 
case of a snack the optimal parameter set of the previous meal is used to calculate a 
model outcome for the time after eating the snack, of which the endpoint is used as 
starting point for the next meal.  

Each meal is started from fifty different combinations of parameter values between 
0.5 and 5 times the guessed order of magnitude (taken from the outcomes for the 
healthy subjects, with k3 = 1e-4, k10 = 1e-1, and k11 = 1e-3). The lower bound for the 
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parameters is set to zero; the upper bound to 10 times the guessed order of 
magnitude. For the following parameters different boundaries are chosen: σ has to 
be between 1 and 2, and Gbpl has to be between 4 and 12. For the patients with 
diabetes type 1 the endogenous insulin production is zero, so parameters k6, k7, k8, 
and Ibpl are not estimated but are instead set to zero. For the meals where the 
glucose model remains above Gbpl the whole time, k10 cannot be estimated 
accurately. For these meals the value of k10 is replaced by the average k10 of the 
meals for which it was estimated accurately. If the glucose model remains larger 
than Gbpl for all meals, the average value of k10 for that meal of all patients is used. 

The cost function calculates the difference between the models’ plasma glucose, 
insulin, and C-peptide values, and the plasma glucose, insulin, and C-peptide 
from the data. This difference is normalized by dividing it through the 
measurement error (2% of the glucose data point, 5% of the insulin data point and 
2.5% of the C-peptide data point). In case the insulin and C-peptide measurements 
are smaller than the detection limit, the normalization is performed using the 
measurement error times the detection limit instead. If the C-peptide model values 
become smaller than zero, an extra penalty of 100 times the absolute minimum 
simulated C-peptide value is added to the cost function to ensure physiologically 
correct C-peptide values. No further penalties are added. 

Pre-running the injected insulin model 
All diabetes type 1 patients included in our study use an insulin pump for their 
short-acting insulin needs. As a consequence, they do not only inject boluses of 
insulin but also have a continuous inflow of short-acting insulin provided by the 
pump. This continuous inflow means their insulin plasma levels at the start of the 
measurement day are not zero, but have a basal level generated by the pump. To 
ensure the model is started from correct values for the plasma insulin and short-
acting insulin compartments, we first run the short-acting insulin injection 
equations separately. For this, we use the short-acting insulin model from 
Equation 16. These equations are started from zero, for a full day (1440 minutes), 
using the basal settings from the insulin pump on the measurement day as input. 
The boluses are not taken into account. Next, the model is rerun, but now starting 
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from the end values of the first run. In case the starting values of the insulin are 
correct, the new model and the previous model should be the same. The rerun is 
repeated until both runs are equal, in which case a steady state for the basal insulin 
concentration has been found. The values of the plasma insulin concentration and 
subcutaneous insulin compartments at the first time of the measurement day are 
then used as the starting value for the full model. 

Results 
The data of all patients in combination with the individual models are shown in 
Appendix C: Individual results of the parameter estimation. Four representative 
patients are shown in Figure 21. The data is represented by the red crosses, the 
model by the blue solid line and the upper and lower acceptable limit (+/- 20% of 
the model value) by the black solid lines. Glucose is shown in the top panel, 
endogenous insulin in the middle, and C-peptide in the bottom. The start times of 
the meals are indicated with the green dots.  

Clearly, the models follow the data well with only small deviations. In some cases 
the insulin or C-peptide deviate slightly from the data, like for the breakfast of 
p043, but the glucose is well described for most patients. For each individual 
patient, the percentage of glucose data points within the acceptable range is 
calculated. For 52 of the 55 patients, the percentage of data points within the 
acceptable range is larger than 80%, and for 31 of the 55 patients 100% of the data 
points are within this range. The patients for which the percentage of data points 
within acceptable range is smaller than 80% are p048, p061, and p079. But although 
the models for these patients do not meet our criteria, they still follow the shape of 
the data fairly well (see Appendix C: Individual results of the parameter 
estimation). This makes the parameter estimation for the individual patients 
successful.  
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P011: diabetes type 1 patient P020: diabetes type 2 patient without 
exogenous insulin  

P020: diabetes type 2 patient without 
exogenous insulin 

P043: diabetes type 2 patient with long-  
and short-acting insulin 

Figure 21: Individual models for four representative patients. The crosses are the data 
points, the colored line shows the model and the black lines show the acceptable range 
(+/-20% of the model value). The black dots show the start time of the meals. 
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5.6 Model analysis 
We again perform a model analysis to see which parameters are now sensitive. 
This time we only perform a multi-parameter sensitivity analysis (MPSA). The 
local parameter sensitivity analysis (LPSA) and the profile likelihood analysis 
(PLA) are more dependent on the parameter set under investigation, which in this 
Chapter is less helpful since we have a parameter set per individual patient. 

We start the MPSA from 10000 different combinations of parameter values using 
five dummy parameters and investigate the sensitivity of the best 10% based on 
lowest SSR. The resulting Kolmogorov-Smirnov graph is shown in Figure 22.  

According to this analysis, all parameters are sensitive except for k11, σ, Km, and Ibpl. 
The most sensitive parameters are k1, k2, k6, k7, k8, k10, k12, and k13. The meal 
parameters k1 and k2 clearly still play a large role in the model. Apparently the 
addition of the C-peptide model has indeed increased the sensitivity of the 
endogenous insulin parameters k6, k7, and k8, and the sensitivity of the C-peptide 
model itself is also good since k12, and k13 are also significant. According to this 
analysis the insulin sensitivity parameters k4 and k5 are less sensitive, though still 
significant above the dummy parameters. The introduction of k10 is apparently also 
significant, introducing a way for the model to increase the glucose concentration 
when it falls below basal values. Concluding, the changes to the model and the 
addition of extra C-peptide data have been beneficial for the sensitivity of the 
model parameters. 

Figure 22: Kolmogorov-Smirnov graph for the best 10% of the MPSA models. 
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5.7 Variability over the day 
Next, we investigate the change in parameters over the day. To do this, we check 
whether the means change significantly (p-value < 0.05) from meal to meal using 
an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test. The p-values for the parameters with 
significant changes in the means are shown in Table 16. The meal parameters (k1, 
k11, and σ) are not considered because it is impossible to separate changes due to a 
different meal eaten from true changes due to day time.  

According to the ANOVA, parameters k2, k4, k5, k7, k8, and Gplb change significantly 
over the day. Parameters k4, k5, k7, and k8 describe insulin sensitivity or endogenous 
insulin production. They all increase over the day, meaning insulin sensitivity is 
lower in the morning and insulin production is higher then. These findings are not 
in line with literature, where a decrease in insulin sensitivity during the day is 
observed 26, 27. Parameters k2 and Gplb decrease over the day. This decrease in  

Table 16: P-value of the parameters that vary significantly (P<0.05) during the day. If the 
parameter value is not significantly different, no value is denoted. 

Parameter Breakfast - Lunch Lunch - Dinner Breakfast - Dinner 

k2 3.10 x10-3   
k3    
k4  2.97 x10-2  
k5 1.85 x10-2   
k6    
k7 3.65 x10-6 2.57 x10-3  
k8  4.94 x10-4 1.75 x10-3 
k9    
k10    
k12    
k13    
k14    
KM    
Gplb 1.54 x10-3 5.71 x10-5  
Iplb    
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parameter k2 means the breakfast is absorbed faster than lunch and dinner. The 
change in basal glucose level means the body tries to achieve lower glucose values 
at the end of the day than at the beginning. Since some parameters significantly 
change over the day, in line with observations from literature, we conclude that it 
is not possible to estimate parameters for a full day.  

5.8 Conclusion 
The glucose and insulin model as described in chapter 3 is adapted so that it can 
also describe the data from chapter 4. We added an extra term for the description 
of complex meals, added a model description for the C-peptide concentration, and 
estimated the constants that describe insulin uptake from injections of NovoRapid, 
Lantus and Levemir. Using this adjusted model, we were able to successfully 
describe the individual data sets of 52 out of the 55 patients, and the models for the 
remaining three patients qualitatively describe the measured responses. The MPSA 
shows that in the adjusted model most parameters are sensitive. We also 
investigated the change in parameter values during the day. The parameters 
describing insulin sensitivity significantly increase over the day, which means we 
have to estimate parameters for each part of the day separately. 
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Appendix A: Updated diabetes model 
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Insulin in the plasma 
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Table 17: Overview of the model variables, input, fluxes, parameters, and constants. 

Name Description Units Applicability 

Variables 
t Time min 
MGgut(t) Glucose mass in 

the gut 
mg 

Gpl(t) Plasma glucose 
concentration 

mmol/L 

Ipl(t) Plasma insulin 
concentration 

mU/L 

Iif(t) Subcutaneous 
insulin mass at 
injection site 

mU Only for patients 
using short-
acting insulin 

UIsc1(t) Subcutaneous 
insulin mass 
proximal to 
plasma 

mU Only for patients 
using short-
acting insulin 

Cpl Plasma C-peptide 
mass 

nmol Only of use 
when including 
C-peptide data

Y Secondary 
compartment C-
peptide mass 

nmol Only of use
when including
C-peptide data

Input 
variables 
Dmeal Food intake mg 
Mb Body mass kg 
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usa Rate of short-
acting insulin 
injection (for a 
bolus set 1 minute 
injection time) 

mU/min Only for patients 
using short-
acting insulin 

Ula Dose of long-
acting insulin 
injection 

mU Only for patients 
using long-
acting insulin 

Fluxes 
mGmeal(t) Glucose mass 

entering from 
stomach 

mg/min 

mGpl(t) Glucose mass 
leaving to plasma 

mg/min 

gliv(t) Glucose 
production by the 
liver (EGP) 

mmol/L/min 

ggut(t) Glucose entering 
from the gut 

mmol/L/min 

gnon-it(t) Glucose uptake by 
insulin-
independent tissue 

mmol/L/min 

git(t) Glucose uptake by 
insulin-dependent 
tissue 

mmol/L/min 

gren(t) Renal glucose 
elimination 

mmol/L/min 

ipnc(t) Pancreas insulin 
secretion 

mU/L/min Not for patients 
with diabetes 
type 1 
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isa(t) Short-acting 
insulin secretion 

mU/L/min Only for patients 
using short-
acting insulin 

ila(t) Long-acting 
insulin secretion 

mU/L/min Only for patients 
using long-
acting insulin 

iif(t) Insulin flowing 
into interstitial 
fluid (used up by 
glucose-uptaking 
tissue) 

mU/L/min 

iliv(t) Insulin uptake by 
the liver 

mU/L/min 

cpnc C-peptide created
by the pancreas

nmol/min Only used in 
case of C-
peptide data 

cliv C-peptide cleared
by the liver

nmol/min Only used in 
case of C-
peptide data 

cY C-peptide outflow
to the secondary
compartment

nmol/min Only used in 
case of C-
peptide data 

Parameters 
k1 Rate const of 

glucose 
appearance in the 
gut 

1/min 

k2 Rate const of gut 
emptying  

1/min 
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k3 Rate const of ΔG 
suppression of 
EGP when Gpl > 
Gb 

1/min  

k4 Rate const of Irem 
suppression of 
EGP 

1/min Not for patients 
with diabetes 
type 1 

k5 Rate const of 
insulin-dependent 
glucose uptake 

1/min  

k6 Rate const of ΔG-
dependant insulin 
production 

1/min  

k7 Rate const of ∫G-
dependant insulin 
production 

1/min  

k8 Rate const of 
dG/dt-dependant 
insulin production 

1/min  

k9 Rate const of 
insulin outflow 
from plasma to 
interstitial fluid 

1/min  

k10 Rate const of ΔG 
suppression of 
EGP when Gpl<Gb 

1/min  

k11 Rate const of 
glucose 
appearance in the 
gut 

1/min  
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k12 Rate const of 
cpeptide 
appearance in 
secondary 
compartment 

1/min Only used in 
case of C-
peptide data 

k13 Rate const of 
cpeptide removal 
from secondary 
compartment 

1/min Only used in 
case of C-
peptide data 

k14 Rate constant of 
cpeptide clearance 
by the liver 

1/min Only used in 
case of C-
peptide data 

σ Shape factor - 
KM Michaelis-Menten 

constant for 
glucose uptake 

mmol/L 

Constants 
Gbpl Basal plasma 

glucose  
mmol/L = ( )0plG

Ibpl Basal plasma 
insulin 

mU/L = ( )0plI

gbliv Basal endogenous 
glucose production 

mmol/L/min 0.043 

Gthpl Renal threshold mmol/L 9 
vG Glucose 

distribution 
volume in plasma 

L/kg 17/70 

vI Insulin 
distribution 
volume in plasma 

L/kg 13/70 
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vC C-peptide
distribution
volume in plasma

L/kg 4.18/69.41 

𝛂 Unit conversion
factor from insulin
to c-peptide

(nmol/L)/(mU/L) 6e-3 

β Unit conversion
factor from glucose
to insulin

(mmol/L)/(mU/L) 1 

f Unit conversion
factor from mmol
to mg glucose

mmol/mg 0.005551 

τi Integral time const min 31 
τd Derivative time 

const 
min 3 

c1 Rate const of 
glomerular 
filtration 

1/min 0.1 

c2 Rate const of 
glucose uptake by 
the non-insulin-
dependent tissue 

1/min 2.27e-2 

c3 Rate const of liver 
insulin clearance 

1/min 1.53e-2 

h Time characteristic 
of absorption 

- Differs per 
insulin brand 

t0.5 Half-life time of 
long-acting insulin 

min Differs per 
insulin brand 

a Dose shape factor 
1 

min/U Differs per 
insulin brand 

b Dose shape factor 
2 

min Differs per 
insulin brand 
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ke Long-acting 
insulin constant 

- Differs per 
insulin brand 

nr1 Rate const of short-
acting insulin 
appearance in 
plasma 

1/min 0.2483 

nr2 Rate const of short 
acting insulin 
appearance in 
subcutaneous 
compartment 1 

1/min 8.04891e-3 

nr3 Rate const of 
shortacting insulin 
clearance from the 
plasma 

1/min 0.1719 
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Appendix B: Healthy subject cost function 
function error_counter = costfunc(p,p0,c,constant_parameters, 
variable_parameters,ref) 

error_counter = []; 

% -- create global plasma glucose and time variable for 
integration step 
global Gpl_saved t_saved 

p_internal(constant_parameters) = p0(constant_parameters); 
p_internal(variable_parameters) = p; 

a=0; 
for i = 1:length(ref) 
    item = ref{i}; 
    author = item(1); 
    for j = 1:length(item)-1 

a=a+1; 
meal = item(j+1); 

%% -- load data set 
data = load_data(char(author),meal); 

if ~isfield(data,'usa') 
data.usa = 0; 

end 
if ~isfield(data,'Ula') 

data.Ula = 0; 
end 

Iifb = 0;%p_internal(14); 
[x0,input] = 

load_x0_input(data.Gpl0,data.Ipl0,Iifb,data.D,data.Mb,data.us
a,data.Ula); % initial value and basal value are equal; basal 
value of Iif and Ipl are equal 

t_saved = 0; 
Gpl_saved = x0(2); 

%% -- calculate sampled model 
%SIMULATED GLUCOSE PROFILE 
ODE_model    = @diffeq_H; 
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ODE_optionsG = odeset('RelTol',1e-
5,'OutputFcn',@integratorfunG); 

[sim.tG,xmodelG] = 
ode15s(ODE_model,data.t.Gpl,x0,ODE_optionsG,p_internal,c,inpu
t); %[0:1:max(data.t.Gpl)] 

sim.Gpl  = xmodelG(:,2); 

%SIMULATED INSULIN PROFILE 

if isfield(data,'Ipl') 
if isequal(data.t.Ipl,data.t.Gpl) 

xmodelI = xmodelG; 
else 

ODE_optionsI  = odeset('RelTol',1e-
5,'OutputFcn',@integratorfunI); 

[sim.tI,xmodelI] = 
ode15s(ODE_model,data.t.Ipl,x0,ODE_optionsI,p_internal,c,inpu
t); %[0:1:max(data.t.Gpl)] 

end 
sim.Ipl = xmodelI(:,3); 

end 

%% -- calculate weighted least square errors 
 %GLUCOSE RESPONSE DATA 
%difference between actual data points 
if isfield(data,'Gplsd') 

try 
errorG_data = abs(data.Gpl - 

sim.Gpl)./data.Gplsd;%(iGpl_sim) 
catch 

errorG_data = 1e6; 
end 

else 
try 

errorG_data = abs(data.Gpl - sim.Gpl); % 
(iGpl_sim) 

catch 
errorG_data = 1e6; 

end 
end 

%INSULIN RESPONSE DATA 
if isfield(data,'Ipl') 
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%difference between actual data points 
if isfield(data,'Iplsd') 

try 
errorI_data = abs(data.Ipl - 

sim.Ipl)./data.Iplsd; % (iIpl_sim) 
catch 

errorI_data = 1e6; 
end 

else 
try 

errorI_data = abs(data.Ipl - sim.Ipl); 
%(iIpl_sim) 

catch 
errorI_data = 1e6; 

end 
end 

else 
errorI_data = 0; 

end 

%GNON-IT > 0 
% -- Check if gnon-it > 0 in the basal state, but 

smaller than 
% gbliv to ensure a high enough end glucose in type 1 

basal state 
KM = p_internal(16); 
k5 = p_internal(5); 
Iplb = x0(3); 

c2     = c.gbliv .* (KM+x0(2))/x0(2) - k5 .* c.beta 
.*Iplb; 

if c2 < 0 
errorG_data = errorG_data + 1e3*abs(c2)/c.gbliv; 

% elseif c2 > c.gbliv 
% errorG_data = errorG_data + 1e3*(c2-
c.gbliv)/c.gbliv;

end 

%GPL(end) TYPE1 > 20 
% define the initial and input values for type 1 
[x0,input] = 

load_x0_input_type1(4.9,0,0,50e3,70,0,0); 
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        % create & initialize the time and glucose variable 
for the integration step 
        global Gpl_saved t_saved 
        t_saved = 0; 
        Gpl_saved = x0(2); 
         
        % define the ODE model and solver options 
        ODE_model    = @diffeq_type1; 
        ODE_optionsG = odeset('RelTol',1e-
5,'OutputFcn',@integratorfunG); 
         
        %% -- Calculate sampled model 
        %SIMULATED GLUCOSE PROFILE 
        [sim.tG,xmodelG] = 
ode15s(ODE_model,[0:10:300],x0,ODE_optionsG,p_internal,c,inpu
t); 
        sim.Gpl_type1 = xmodelG(:,2); 
        time_type1 = [0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 120 180 240 
300]; 
        datapoints_type1 = [4.9 8 14 20 25 25.5 25 24.5 23.8 
22 20.3 19.8 19.5]; 
        data_type1 = spline(time_type1, 
datapoints_type1,0:10:300); 
         
        error_type1 = abs(data_type1' - 
sim.Gpl_type1)./x0(2); 
         
        %% -- Apply a scaling factor 
         
        % In theory you could apply a scaling factor to 
compensate for the 
        % amount of datapoints per dataset, by dividing 
through the number 
        % of datapoints. You then get an average error per 
data point, 
        % which is added to find the parameter set with the 
lowest sum of 
        % averaged error. We choose to not do that here. 
         
        %         Ndatapoints = 
length(data.Gpl)+length(data.Ipl); 
         
        w_Gdata = 1;%/length(sim.Gpl); 
        w_Idata = 1;%/length(sim.Ipl); 
        w_type1data = 1;%/length(sim.Gpl_type1); 
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%% -- calculate total error within dataset 
error_dataset = [[w_Gdata .*errorG_data; w_Idata 

.*errorI_data; w_type1data .*error_type1]]; 

%% -- calculate total error 
error_counter = [error_counter; error_dataset]; 

    end 
end 
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Appendix C: Individual results of the parameter estimation 
Individual results of the parameter estimation for every patient. Each panel shows the 
data (red crosses), optimal model (blue line), and acceptable range (black lines), plus the 
starting times for the meals (green dots). The top panel shows the glucose model+data, 
the middle panel the insulin model+data and the lower panel the C-peptide model+data. 
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6 From individual models to player profiles 
Chapter 5 has shown that our model works well on individual patients. However, 
to use the model in a diabetes game, we need a method to determine which 
parameters are used for each player. Ideally, every player would get their own set 
of parameters to describe their glucose metabolism as closely to their real 
physiology as possible. But players will not be able to supply the extensive data set 
of glucose and insulin data needed to perform individual parameter estimation. 
Instead, we need to be able to assign a parameter set to each player based on 
patient characteristics the players can enter themselves, like length, weight, insulin 
dose, year of diagnosis and HbA1c. We tested five different options on the 
individual parameter sets determined in Chapter 5 to see which method works 
best. These are described in section 6.1 to 6.5. The final method that is used in our 
prototype is described in section 6.6. Section 6.7 discusses and summarizes our 
findings regarding patient grouping. 

6.1 Patient grouping based on BMI and TDID/kg 
The heterogeneity of glucose metabolism is for a large part due to differences in 
insulin sensitivity and remaining beta cell function 1. Therefore, our hypothesis is 
that we can group patients based on their insulin sensitivity and beta cell function. 
Since these values cannot easily be measured, we need easily determined 
alternative measures that describe insulin sensitivity and remaining beta cell 
function. As a measure for insulin sensitivity we propose the use of BMI (body 
mass index, body mass over length-squared). BMI has been shown in numerous 
studies to have an inverse relationship with insulin sensitivity 2,	3. As a measure for 
remaining beta cell function we propose the amount of total daily insulin dosage 
normalized for body weight (TDID/kg). Naturally the total daily insulin dosage 
per kg bodyweight is dependent on both insulin sensitivity and remaining beta cell 
function. However, our assumption is that if we already know insulin sensitivity 
(from the BMI), any differences in TDID/kg between patients with an equal insulin 
sensitivity can then be ascribed to a differences in beta cell function. The usage of 
TDID/kg for classifying type 2 diabetes patients is to our knowledge original and 
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has no basis in literature. We have however discussed this idea with several 
doctors and diabetes nurses, whom all find this method of classification feasible. 

We propose a classification with 6 classes of diabetes type 2 based on ranges of 
BMI and TDID/kg. A graphical representation of the six classes is shown in Figure 
23. Class A corresponds to all persons having a TDID/kg/day of 0, and therefore
coincides with the x-axis. Patients with diabetes type 1 form a separate class in this
hypothesis, since they have no remaining beta cell function. The patients with no
measurable C-peptide levels are also included in this class, on the assumption that
because of their lack of beta cell function they are physiologically closer to patients
with diabetes type 1 than to patients with diabetes type 2.

To test this hypothesis, we perform parameter estimation on all patients in a class 
at once, to find one set of parameters for that specific class. The inclusion of 
patients in our data gathering study was performed so that each class from this 
class hypothesis would have at least 8 patients in them. We run the model for each 
patient separately using their individual meal and medication inputs, but using 
the class parameters. If the hypothesis would be correct, most (if not all) patients 
should be well described with the class model. Unfortunately, this is not the case; 
none of the patients has more than 80% of their glucose data within +/- 20% of the 
new model values. The shape of the models is also often not correct. Clearly, this 
method of grouping patients does not work and another method for assigning 
parameters to new players needs to be found. 

Figure 23: Hypothesized grouping of patients based on their BMI and TDID/kg value. Six 
groups are defined (A to F), with group A the group with TDID/kg = 0. 
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6.2 Cluster analysis 
The second method tried is based on the hypothesis that if there are groups of 
patients with comparable glucose metabolism, their parameter values should also 
be comparable. To find groups with comparable numerical values in different 
dimensions different types of clustering can be used, such as connectivity-based 
(also known as hierarchical), centroid-based (also known as k-means), distribution-
based, or density-based. Since we do not want to define the number of clusters 
beforehand, and we are unsure whether the distribution within clusters can be 
considered Gaussian, the centroid-based and distribution-based algorithms are not 
suitable for our purpose. Connectivity-based clustering algorithms are generally 
more sensitive to noise than density-based clusters 4; therefore we choose to use 
the density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) 
algorithm5.  

In theory we would like to cluster the patients based on all their parameter values. 
However, if we do that, the number of dimensions (18) becomes much too large 
with respect to the number of patients (55). So instead of clustering on all 
parameters, we decided to perform cluster analysis using only the parameters 
describing insulin sensitivity and beta cell function: k5, k6 and k8, plus the basal 
glucose Gplb, since these parameters have shown to be most influential on the 
model outcome. The DBSCAN algorithm asks for two inputs: the minimum 
number of points per cluster (MinPts) and the distance (epsilon) within which at 
least MinPts should lie to call a point a core point. We choose MinPts = 4, so that 
the diabetes type 2 patients with immeasurable C-peptide levels can either form a 
cluster with the diabetes type 1 patients or form their own cluster. The value of 
epsilon is determined by creating a k-distance graph which shows the distance of 
each point to their fourth (=MinPts) neighbor, as shown in Figure 24. The distance 
used is the Euclidean distance calculated with the parameter values normalized by 
their order of magnitude. The best value of epsilon is where there is a strong bend 
in this graph. This bend occurs at different points for the three different meals, so 
we choose a value around these bends: epsilon = 1.3. 
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We have run the DBSCAN algorithm with these settings (and several variations on 
these settings, for instance with a larger MinPts or a smaller epsilon), but the 
results were very unsatisfactory. Almost all patients were labelled as outliers, and 
the few patients that were combined into a cluster did not seem to share any 
common patient characteristics like BMI or TDID/kg. Based on these results we 
conclude the patients do not cluster on their parameter values, and therefore this 
method is unsuitable to assign players to a set of model parameters. 

6.3 Center patients 
The third approach to grouping our patients is to find a number of center patients 
of which the parameters describe a larger group of patients fairly well. To find the 
best combination of center patients, we perform the following steps: 

• Calculate the model outcomes for each patient using the parameters from
patient p001. Parameters k1, k11 and σ are meal specific, so instead of
using the parameters of patient p001 for these, the linear regression values
as determined in section 6.4 are used. For patients with diabetes type 1, the

Figure 24: k-distance graph for the fourth neighboring point. The three panels show the 
graph for the breakfast (top), lunch (middle) and dinner (bottom) parameters. The x-axis 
represents the number of that neighbor; the y-axis gives the Euclidian distance. 
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endogenous insulin production and C-peptide production parameters are 
set to zero. 

• Calculate the percentage of glucose data points inside the acceptable 
range. 

• Repeat the first two steps by replacing the parameters of all patients with 
the parameters of patient p002, p003 etcetera. 

• For each selection of possible center patients, calculate the total percentage 
of glucose data points inside range (TP) using the following formula: 

𝑇𝑃 𝐶 = max	 𝑃* 𝐶
+

*,-

 

Equation 18: Total percentage of glucose data points in range. 

with TP the total percentage of glucose data inside the acceptable range for 
center patients C, i the current patient under investigation, N the total 
number of patients, and Pi(C) the percentages inside range of patient i 
when using the parameters of center patients C. For example, if i = p013 
and C = {p005, p015, p020, p046, p072}, Pi(C) = {17.4%, 76.1%, 78.3%, 13%, 
8.7%}. So the maximum of Pi(C) = 78.3%, which is added to TP, and p013 
belongs to the group of center patient p020. This is then repeated for all 
other patients. 

• For the combination of center patients with the highest TP, check whether 
the groups corresponding to each center patient contain four or more 
patients. If so, this combination is selected as the final center patients. 

The number of center patients is varied between 1 and 6 to investigate how many 
groups best describe the total set of patients. More groups would be interesting to 
investigate, but becomes too computationally heavy with (55!) / (7!(55-7)!) = 
2.03x108 possible combinations. The maximum TP is plotted for every number of 
groups in Figure 25. This figure shows the sharpest bend between 3 and 4 center 
patients, indicating those number of center patients have the best trade-off 
between accuracy and number of groups. To get a slightly better accuracy we 
decide to use 4 center patients: p020, p021, p024 and p072. The statistics of the 
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groups belonging to each center patient (number of patient in group, average 
percentage out of range, minimum and maximum percentage out of range) are 
shown in Table 18.  

When we use the parameters of the center patient a patient is assigned to, 11 out of 
55 patients from our dataset are described well (more than 80% of the glucose data 
is inside the acceptable range). But we still need a method to assign players to one 
of the center patients based on their characteristics. To do so, a decision tree is 
created with the fitctree algorithm of MATLAB (MATLAB 8.3, The MathWorks 
Inc., Natick, MA, 2014). All characteristics gathered in the experimental study are 
used as possible predictors. In the final decision tree, shown in Figure 26, only 
BMI, TDID/kg, year of diagnosis (YD), length (L), weight (W), HbA1c, and 
triglycerides (TG) are used as predictors.  

Figure 25: Maximum total percentage of glucose data inside the acceptable range for a 
varying number of center patients. 

Table 18: Statistics of the groups belonging to each center patient. 

p020 p021 p024 p072 

Number of patients in group 9 23 12 11 
Average percentage inside range 72.2 67.5 73.9 69.7 
Minimum percentage inside range 49.9 34.0 61.7 48.3 
Maximum percentage inside range 100 91.5 91.5 100 
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If we apply the decision tree to the patients of our data study, only 41 out of 55 
patients are classified into the correct center patient group. And as a result, only 6 
out of 55 patients are assigned to a model that describes 80% of their glucose data 
within +/-20% of the model value. This method of assigning center patients is 
therefore not suitable for use in the game.  

6.4 Linear regression models 
The three methods described in the previous sections all assume that patients can 
be grouped, but these methods do not give satisfying results for the data from our 
experimental study. An alternative hypothesis is that the parameter values of each 
patient can be modelled with a linear combination of certain patient characteristics. 
The general shape of the linear regression model is as follows: 

å
=

×+=
N

j
jjiii Ck

1
,0, bb

Equation 19: General form of the linear regression model. 

Figure 26: Decision tree that assigns the player to one of four center patients based on 
their characteristics. 
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with ki the parameter i, βi,0 the intercept for this parameter, j indicates any patient 
characteric of total set N, βi,j the beta value corresponding to parameter i and 
characteric j and Cj the patient characteristic j (such as BMI, TDID/kg, diabetes 
duration, etc.). Using a linear regression model, the parameter space between the 
included patients can be interpolated, so that every player gets a unique set of 
parameters. 

To create linear regression models for all parameters, we perform the following 
steps: 

• Create a multivariate regression model for the non-meal parameters using
the mvregress function of Matlab (MATLAB 8.3, The MathWorks Inc.,
Natick, MA, 2014), using a combination of the patient characteristics as
input. This function uses one combination of patient characteristics to
create a regression model for each parameter, instead of modeling every
parameter separately, thus accounting for the fact that some parameters
are correlated.

• Create a separate multivariate regression model for the meal parameters
using the mvregress function of Matlab (MATLAB 8.3, The MathWorks
Inc., Natick, MA, 2014), this time using a combination of patient
characteristics and the meal chosen by a patient as input. The meal
parameters are modeled separately since they depend as much on the
meal as on the physiology of the patient.

• A different regression model is created for each time period (during and
after breakfast, lunch or dinner).

• For each patient, new parameter values are calculated using the regression
models. These regression parameters are used to run the model, compare
the new model with the data and calculate the percentage of glucose data
inside the acceptable range. These percentages are summed over all
patients to determine the Total Percentage (TP).

• The steps above are repeated for any combination of the patient
characteristics. The combination with the smallest TP is selected.
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Following these steps, the linear regression models for the meal parameters use 
BMI, TDID/kg, year of diagnosis and meal ID as input, and the linear regression 
models for the remaining parameters use diabetes type, BMI, TDID/kg, year of 
diagnosis and triglycerides as input. Appendix A: Linear regression values for the 
meal parameters lists the regression values for the meal parameters; Appendix B: 
Linear regression values for the non-meal parameters lists the regression values for 
the other parameters.  

Using the resulting linear regression models, 7 out of 55 patients have more than 
80% of the glucose data within the acceptable range. Although this percentage is 
not very high, the shape of the linear regression models often follows the data 
reasonably well, as can be observed in the figures for patient p015 shown in Figure 
27. However, for patients p059, p061, p069, p074, p079 and p080 the linear
regression model behaves physiologically incorrect with very flat glucose
predictions (p074 is shown in Figure 27 as an example). What these patients all

Figure 27: Linear regression model overlaying the data for p015 (left) and p074 (right). 
The crosses show the data, the colored lines the corresponding model outcome, the black 
lines the acceptable range and the black dots the starting time of the meals. 
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have in common is that their TDID/kg is larger than 1.0 U/kg/day. Apparently, the 
linear regression model breaks down if the TDID/kg becomes too high. Based on 
these results, we conclude we could use the linear regression method to assign 
model parameters to players in the game, as long as their TDID/kg is not higher 
than 1.0 U/kg/day. This will result in models that do not describe the physiology of 
the player perfectly, but where the shape of the curve is realistic enough for 
educational purposes. 

6.5 Nearest neighbor method 
Another option to assign parameters to a player is to implement all the individual 
models that we created in the game, and assign the player to one of these models 
based on whose characteristics they most closely match. To check this method, we 
determine the nearest neighbor for all patients and check whether that model fits 
the patients reasonably well, following these steps: 

• Calculate the distance of one patient to all other patients using this
equation:
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Equation 20: Distance between patients based on patient characteristics. 

where A and B indicate two different patients, TDID is the TDID/kg, YD 
indicates the diabetes duration and TG the triglycerides concentration. We 
choose this combination of characteristics because they were most 
descriptive in the linear regression model. The values are normalized 
using the average BMI, TDID, YD or TG so that each characteristic weighs 
in equally. 

• Use the parameters of the patient with the smallest distance to the patient
under investigation to run the model and calculate the percentage of
glucose data within acceptable range.

• For diabetes type 1 patients, the endogenous insulin parameters are set to
zero, so even if a diabetes type 1 patient has a diabetes type 2 patient as
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nearest neighbor, this does not influence the insulin production. We 
choose to not keep the diabetes type 1 patients separate, since in section 6.3 
the diabetes type 1 patients also did not form a separate group. 

• For the meal parameters, the linear regression values of section 0 are used,
since these are input-specific and therefore cannot be used copied from the
nearest neighbor.

Using the model parameters of their nearest neighbor, 6 out of 55 patients are well 
described (80% or more of the glucose data within the acceptable range). This is 
comparable to the results using the linear regression model. However, the shape of 
the curve is often not comparable to the shape in the data, so this method does not 
work. 

6.6 Assigning parameters to a player 
None of the proposed methods works well for all patients. Based on these results, 
we can only conclude patient glucose metabolism varies wildly and is not only 
determined by the easily available characteristics. However, to create a working 
prototype, a method to assign parameters to a new player is essential. Therefore 
we make do with imperfect results. 

We prefer a method that creates individual models for each player so the game 
experience is different for everyone. With this requirement in mind, we assign 
parameters to a new player using the following steps: 

• For all players with a TDID/kg < 1.0 U/kg/day the linear regression model
is used.

• If a player has a TDID/kg ≥ 1.0 U/kg/day, or if the linear regression model
results in parameter values outside the parameter range observed in the
individual model parameters for the patients from our experimental
study, the new player is assigned to a center patient using the decision tree
from Figure 26 and the parameters from this center patient are used.

If we apply the combined player model assignment algorithm (linear regression 
followed by a center patient decision tree) to the patients measured during our 
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data study, 6 patients are described with a model that fits the data well (80% of the 
glucose data within +/- 20% of the model). A histogram showing the percentage of 
glucose data points within range for each patient is given in Figure 28. 

Although the number of glucose data points within the acceptable range is fairly 
low for most patients, all models follow the shape of the curve well, and none of 
the models is physiologically incorrect. Since the shape of the curve is correct, we 
assume the educational value of the models will still be sufficient. 

6.7 Conclusion 
Unfortunately, none of the grouping methods works especially well on our data 
set. This forces us to use a hybrid method combining linear regression models with 
the center patient method to assign parameters to a player, resulting in an 
algorithm that assigns correct parameters to a player for only 6 of the patients 
included in our data gathering study. 

Figure 28: Histogram showing the number of patients with a certain percentage of 
glucose data points within range. Six patients have an acceptable model with 80-100% of 
the glucose data within the acceptable range. 
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The fact that we did not find any significant grouping is slightly surprising, since 
physicians often observe comparable patients within their daily practice. Our lack 
of findings might actually be a result of our patient inclusion strategy. By trying to 
spread the included patients over the whole patient spectrum, we might have 
included too many outliers with respect to the number of patients that could be 
grouped. It then becomes impossible to group patients, since there are not enough 
patients present from a group to define the group as such. 

Another possible explanation for the lack of groups found lies in the parameter 
values themselves. The individual parameters we found are not unique, since not 
all parameters are identifiable (see Chapter 5). For each patient several sets of 
parameters might give more or less comparable results, even though the parameter 
values would differ from the sets used for clustering now. If patients from the 
same group are divided between two possible sets of parameters that give a 
comparable outcome, they will not form a cluster. Unfortunately, the only way to 
test this hypothesis is to try and estimate parameter values on all possible groups 
of patients simultaneously, but even with our small number of patients, this 
method is computationally too costly. 
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Appendix A: Linear regression values for the meal parameters 
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Appendix B: Linear regression values for the non-meal 
parameters 

 

Table 20: Linear regression beta values for all non-meal parameters during and after 
breakfast 

 
Intercept BMI TDID/kg Year of diagnosis TG if type 1 

k2 4.04 3.84x10-4 -6.81x10-2 -1.94x10-3 6.48x10-2 4.04 
k3 -1.54x10-2 -2.03x10-5 9.18x10-5 8.15x10-6 -3.90x10-5 -1.54x10-2 

k4 2.33x10-2 -5.17x10-5 -1.72x10-4 -1.02x10-5 2.69x10-4 2.33x10-2 
k5 4.74x10-2 -8.59x10-5 -3.23x10-4 -2.10x10-5 -4.12x10-4 4.74x10-2 

k6 -1.67x101 2.40x10-2 -1.84x10-1 8.21x10-3 -1.21x10-2 -1.67x101 
k7 -1.13x10-1 6.11x10-4 2.11x10-3 5.02x10-5 8.10x10-4 -1.13x10-1 

k8 -1.26x102 1.16x10-1 4.32x10-1 6.21x10-2 -3.56x10-1 -1.26x102 
k9 1.23 -4.02x10-5 -7.38x10-3 -5.99x10-4 9.17x10-4 1.23 

k10 -1.18x101 5.35x10-3 8.73x10-2 5.91x10-3 -1.01x10-2 -1.18x101 
k12 -1.37 7.76x10-4 1.65x10-2 6.83x10-4 4.67x10-3 -1.37 

k13 -7.91x10-1 1.94x10-3 4.56x10-5 3.76x10-4 7.09x10-3 -7.91x10-1 
k14 -6.11x10-1 1.50x10-5 1.08x10-2 3.11x10-4 -4.35x10-3 -6.11x10-1 

Km -1.64x101 -6.18x10-3 7.28x10-2 8.42x10-3 -6.46x10-2 -1.64x101 
Gb -8.23x101 -3.94x10-2 8.82x10-1 4.47x10-2 1.04 -8.23x101 

Ib -7.23x102 7.42x10-1 -3.62 3.55x10-1 1.55 -7.23x102 

 

Table 21: Linear regression beta values for all non-meal parameters during and after 
lunch 

 
Intercept BMI TDID/kg Year of diagnosis TG if type 1 

k2 8.56 2.05x10-3 -7.21x10-3 -4.26x10-3 9.55x10-3 - 
k3 -1.51x10-3 7.82x10-6 -1.78x10-5 8.48x10-7 -4.02x10-5 - 

k4 8.99x10-2 -8.19x10-5 6.63x10-4 -4.27x10-5 -4.17x10-4 - 
k5 1.31x10-1 -6.62x10-5 -3.24x10-4 -6.24x10-5 -6.06x10-4 - 

k6 -2.05x101 2.00x10-2 -2.20x10-1 1.01x10-2 4.14x10-2 0 
k7 -3.89 2.02x10-3 -4.64x10-3 1.94x10-3 -1.62x10-3 0 
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k8 -4.66x101 2.13x10-1 -1.43 2.11x10-2 2.85x10-1 0 

k9 -1.79 -4.39x10-4 6.60x10-3 9.28x10-4 -9.48x10-3 - 
k10 -1.46x101 -7.37x10-3 3.08x10-2 7.50x10-3 2.26x10-2 - 

k12 -2.31 1.43x10-4 2.33x10-2 1.16x10-3 -8.56x10-4 0 
k13 -1.17 1.13x10-4 1.43x10-2 5.87x10-4 8.50x10-3 0 

k14 -1.04 6.87x10-5 4.72x10-3 5.28x10-4 -1.44x10-3 0 
Km -7.92 -8.21x10-3 1.06x10-2 4.18x10-3 -1.68x10-2 - 

Gb 7.74x101 -9.50x10-2 8.09x10-1 -3.45x10-2 2.86x10-1 - 
Ib -8.74x102 8.70x10-2 1.42 4.39x10-1 -2.85x10-2 0 

Table 22: Linear regression beta values for all non-meal parameters during and after 
dinner 

Intercept BMI TDID/kg Year of diagnosis TG if type 1 

k2 -6.33 -8.00x10-3 1.40x10-1 3.34x10-3 -1.22x10-2 - 
k3 -2.76x10-3 -1.68x10-5 1.25x10-4 1.75x10-6 1.74x10-5 - 

k4 9.59x10-2 2.36x10-5 -4.35x10-4 -4.62x10-5 -6.93x10-4 - 
k5 -2.71x10-2 -7.04x10-5 4.85x10-4 1.64x10-5 -9.59x10-4 - 

k6 -1.60x101 1.75x10-2 -8.49x10-2 7.88x10-3 6.82x10-2 0 
k7 -1.51 3.60x10-3 -2.52x10-2 7.20x10-4 5.68x10-3 0 

k8 -2.10x102 3.81x10-1 -1.39 1.01x10-1 1.02 0 
k9 6.45x10-1 -6.25x10-5 -4.05x10-3 -3.01x10-4 -4.55x10-3 - 

k10 -6.09x10-1 6.61x10-3 -3.96x10-2 2.65x10-4 3.07x10-2 - 
k12 -1.94 1.24x10-3 1.17x10-2 9.66x10-4 -7.02x10-3 0 

k13 -1.28 6.88x10-4 3.87x10-3 6.37x10-4 6.52x10-3 0 
k14 -8.65x10-1 2.29x10-6 1.25x10-3 4.38x10-4 -2.99x10-4 0 

Km -1.45x101 -1.26x10-2 1.11x10-1 7.49x10-3 4.28x10-2 - 
Gb 8.09x101 3.53x10-2 -2.24x10-1 -3.84x10-2 7.03x10-1 - 

Ib -8.19x102 5.88x10-1 -2.29 4.04x10-1 3.55 0 
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7 Including exercise, stress, metformin, meals and 
snacks 

Using the data from the data study described in Chapter 4 we have determined 
parameters for patients eating seven breakfast and lunch meals and six dinners. To 
make our game better represent real life we will have to extend our model so it can 
describe additional events, like exercising, undergoing stress, using metformin (an 
oral anti-diabetic medicine), or eating other meals or snacks. These extensions to 
the model are implemented on literature-based model adaptations, described in 
this Chapter. 

7.1 Including exercise 
Epidemiological research has shown that exercise has positive effects on non-
insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) and several other chronic diseases 
such as hypertension and coronary heart diseases1. Exercise improves glucose 
tolerance and insulin sensitivity, thus reducing the glycemic response. For 
example, a single bout of exercise increases the rate of whole-body glucose 
disposal because glucose utilization is raised. In addition, exercise improves the 
insulin sensitivity promoting the glucose uptake of the muscle2. These effects can 
remain for several hours, since the muscle remains more sensitive to the actions of 
insulin for hours after exercise 3. 

Even though the relation between exercise and insulin sensitivity has been studied 
quite extensively, the number of studies with glucose and insulin data after 
exercise is limited. What complicates matters further is that every type of exercise 
seems to induce different effects. It has been proposed that this difference might in 
part be due to a difference in aerobic versus anaerobic energy consumption during 
different types of exercise, but this relationship has not been confirmed 4, 5. Some 
studies also point to the duration of exercise and the difference between 
continuous versus intermittent exercise bouts as having influence on the effect of 
exercise on the glucose metabolism 6, 7. A clear relationship linking the type and 
duration of exercise to the effect on glucose metabolism has not been determined 
yet. 
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Since data is lacking and the relationship between exercise and glucose 
metabolism is largely unclear, the only way we can include exercise in the game is 
by making some (informed) assumptions. Since exercise seems to work primarily 
by increasing the insulin sensitivity of the body, we describe the effect of exercise 
by changing only the parameters governing this part of the model (parameters k4, 
k5, and k8). To test this assumption, we performed parameter estimation on a 
literature data set for patients under sedentary conditions, during intermittent 
exercise and a single exercise bout 6 using an older version of the model 8. The 
sedentary data was used to estimate all parameters specifically for these subjects. 
By then changing only three parameters, we were able to describe both a 
continuous exercise bout and repetitions of intermittent exercise well (see Figure 
29). Therefore, our assumption that we can describe exercise by changing only a 
few parameters seems valid.  

In our final model implementation in the game, we thus change the parameters 
that govern the sensitivity to insulin levels and the amount of insulin created in 
response to changing glucose levels (parameters k4, k5, and k8). When a player 
performs exercise, these parameters are multiplied with a factor (which is the same 
for all three parameters), and this changed parameter is used for three hours. If 

 

Figure 29: Models describing continuous exercise (left panel) and intermittent exercise 
(right panel) after parameter estimation performed on only three parameters. The black 
dots show the data (taken from Holmstrup et al. 6), the blue lines show the timing and 
duration of the exercise bouts, the black lines show the model and the red dotted lines 
show the acceptable range (+/- 20% of the model value). 

Continuous exercise Intermittent exercise 
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another exercise activity happens within the next three hours, the adjusted 
parameter is again multiplied with the same factor. When the first exercise bout is 
not active any more (after three hours), the first multiplication of the factor is 
removed again. The height of the multiplication factor is determined by trial and 
error: we let patients play the game and then ask whether they think the exercise 
effect should be larger, smaller or is correct. In the end we set the factor for 
exercise to 1.5 for all three parameters. 

7.2 Including stress 
Another factor that influences glucose metabolism is stress. In diabetes literature, 
two types of stressors are generally investigated: either an acute stressor in the 
form of mental arithmetic or public speaking, or more chronic stressors in the form 
of negative life events (becoming unemployed, the death of a loved one) 9. A third 
type of stressors is being ill or undergoing surgery (inducing physiological stress), 
which induces hyperglycemia even in healthy (non-diabetic) patients 10. Although 
the effects of chronic psychological stress and of physiological stress can be quite 
severe, they are long-term and will therefore not be included in our diabetes game 
model. 

Acute psychological stress triggers a so-called ‘fight or flight’ response in the body. 
This results in the release of several hormones that prepare the body for immediate 
action. Several of these hormones have an influence on the glucose metabolism. An 
overview of the more influential hormones and their effects on the glucose 
metabolism in a healthy person is given in Table 23 (cited from Surwit et al. 11). 
From the table it is clear that in healthy subjects the overall effect of stress on the 
blood glucose is to increase it. In diabetes type 1 and type 2 patients, where insulin 
secretion and glucose utilization are already impaired, we would therefore expect 
an even more marked rise in blood glucose levels after an occurrence of acute 
stress. 

For patients with diabetes type 1, an increase in blood glucose was indeed 
reported by several investigators 12, 13. However, there are other studies that either 
show a decrease in glucose 14 or that show decrease for some and increase for other 
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patients 15, 16. Literature about the effect of stress on diabetes type 2 is scarce, but 
the few studies performed either show no response 17, 18 or an increase in glucose 19, 

20. 

Several potential explanations have been given for why these studies find such 
different effects of acute stressors on glucose metabolism in diabetes patients. Since 
it is nearly impossible to quantify the induced level of stress, different studies 
might have achieved different results with their test subjects. Also, not every 
person responds equally strong to the same stressor. The way in which people 
react to stressful events physiologically may be a result of their personality and 
capability to handle stress. However, literature about this subject is ambiguous 
with some studies showing a link between personality traits 21, 22 and others 
disproving this 23. Another factor that might play a role in the different glucose 
responses to stress might be whether the subject is in a fed or fasting state. There 
have been several studies that showed that blood glucose is only higher after stress 
when the subjects have had a meal beforehand 19, 24, 25. An explanation for this 
might be that the ingestion of carbohydrates facilitates the secretion of cortisol 26, 

Table 23: Effects of stress hormones on glucose metabolism (reproduced from Surwit et 
al. 11). An arrow pointing up indicates the hormone upregulates that effect, an arrow 
pointing down means the hormone downregulates the effect, a hyphen indicates the 
hormone has no net effect. 

Hormone Insulin 
Hepatic 
glucose 

production 

Glucose 
utilization 

Lypolysis 
Blood 

glucose 

Acetylcholine ↑ ↑ - - ↑ 
Norepinephrine ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ 

Epinephrine ↑↓** ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ 
Cortisol - ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ 

Beta-endorphin ↓ - - - ↑ 
Growth hormone - - ↓ - ↑

** At low levels epinephrine facilitates insulin secretion, but at high levels it primarily 
inhibits insulin secretion. 
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which in turn enhances the blood glucose levels (see Table 23). In a fasting state, 
this effect would be less because less cortisol is then produced.  

Clearly, the evidence for an increasing effect of stress on the glucose concentration 
is ambiguous. However, in daily practice patients often report experiencing an 
effect on their glucose after a stressful event. General awareness of the effect that 
stress could have would be beneficial for all patients, even if they don’t experience 
this effect themselves. Therefore we decide to implement acute stress in the game. 

Since parameter estimation again is not feasible, we include stress in the same way 
as we did exercise: by multiplying certain parameters with a factor. The 
parameters that we change are the ones that govern the hepatic glucose production 
and the insulin sensitivity: k2, k5, k6, and k8. The few quantitative studies 
investigating the glucose increasing effect of acute psychological stress find an 
increase of glucose between 0.5 – 2 mmol/L, with an average of 1.2 mmol/L. We 
adjust the factor until this increase is reached, resulting in a multiplication factor of 
.67. This multiplication factor is applied to all four parameters for the duration of 3 
hours. Any other occurrence of stress during this period will be multiplied with 
the current value of the parameter, making the effect slightly smaller. 

7.3 Including metformin 
Most diabetes type 2 patients use one form or another of oral antidiabetic 
medication. The following six main types exist: sulfonylurea-derivatives (amongst 
others glimepiride, gliclazide, glibenclamide, tolbutamide), biguanides (mainly 
metformin), meglitinides (mainly repaglinide), thiazolidinediones (mainly 
pioglitazone), alpha-glucosidase blockers (mainly acarbose), and DPP4 inhibitors 
(mainly sitagliptin) 27. Of these medications, metformin is the preferred initial 
treatment 28 and is therefore used by the majority of patients with diabetes type 2. 
It should therefore be included in the game. The other medications are much less 
common and are therefore not included. 

Metformin lowers the hepatic glucose production and reduces insulin resistance 29. 
It also influences other parts of the glucose regulation system, like the absorption 
of glucose in the gut and fatty acid oxidation 30. The influence of these other 
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changes on the total glucose balance, however, is so small that we can safely 
neglect them when modelling the effect of metformin. Metformin is taken twice or 
thrice daily, preferably together with a meal 27. 

Because almost all patients of our own data study used metformin, a comparison 
of the parameters for patients with versus patients without metformin is not 
possible. The beta values that have been determined with the linear regression 
model already include the effect of metformin. However, in our game, we want to 
be able to make a difference between taking metformin and not taking it, so that 
the effect of the medication becomes visible for the patients.  

To do so, we again implement a multiplication factor of 1.5, this time to parameters 
k4 and k5 which govern the hepatic glucose production by the liver and the insulin 
sensitivity of insulin-dependent tissues. The height of this multiplication factor is 
chosen so that a clear effect of taking metformin will be visible to the patient. We 
first multiply these parameters by the inverse of the multiplication factor, and if 
metformin is taken we multiply them by the multiplication factor. In this way, the 
final value of the parameters when using metformin is equal to the value originally 
determined. The effect of metformin is continued for three hours in the game.  

7.4 Including additional meals and snacks 
Meals obviously have a large influence on the glucose concentration. Every meal 
gives a different glucose response (see also Chapter 5). Therefore, we let the 
subjects of the data study choose from seven different breakfast and lunch options 
and six dinner options. These meals were chosen so that they represent a typical 
Dutch diet. Even though a meal of steak, baked potatoes and broccoli is not the 
same as a meal of chicken breast, boiled potatoes and green beans, we assume their 
influence on glucose metabolism will be comparable because the meal composition 
is comparable. To implement new meal compositions, we simply take the linear 
regression beta values of the meal that resembles the new meal option the most. 

The experimental study only gathered data on the main meals of the day, not on 
drinks and snacks. In reality people snack all the time; the game would not be 
realistic if a player could only eat three main meals a day. However, the effect of 
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snacks is relatively small compared to the effect of meals because of the lower 
amount of carbohydrates. Therefore an approximation of their effect is good 
enough for implementation in the game. 

To obtain parameters for different snacks and drinks, we gathered literature data 
for a long list of different food products 31. Parameters were estimated on these 
data sets and included in a large look-up table, as described in the paper by 
Rozendaal et al. 31. Any other snacks or food options that we would like to include 
in the game can be taken from this list, and if a product is not on the list, the 
parameters from a comparable food product on the list can be used. For example, 
no data on the uptake of dextrose tablets was available, but we do have data on the 
uptake of pure glucose (from the OGTTs). So we model the uptake of dextrose 
tablets using the meal parameters of glucose, since these two food products are 
comparable. Using the list of estimated parameters, we have a good starting point 
to include any food product we would like into the game. 

7.5 Conclusion 
Exercise, stress and metformin are included in our model by first determining 
which parameters of the model are affected by these events through an 
investigation of literature, and then multiplying the affected parameters with a set 
multiplication factor to increase or decrease their value accordingly. The value of 
the multiplication factor is chosen so that the size of the effect of the event 
corresponded with literature observations and with the experience of patients 
play-testing the game. Additional main meals can be added by using the linear 
regression values of the meal that corresponds most with the meal to be included; 
snacks and other smaller food products can be included by taking the parameters 
of a comparable snack or food product from a lookup table created previously 31. 
Through these additions, it becomes possible to create a game that contains most 
events that occur in daily life. 

In these additions, the choice to build a model with a physiological basis proves 
worthwhile. Without the physiological basis, it would not be possible to select the 
smaller number of parameters affected by exercise, stress or metformin. Since 
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gathering enough data to perform parameter estimation for all these options is 
virtually impossible, making assumptions based on literature insights is currently 
the only feasible method for including real life events. 
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8 Defining and understanding our target audience 
With the diabetes model described properly, our attention turns to the game in 
which the model will act as a simulator. We want this game to be enjoyable and 
suitable for our target audience. To achieve this, it is crucial to first understand the 
lifestyle and needs of our potential users. For this purpose, a study combining 
insights from literature and semi-structured interviews was performed. This study 
is described in the following chapter, which is also published in Diabetes Educator 
1. The results from this study are used in the next chapters describing the
development of the educational diabetes game.

8.1 Introduction 
Diabetes education may help reduce HbA1c on the long term 2,	3 which lowers the 
risk for complications 4,	 5. Consequently, education plays an important part in 
diabetes treatment. Diabetes education in the Netherlands is mainly provided 
verbally in one-on-one sessions between patients and healthcare professionals. 
This takes time and offers little room to practice with gained knowledge. 

To support patients and healthcare professionals in the education process, the 
Eindhoven Diabetes Education Simulator (E-DES) project 6 was started. The aim of 
this project is to develop a digital educational solution that helps patients 
understand more about their diabetes by practicing with aspects that influence 
their glucose level in a noninvasive way.  

In order to create user-friendly solutions, it is crucial to understand potential users 
first. This study aims to identify the lifestyle and behavior preferences of Dutch 
senior diabetes patients, which can be taken into account when developing 
educational diabetes tools. 

8.2 Methods 
In this study, information was gathered through literature research and semi-
structured interviews 7. The gathered information provided input for personas 8 
and customer journey maps 9,	10. The information and insight gathered through the 
literature study, interviews, affinity diagrams, personas and customer journey 
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maps together form the results of this study, which are then condensed into 
several design aspects to consider when developing a new diabetes education tool. 
Figure 30 shows a schematic representation of this workflow. 

Literature research 
The literature research covered data about the target group, their device use 
(desktop and mobile), leisure activities and education preferences. Academic 
papers, government reports, statistical data, trend reports and online blogs were 
reviewed, using Google search, Google Scholar and Focus as search engines. The 
literature sources are from the Netherlands and the United States, searched with 
both Dutch and English keywords. Literature sources from the United States are 
included in this study if Dutch sources were not found. The associative, non-
exhaustive search included looking for learning preferences of people with a lower 

Figure 30: Schematic overview of data use, from research to design aspects. Interviews 
were analyzed using affinity diagrams; together with the literature they formed the input 
for both de personas and customer journey maps. All the data is used to form the design 
aspects that are formulated in the discussion and conclusion section. 

Figure 31: Schematic overview of the literature research. 
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education; and the usage of digital devices, spare time activities and digital 
gaming preferences of young seniors. Existing diabetes education was not 
included to maintain a fresh perspective. A schematic representation of the 
literature review is shown in Figure 31. 

Semi-structured interviews and affinity diagrams 
Parallel to literature research, 20 patients (8 male, 12 female, ages: 45-80, mean and 
median: 63) and 10 healthcare professionals (1 general practitioner, 2 internists, 2 
dieticians and 5 diabetes nurses) were individually interviewed, to get insight in 
the daily life of diabetes patients and diabetes education. Patients were asked 
during their regular checkup if they wanted to be interviewed afterwards. One 
half of the interviews – including 10 patients and 5 experts – was held with 
participants from general practices, the other half with participants from Máxima 
Medical Center. Generally, newer or patients with little complications are treated 
in general practices. Patients with extensive therapy or multi-disease complications 
are treated in hospitals. Both healthcare ‘lines’ were included to cover a broad 
range of patients: from managing diabetes with just lifestyle intervention (general 
practices) to struggling to get the glucose balance right even with extensive 
medicine use (hospitals).  

We asked the patients about the beginning of their diabetes, their information 
needs and education then and now, daily life, digital device use, their struggles 
with diabetes, and about suggestions for diabetes education improvement. The 
experts were asked about their role towards the patient, therapy processes, 
education of patients, their struggles as a practitioner, and about their ideas for an 
educational diabetes application.  

The interviews were analyzed using affinity diagrams. An affinity diagram is an 
organized tree-shaped overview of interview notes, sorted by affinity 11. Notes 
with a similar topic are grouped together into one branch, for example walking. 
Multiple branches form a higher level branch, for example, walking, cycling and 
swimming together form physical activities. Typically, an affinity diagram has 
three levels of branches (e.g. walking > physical activities > daily life). By sorting 
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based on affinity instead of predefined themes, the interview results determine the 
major themes, giving a more realistic overview of the target groups’ issues and 
preferences. The interview notes were sorted into two affinity diagrams: one for 
the general practices line and one for the hospital line, to find out whether these 
two groups of patients have different needs. 

Persona’s and customer journey maps 
The affinity diagrams (with information on i.e. daily activities, hobbies and 
information preferences) and literature data (with information on i.e. 
demographics, device use, and game preferences) together formed the base for two 
personas and two customer journey maps. Personas are fictive characters based on 
target group research, defined by distinctive characteristics within that group 8. 
For each persona a customer journey map is created. A customer journey map 
shows the story-timeline of the persona, their emotions, and contact points (or 
information sources), per story segment 9,	 10. It is a tool to get insight in the 
patients’ journey, or experiences, and find problems they are facing with regard to 
specific topics, e.g. the first half year of living with diabetes. For example, a story 
segment can be ‘visiting a diabetes nurse for the first time’, which happens at the 
hospital (contact point) and makes the patient feel anxious (emotion). Both the 
personas and their journey maps are evaluated with diabetes practitioners to check 
realism. They can be used by development teams to evoke empathy towards 
diabetes patients, to get a grip on their needs, and to evaluate ideas without 
constantly needing to ask patients. 

8.3 Results 

Literature research 
Approximately 88% of the Dutch diabetes patients are older than 50, and most of 
the new diabetes patients are 60-64 years old (Figure 32) 12. Therefore, the next 
results focus mostly on the young senior age group (aged 50-65). Figures from 
Statistics Netherlands show that the prevalence of diabetes is inversely correlated 
to educational level 12. Education studies 13,	 14 show that teaching people with 
lower educations (without an (applied) university diploma) should be done in 
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small steps; with space for repetition; explaining the same information in different 
contexts; and including tasks and situations from practice. They need to learn by 
doing and should be supported by a coach or trainer in an interactive setting. 

The number of young seniors using PCs and/or mobile devices is growing fast 15,	16. 
However, typical age-related problems like decrease in eyesight and fine motor 
skills lead young seniors to prefer tablets over smartphones 17,	 18. Decreasing 
eyesight, hearing and agility, but also increasing processing time and having 
difficulty remembering things are typical age-related problems and start around 40 
years 19. These problems are even more prevalent in patients with diabetes, 
because of macro- and microvascular damage 20,	21.  

One reason for our target group to use computers or tablets is to play (online) 
games. Lower educated people are generally more interested in playing online 
games than higher educated people 22,	23. The Entertainment Software Association 
(ESA) 24 found in 2014 that 30% of all U.S. citizens who play games, play ‘Puzzle, 
Board Game, Game Show, Trivia, Card Games’, 28% plays casual or social games. 
Young senior gamers are often women who play online casual games to relieve 
stress and to be social. The same study shows that many young senior gamers like 

Figure 32: Absolute number of new diabetes patients in 2011 in the Netherlands (source 
data: Baan et al., 2014 12). 
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to play with people ‘with the same level of maturity’ or with their grandchildren. 
They prefer adventure games that include problem solving, exploration and 
communication. Besides that, the game’s storyline, characters, puzzles and visual 
design, which should be artistic or cartoonlike, are important 25.  

Apart from playing (online) games, lower educated young seniors like to spend 
their spare time watching TV, engaging in hobbies, resting and using PC and 
internet, for instance for e-mailing and online banking 16. Lower educated people 
also use internet more for chatting, compared to higher educated people 23. 

Semi-structured interviews and affinity diagrams 
The 30 interviews resulted in over 1110 interview notes from the interviewees. Part 
of the affinity diagram from the hospital interviews is shown in Figure 33. We 
found that family and loved ones play an important role in the daily life of young 
seniors with diabetes, especially with regard to sharing diabetes experiences and 
creating understanding amongst themselves and their loved ones. We also found 
that our target group likes playing board and card games, alone and with others. 
Especially general practice line patients expressed playing digital games on 
Facebook or PCs. Apart from games and family, the young seniors seem to spend 
most of their spare time watching TV, crafting or exercising (walking, cycling 
and/or swimming). 

The healthcare professionals confirmed that patients are more online nowadays. 
They indicated internet as an important source of information for their patients. 
The patients however mainly referred to what their diabetes practitioner told them 
and said that if they found information, they usually checked with their 
practitioner before changing their routine. The practitioners play a crucial role in 
the diabetes education of their patients, as a coach that supports them with their 
self-management. Media such as television and magazines trigger patients to learn 
more about diabetes. 
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Personas and customer journey maps 
Based on the general similarities and differences between the interviewed patients 
and explanations of experts, two personas were created, with each a customer 
journey map. The personas and maps show two different ways of coping with 
diabetes, which were identified using the affinity diagrams. The first persona, Lisa, 
actively manages her diabetes and is eager to learn more about it. However, she 
struggles to achieve adequate glycemic control. The second persona, Gerard, does 
not understand much about diabetes, has more of a ‘wait-and-see’ attitude and 
thinks the practitioner should ‘fix’ him. Where Lisa is more individualized and 
focused on her wellbeing, Gerard is more of a family man, focused on the world 
around him. The characteristics of the personas are based on the literature research 
and the interviews. The customer journey maps show that patients get most 
information soon after diagnosis, but also show that the two personas react 
differently to the whole learning process. The therapy in the maps is based on the 
Dutch Physician Society guidelines 26. The full personas and customer journey 
maps are given in Appendix A; Figure 34 shows a visualization of the two 
personas including a fictive quote that describes their view on diabetes. 

 
Figure 33: Left: snapshot of the affinity diagram, partly covering two major themes (green 
blocks): daily life and patient experience. Green stars mark opportunities, red stars mark 
challenges. Right: magnified section, which shows the base for the attitude of Persona 
Lisa. The codes below the colored theme cards refer to specific interview notes. For 
example: U11-26 refers to User 11, note 26. 
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8.4 Discussion and conclusion 
When developing an educational diabetes tool, a large target group is young 
seniors (aged 50-65). This group is very diverse, but our research shows that 
general aspects exist and could be useful in the creation of an educational diabetes 
solution. To make these aspects more explicit and useful for development 
purposes they are listed below, including suggestions for how or when to apply 
them.  

Aspects to consider when educating young senior diabetes patients 
Healthcare professionals play a crucial role in the diabetes education of their 
patients. Although self-management of the patients is encouraged, the diabetes 
practitioners are needed as coach or trainer. They could notify the patients of the 
existence of the educational solution and ask them to use it at home or lead a 
group course where it is used for education. 

Roughly two types of patients can be distinguished: 

• ‘Eager-to-learn’ types like Lisa, who search for information and like to
check their knowledge, for example with their diabetes nurse or an app.

• ‘Wait-and-see’ types like Gerard, who require a low threshold for learning,
and who need an extra incentive, for example a solution that involves
loved ones as well.

Even the patients who do not search for information are triggered if a diabetes 

Figure 34: A summary of the two personas created during this study, Gerard en Lisa, 
including quotes that best describe their discerning attitudes towards diabetes. (source 
photos: www.freedigitalphotos.net) The personas were based on the literature data and 
affinity diagrams. The age and job ‘level’ are taken from the study by Baan et al. 12. The 
attitudes towards diabetes came from the affinity diagrams. 
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item is presented in the media. Television seems to be the main source, followed 
by magazines and newspapers, which could be considered for both educational 
and marketing purposes. 

Solutions for lower educated young seniors should embrace a learning-by-doing 
principle, where information is given in small chunks and presented within 
different contexts. Repetition is key and could be realized through sending 
reminders or messages, facilitating refreshment courses, playing games and/or 
acting out scenarios. 

Young senior diabetes patients seem to have a strong need for sharing experiences 
with other diabetes patients, family and loved ones. Including them in the solution 
might motivate the patient to practice more in their home environment and thus 
learn more. Learning about diabetes together, for example by going to a class, 
watching a documentary on television, or playing a multiplayer game can create 
more empathy and understanding.  

Gamification of education is likely to lower the threshold for learning, since young 
seniors already play (digital) games, both alone and with others. Examples of 
gamification are adding a competing element (improve your time, your score, race 
other players) or transforming theoretical knowledge into interactive visuals. The 
types of games preferred by this target group are casual or adventure games with 
puzzles, artistic or cartoonlike visuals and a social aspect. 

Taking into account their decreasing eyesight and fine motor skills, digital 
applications for the young senior target group can best be developed for tablet or 
PC. The larger screens provide more room for larger interface elements such as 
buttons and texts. 

Limitations of the study 
What appeals to young seniors in the Netherlands does not necessarily fit young 
seniors in other countries. Cultural differences need to be considered in 
developing an educational tool for other regions of the world, for instance when 
implementing food, medicine, sports, education and social values. However, we 
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believe that most western cultures are comparable enough that these aspects will 
translate well to any western country. 

Implications and recommendations 
A large target group was specified for this study. However, applying all the listed 
aspects into one solution will not guarantee that all patients within the young 
senior target group feel attracted to it. On the contrary, we recommend using these 
aspects as a starting point in new projects, to find the direction that fits the context 
of the project best. The aspects can be used for the design of digital applications 
(e.g. diary apps, games, e-coaches), but also for other forms of diabetes education, 
such as workshops. Based on the results of this study, the E-DES team chose to 
develop a tablet game for young seniors. The named aspects are used for the 
development of different game concepts, and the personas Lisa and Gerard were 
crucial in the choice of the final game concept 27. 
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Appendix A: Persona’s and customer journey maps 

Appendix A page 2: Persona Lisa 

Appendix A page 3: Persona Gerard 

Appendix A page 4: Customer journey map Lisa 

Appendix A page 8: Customer journey map Gerard 



Receptionist 
57 years, comes from Eindhoven (NL) 

Lives alone, divorced 12 years ago 

"Living with diabetes is quite doable, but you need to keep paying attention." 

Income(€, mnd/jr) 

Education 

Computer use 

Playing games 

Social active 

Try something new 

Learn about diabetes 

Glucose check self 

Behavior and daily life 

Low 

2400/33000 

0 

0 

0 

0 

High 

0 

0 

0 

o Lisa likes to go shopping, the extensive walking helps to exercise enough hours she says.

o She loves to play board and family games, always has, she is very good at Operation (Dr.

Bibber).

o She has a laptop which she uses to look for information and for doing administration.

o Lisa uses her smartphone to call and send Whatsapp messages. Also she likes to play games

casually throughout the day, like Wordfeud with her children or Candy Crush.

o Her brother also has diabetes and difficulty walking, therefore, Lisa buys groceries for him.

o Since her divorce, she works as a receptionist, just like she did before her children were born.

o Partly due to her full time job, her day is quite routined.

Attitude towards diabetes 

o Lisa has diabetes for nearly two years, she found out because a wound didn't heal.

o Therapy: she cannot endure Metformin. She injects lx long and 3x short term insulin per day.

o Since the beginning of her diabetes, Lisa looks for information about diabetes and lifestyle.

o She tries to manage her illness as well as possible: she makes sure she has a routine for meal

times and walks a lot for exercising.

o She loves tasty food, like everyone, but has the tendency to eat too much

o Lisa and her brother share their experiences about their diabetes and lifestyles

o Once in every three months, she goes to the diabetes nurse and asks questions about what she

read. That is how she discovered BolusCal, a tool to help understand more about her

diabetes.

Goals and needs 

o Lisa would like to eat healthier, especially more vegetables and less carbs.

o Sometimes she is quite frustrated about having diabetes, she tries to do her best, but at times

her body seems not to want to corporate with her.

2 

.-§ 
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9 Choosing a game concept 
In the previous chapter, the preferences of our target audience have been 
determined. These preferences are taken into account while developing concepts 
for the educational diabetes game. These concepts are tested with patients, and 
based on these test results the final concept is chosen to be developed further into a 
functioning prototype. The process of defining eight different concepts, testing 
them and choosing the final one is described in this chapter, and was published in 
the Games for Health journal 1. 

9.1 Introduction 
Worldwide approximately 387 million people have diabetes and this number is 
only expected to grow2-4. Diabetes occurs when the body cannot keep the blood 
glucose concentration within healthy range due to a lack of insulin, and/or 
decreased sensitivity to insulin action. Treatment includes lifestyle adjustments 
and medication use, including insulin injections. Self-management of the patients 
is crucial in keeping glucose levels within target range, helping to prevent 
complications. However, self-management can be quite challenging, because 
eating, physical activity, stress and illness all influence glucose levels, and the 
effect of these influences varies per person5,	6. 

Diabetes education has been shown to help patients better regulate their diabetes, 
reducing the risk of developing diabetes complications7-9. Diabetes education is 
mainly provided in one-to-one sessions between a diabetes patient and a 
healthcare provider, since the differences between patients require an 
individualized approach. This way of teaching leaves no room to practice with the 
influences on your glucose level in different scenarios. Diabetes games give 
patients this option: patients can play at home, at their own pace, and play out 
different daily life scenarios to see the influence of different activities on their 
glucose levels. 

Several diabetes games exist (e.g. ‘Time Out’10, ‘Balance battle’11, ‘Diabetic Dog’12) 
and reviews of the effectiveness of diabetes games have proven that they are 
(moderately) successful in improving self-management behaviour and health 
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outcomes13-16. However, the numbers in these games are not tailored to the patient, 
and the games are generally targeted at children or young adults13, whereas the 
largest part of the diabetes population is older than 402,	 17. In contrast, the 
Eindhoven Diabetes Education Simulator (E-DES) game will use a physiological 
model to generate glucose and insulin predictions based on inputs like food, 
exercise and medication and patient characteristics like body weight and 
medication usage. This model has been validated on healthy subjects, and is 
currently further developed on data of patients with diabetes type 1 and 2 18 1. 
Using such a model, it becomes possible to create an individual educational 
message for every player. Also, the E-DES game targets patients aged 50-65 (so-
called ‘young seniors’). 

The incorporation of a physiological model and the choice for the young-senior 
target audience represents the framework for the design of the E-DES game. The 
team decided to involve the user in all stages of the design process, following two 
different trajectories: a waterfall approach and a game jam. These user-centered 
design trajectories are described in this paper.  

1 This article was written and published at a time when the work on the model for diabetes 
type 1 and 2 as described in Chapter 5 was not completed yet. 

Figure 35: Concept development process. The white-colored text indicates user 
involvement. 
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9.2 Materials and methods 
For concept development we use two parallel trajectories, as visualized in Figure 
35. Each trajectory follows the same phases, starting from user research, to idea
generation, evaluation and concept choice, but uses different methods and
techniques. Our user research into the preferences and needs of the young senior
diabetes patient indicates that our target audience is lower educated, likes to play
board games and casual games, and family and loved ones play an important role
in their lives (Van der Molen et al. 19). Both trajectories use these outcomes from
user research as input. The first trajectory then uses a user-centered variation on
the classic waterfall approach 20 with brainstorming for idea generation, and
storyboards and feasibility analysis for evaluation. The second trajectory consists
of a game jam, where participants co-created concepts with users and the ideas
were evaluated through group voting and through analysis by the project team.
The concept choice was made during a team discussion that used the evaluations
of the concepts from both trajectories as input.

9.3 Trajectory 1: Waterfall approach 

Idea generation 
In trajectory 1 four game ideas were generated: a digital board game (concept A; 
SugarCity), a quiz platform (concept B; SugarAcademy), a puzzle game (concept C; 
SugarRace), and a lifestyle simulator (concept D; SugarLife). Table 24 gives 
information about each game concept, and Figure 36 shows a screenshot of each 
game concept. Concepts E-H were developed in trajectory 2 and are discussed in 
the next section. Concept A was developed by a student project group. Concept B 
resulted from the project work of an industrial design student. A brainstorm 
session with the project manager, user-experience designer and an outside 
designer generated concept C. Concept D followed from discussion with the client, 
an internist-physician. The user-experience designer of the project team further 
developed the four concept ideas by converting them into game concept 
documents21 and storyboards. The storyboards contained twelve hand-created 
‘screenshots’ of the game, showing the main player-game interactions.  
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A: SugarCity (digital board game, project team). B: SugarAcademy (quiz platform, project team). 

C: SugarRace (puzzle game, project team). D: SugarLife (lifestyle simulator, project team). 

E: SuikerRace (digital board game, Game Jam). F: Weet wat je Diab-Eet (mobile swipe game, Game 
Jam). 

G: Hyper (mobile swipe game, Game Jam). H: Roodhapje (fairytale-themed adventure game, 
Game Jam). 

Figure 36: Screenshots of the eight game concepts. Concepts A-D result from trajectory 1 
(project team); concepts E-H result from trajectory 2 (Diabetes Game Jam participants). 
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Table 24: Game concept descriptions. Concepts A-D are developed in trajectory 1 (by the 
project team) and concepts E-H are the results from trajectory 2 (developed by the 
Diabetes Game Jam participants). 

Title Type Goal Description World 
# 

players 

A SugarCity Board keep 
glucose 
level as 
close to 
healthy as 
possible 

Players move over the 
board by rolling dice; 
on a food tile you can 
choose to eat; you can 
inject insulin 
gathered on the 
insulin tiles; the 
player with the most 
healthy glucose levels 
during the game wins 

abstract 
3D city 

1-4

B Sugar-
Academy 

Quiz answer 
questions 

Several mini-games 
like ‘which food 
product has the most 
carbs?’; gather points 
by playing multiple 
games at different 
levels. 

abstract 
2D 
school 

1-2

C SugarRace Puzzle create 
optimal 
glucose 
curve 

Place the icons on the 
right place in the 
water to create a path 
for your dive boat 
closest to the ideal 
glucose curve to 
gather the most coins. 

abstract 
2D under 
water 

1 

D SugarLife Simulator keep 
glucose 
level as 
close to 
healthy as 
possible 

Walk through a 3D 
environment as a 
diabetes patient; 
overcome several 
challenges (‘make 
breakfast’) and keep 
your glucose as stable 
as possible. 

Realistic 
3D city 

1 
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E SuikerRace Board Reach the 
end of the 
board first 

Move over the board 
using cards; every tile 
has influence on your 
glucose level; if it 
becomes too low or 
too high you are set 
back 

Abstract 
2D forest 

1-4

F Weet wat 
je Diab-Eet 

Swipe Keep 
glucose 
level as 
close to 
healthy as 
possible 

Several icons move 
toward you; if you 
don’t want to use it, 
swipe it away; food 
reduces hunger 
feeling but increases 
glucose 

Abstract 
2D 

1 

G Hyper Swipe Keep 
glucose 
level as 
close to 
healthy as 
possible 

Food and activities 
move upwards in the 
screen; if you don’t 
want to use them 
swipe them away 

Abstract 
2D 

1 

H Roodhapje Adventure Complete 
the 
storyline 

(Grand) parent reads 
a story to (grand) 
child; child moves the 
character of the story 
through a world; pick 
up food and insulin 
to keep glucose in 
normal range so that 
you can keep moving. 

3D 
fairytale 
forest 

2 
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Evaluation 
The storyboards of the four game concepts of the first trajectory were evaluated 
with twelve patients (mean age 60, range 44-83, 3 men/9 women), and by a 
diabetes nurse and dietician from the Máxima Medical Center (MMC, Eindhoven, 
NL). The patients were recruited during a diabetes check-up in the MMC and 
performed the evaluation immediately after their appointment. Each participant 
was shown two game concepts, in changing order, so that all concepts were 
evaluated seven times. They were verbally guided through the storyboards and 
could ask questions about how specific features would work. After each 
storyboard they were asked if they would like to play the game and why, what 
they liked most and least, and who they would recommend the game to. After 
both games were shown, the participant got to choose which game was most fun, 
most educational, easiest to use, and which was their overall favorite. These votes 
are shown in Table 25. When the participants couldn’t decide, both concepts got 
half a vote. The votes were added to get a total score per game concept. Based on 
these evaluations, SugarAcademy was ranked highest, with SugarLife second, 
SugarCity third and SugarRace last.  

Table 25: User evaluations by twelve patients and two diabetes experts of concept A 
through D (generated by the project team). Each participant was presented two concepts 
and had to choose which of the two he or she found most fun, most educational, most 
simple, and which was their overall favorite. The total number of votes for each concept 
is shown in the table, with a high score indicating a larger preference. The bold numbers 
show the highest score in that category, with a potential maximum of 7. 

A: 
SugarCity 

B: 
Sugar-

Academy 

C: 
SugarRace 

D: 
SugarLife 

Most fun/nice 3 6 0.5 4.5 

Most educational 4 5 1 4 

Most simple 2 4.5 6.5 1 

Overall favorite 3.5 5 0 5.5 

Total 12.5 20.5 8 15 
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The evaluations showed each game appealed to the participants for a different 
reason. SugarCity was liked because of the multiplayer aspect. SugarAcademy 
appealed to participants because the information was presented in small chunks. It 
was also conceived to have the highest educational value. SugarRace scored 
highest in the category ‘most simple’, but was often called a game better suitable 
for children. SugarLife was liked because it was perceived as highly realistic.  

The four storyboards were also shown to fifteen participants of the Diabetes Game 
Jam (estimated mean age 25, range 16-33, 13 men/7 women). They were asked to 
denote which game they thought was most easy to understand, most easy to use 
(perceived), most appealing, most original, most motivational, most ambitious, 
most educational, and their overall favorite. The total number of times a concept 

Table 26: User evaluations by fifteen Game Jam participants of concept A through D 
(generated by the project team). The Game Jam participants were presented all four 
concepts and had to choose which of the four concepts they thought was easiest to 
understand, easiest to use, etc. The total number of votes for each concept is shown in the 
table, with a high score indicating a larger preference. The bold numbers show the 
highest score in that category, with a potential maximum of 15.  

A: 
SugarCity 

B: 
Sugar-

Academy 

C: 
SugarRace 

D: 
SugarLife 

Easiest to 
understand 

3 4 5 3 

Easiest to use 
(perceived) 

0 7 8 1 

Most appealing 7 2 5 1 

Most original 4 1 7 1 

Most motivational 3 4 3 2 

Most ambitious 4 0 0 10 

Most educational 0 10 2 3 

Overall favorite 6 1 6 1 

Total 28 29 36 22 
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was voted ‘best’ on a certain item is shown in Table 26, together with a total 
number of votes for each concept. The game jam participants were also asked to 
write down why a concept was their overall favorite, and if they had any other 
feedback.  

The Game Jam participants ranked SugarRace highest, with high scores for 
simplicity, originality, and as overall favorite. SugarCity and SugarAcademy 
scored almost equally high. SugarLife scored lowest, with only the highest scores 
on ‘most ambitious’. The participants stated that SugarLife could be a great game, 
but not for this project, because developing a full 3D environment is time costly. 

The user-experience designer, game programmer and project manager of the 
project team evaluated the four game concepts of the project team on feasibility. 
Long development time, network use, 3D graphics, an implementation which 
requires continuous model calls and large freedom in game play are perceived as 
feasibility issues, making the project harder to complete on time and within 
budget. Rank 4 shows this issue is no problem for this concept; rank 1 means the 

Table 27: Feasibility analysis by the game programmer and project manager. For each 
aspect, the game concepts are ranked with 4 being the best score and 1 the lowest. These 
scores are added to get a total ranking, with a high score meaning the feasibility of that 
concept is highest. 

 
  

A: 
SugarCity 

B: 
Sugar-

Academy 

C: 
SugarRace 

D: 
SugarLife 

Development time 4 2 3 1 

No network (single 
player) 

2 1 4 3 

Visual simplicity 2 3 4 1 

Model 
implementation 

4 3 2 1 

Game mechanics 4 2 3 1 

Total 16 11 16 7 
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team has large concerns for this concept on the issue. The ranks are added to get a 
total feasibility score, with a high total score meaning the concept is deemed highly 
feasible. The results are shown in Table 27. Using these criteria, SugarCity and 
SugarRace are ranked most feasible. SugarLife is perceived as highly unfeasible for 
this project. 

9.4 Trajectory 2: Game Jam 

Idea generation 
In the second trajectory, the project team organized a Diabetes Game Jam to 
generate concept ideas. Twenty students and young professionals (estimated mean 
age 25, range 16-33, 13 men/7 women, 9 designers/7 programmers/ 4 other) were 
recruited through personal networks, flyers, and social media to compete in teams 
for a ‘fun’ prize (a book about game development). The teams worked a full 
weekend to create a working prototype of a diabetes game. They first received a 
short description of our target users by the project manager, and an introduction to 
diabetes by a board member and patient from the Netherlands Diabetes 
Association (DVN). During dinner the participants could ask questions to several 
diabetes patients and healthcare providers. Four teams were formed and worked 
in one room to promote cross-talk. Patients (recruited from participants in the E-
DES modeling study) and diabetes nurses from the MMC gave feedback and 
answered questions several times.  

The Game Jam resulted in another digital board game (concept E; SuikerRace), two 
mobile swipe games (concept F; Weet wat je Diab-eet and concept G; Hyper) and a 
fairy-tale-themed adventure game (concept H; Roodhapje). These concepts are 
described in Table 24 with screenshots shown in Figure 36. 

Evaluation 
The prototypes of the Diabetes Game Jam were presented to the other participants, 
the project team members, and the patients and diabetes nurses that attended the 
game jam at the closing demo fair. Evaluation was performed by voting for which 
game was most educational, most visually pleasing, most original, most ambitious, 
and which game you would like to play the most. The game with the most votes 
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was the overall winner. 116 votes were cast divided over five categories. The 
scores of the Game Jam concepts are shown in Table 5. SuikerRace has the highest 
scores for ‘most original’ and ‘I want to play it!’ and was voted winner of the 
Diabetes Game Jam. 

The project team also evaluated the concepts from the Game Jam to define any 
aspects interesting for the E-DES project. One feature incorporated in all games 
was the glucose bar, showing the glucose concentration using colors. Concept E 
implemented two new features. Instead of rolling dice, you moved over the board 
by combining cards that defined the number of steps you could take. The game 
also included a history bar showing what food was still active in the body. 
Concept F did not only monitor the glucose concentration, but also the hunger 
feeling. When the hunger bar reaches its maximum, the player has to eat any food 
product that enters the screen. It also had very attractive graphics. Concept G was 
fast-paced and simple, making it ideal to play for a few minutes on your phone. 
Concept H chose to make a game for the (grand) children of our users, which they 

Table 28: User evaluations by Game Jam participants, patients, healthcare providers and 
project team members of concept E through H (Game Jam concepts). The attendees of the 
Game Jam closing demo fair were presented each concept and had to choose which of the 
four concepts they thought was most educational, most visual pleasing, etc. The total 
number of votes for each concept is shown in the table, with a high score indicating a 
larger preference. The bold numbers show the highest score in that category. The total 
number of votes per category varies, since not every attendee voted for every category. 

  
E: 

SuikerRace 

F: 
Weet wat je 

diab-eet 

G: 
Hyper 

H: 
Roodhapje 

Most educational 8 10 2 4 

Most visual pleasing 3 14 7 0 

Most original 9 2 3 7 

Most ambitious 2 1 0 19 
I want to play it! 15 5 3 2 

Total 37 32 15 32 
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could only play together with their (grand) parent. The fairytale theme was an 
interesting addition since this theme appeals to both young and old. 

9.5 Results 
After completion of both trajectories, we have eight evaluated game concepts. Next 
we had to decide which game concept to develop further. We decided not to 
develop any of the game jam concepts from trajectory 2 any further, since the 
intellectual property of these concepts lies with the participants of the Diabetes 
Game Jam. However, some strong points determined from the evaluations are 
taken into account in further development of the E-DES game. 

This leaves only concept A through D. A combined overview of the evaluations of 
these concepts is given in Table 29. To create this table, the total scores from Table 
2, 3 and 4 have been converted into ranks, with 4 the highest rank (‘best’ concept) 
and 1 the lowest rank. Table 29 shows that SugarLife is not a good choice for this 
project, mainly due to the low feasibility. The other concepts have more or less 
equal scores. However, patients and experts gave SugarRace the lowest rank, so 

Table 29: Combined evaluations of concept A through D (generated by the project team). 
The total scores from Table 25, Table 26 and Table 27 were converted into ranks, with the 
highest total score being converted to rank 4 and the lowest total score being converted to 
rank 1. These ranks are added up to obtain a total score for each game concept, where a 
higher total score means a higher preference for that concept. 

A: 
SugarCity 

B: 
Sugar-

Academy 

C: 
SugarRace 

D: 
SugarLife 

Patient and expert 
evaluations (Table 25) 

2 4 1 3 

Game Jam participant 
evaluations (Table 26) 

2 3 4 1 

Feasibility analysis 
(Table 27) 

4 2 4 1 

Total 8 9 9 5 
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that concept is also dropped. This leaves SugarCity and SugarAcademy, of which 
patients liked SugarAcademy better, but SugarCity has higher feasibility.  

These two concepts are very different in nature: one is a multiplayer board game, 
the other an individual quiz. During the discussion to choose the final concept, the 
project team realized each concept suited one of two types of diabetes patients 
best. These two types of patients were distinguished through analysis of an affinity 
diagram created after extensive interviews with twenty diabetes patients from 
primary and secondary care (Van der Molen et al. 19). The first type of patient is 
less motivated to learn about their disease, is family-oriented, and likes to play 
board games (persona Gerard from Van der Molen et al. 19). The second type of 
patient is very eager to learn more about diabetes, is more individualistic, and 
actively looks for more information on their disease (persona Lisa from Van der 
Molen et al. 19). SugarCity better suits persona Gerard because of the familiarity of 
a board game and the option to play with family and loved ones. SugarAcademy 
better fits persona Lisa due to the applicability in real life and the clear educational 
value. The choice for one of these concepts therefore comes down to choosing for 
which specific patient type the project team would like to develop a game. The 
project team decided to develop SugarCity for the less motivated patient, on the 
assumption this type of patient benefits most from an alternative educational 
source. The highly motivated patient will search for information without any extra 
incentive, and therefore does not need an educational game as much. 

9.6 Discussion 
We have developed eight concepts for an individualized, educational diabetes 
game. During our development process, we have involved our end users in every 
phase. Their ideas, gathered from interviews, were incorporated in the design of 
the first concepts. Evaluations performed with users were important input for the 
final discussion about which concept to choose. And the final choice was mainly 
based on the type of user we want to develop the game for. 

In the idea generation phase of the first trajectory, users were not directly 
involved, since this would likely limit the ideas to remakes of already existing 
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games. Instead, we used user research to get insight into the preferences of our 
target users, helping us to come up with concept ideas fitting for our target users. 

Users did play a large role in the evaluation phase of the first trajectory through 
the evaluation of storyboards. Creating storyboards takes quite some time, but less 
than programming a fully functional prototype. It helps testing the game design in 
an early stage, making choices on the game without having to program it first. The 
feedback from the user evaluations enabled us to decide against developing 
SugarRace further, making the time investment worthwhile.  

However, using storyboards might not work if your game heavily depends on a 
specific way of interacting with the game. An example of this is WII sports, where 
the crucial aspect of the games is the way you have to move to play. This might be 
one of the reasons SugarRace got fairly low points in the evaluation by patients: 
the tactile action of swiping icons into place gives a different game experience from 
any of the other games, which might not be fully appreciated when it is not 
experienced in reality. Nevertheless, we decided to respect the outcome of the 
evaluation in our choice.  

In the second trajectory, concepts were generated during the Diabetes Game Jam. 
This was a very worthwhile experience, both for the participants and the project 
team. The fresh look of the participants on the project gave the project team several 
new ideas to incorporate in the final game design. Also, the Game Jam generated 
quite some media attention. 

One disadvantage of using a game jam for idea generation is that the prototypes 
created during such an event are intellectual property of the participants. It is only 
possible to further develop these concepts after permission from the intellectual 
owners. Therefore, we decided to use the Game Jam concepts as inspiration for our 
final game, but not consider these concepts for further development. 

Also, prototypes made during a game jam are often not fully developed. Usually, 
open questions remain regarding game play and interaction. These have to be 
addressed before the concepts can be evaluated with users. Therefore the game 
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jam concepts were only evaluated with the participants and attendees of the game 
jam, with the risk of participants voting for themselves. However, we believe the 
outcome of the votes is representative of the general opinion, since the whole 
weekend had a good ‘fair play’ vibe with teams helping each other.  

Both trajectories have their merits and their weaknesses. The process of the first 
trajectory is more thorough. However, it also costs more time. The process in the 
second trajectory involves a lot of people and therefore creates a lot of input, but 
the outcomes are less refined and the intellectual property of the concepts is not 
yours. To make use of the strengths of both trajectories, we therefore recommend 
combining both trajectories in one project.  

SugarCity will be further developed. The game will focus on the creation of new 
habits through the force of repetition and the direct applications in real life because 
of the use of the individualized model. Both repetition and real life applications 
are educational mechanisms that have been proven to work for the ‘young senior’ 
target audience 22. To ensure patients benefit from the power of repetition, we will 
try to incorporate a strong trigger-action-reward-investment cycle as defined in the 
Hook model 23, so that players will keep playing. Another mechanism increasing 
the educational effect of this game is the involvement of the patients’ social 
network, since the game can be played with family and beloved ones. We hope to 
involve the social network of patients in a meaningful discussion about healthy 
habits, securing peer support which has been proven effective in several trials 
concerning diabetes self-management 24-27.  

9.7 Conclusion 
Using input from our target audience of young seniors, we developed eight 
different concepts for our educational diabetes game. Our user-centered approach, 
in the form of target group research, user and team evaluations, showed that the 
final choice for a specific concept could only be made by further specifying our 
target audience. We choose to develop a game for the less motivated patients and 
will therefore develop a digital board game, incorporating several promising 
aspects from the other concepts. 
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10 From game concept to working prototype:  
from SugarCity to SugarVita 

In the previous chapter eight different game concepts were introduced. Based on 
the feedback from patients, physicians and game developers, we decided to use 
the game concept of SugarCity as a basis for our final educational diabetes game. 
The final design was achieved through an iterative process of designing solutions 
to the weaknesses of SugarCity, implementing them into a prototype, testing the 
prototype and going back to the design. This resulted in the final prototype of our 
educational diabetes game called SugarVita, with ‘vita’ the Italian word for life. 

This chapter starts with an evaluation of the SugarCity concept (section 10.1). Next, 
the design choices forming the final prototype of SugarVita are described. These 
design choices are sorted per aspect of the game they relate to: the game mechanics 
(the actions a player can take in the game and the way the game responds to the 
player, section 10.2), user interface design (the look and feel of the game and which 
interactions there are between the game and the player, section 10.3), and code 
(how the game mechanics and visual design are implemented into a working 
prototype, section 10.4). In section 10.5, the methods and results of two large play 
tests of the final SugarVita prototype with several diabetes patients and their 
beloved ones are described. In section 10.6 we draw general conclusions regarding 
SugarVita and further discuss the results of the play tests. 

10.1 Strengths and weaknesses of SugarCity 
SugarCity is a digital board game created by five students from the Fontys 
University of Applied Sciences. A player rolls the dice, after which the pawn 
moves over the board representing a city. With every step the glucose value 
changes. A player can influence their glucose value by injecting insulin, which is 
collected on specific tiles on the board. Other tiles force the player to eat 
something. The game ends after a pre-set number of turns, and the player with the 
best glucose level during all turns wins. The visual style is loosely based on 
SimCity, with 3D buildings around the path and fairly dark colors. 
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Table 30: Strengths, the underlying mechanisms, type of strength (game mechanics GM, 
user interface design UID, code C) and priorities of the SugarCity game concept. 

Strengths Underlying mechanisms 
GM / UID 
/ C 

Priority/# 

Board game • Familiarity makes it easy to use
• Popular (see Chapter 9)

GM 1 

Multiplayer • Facilitates discussions.
• Motivating to play
• Motivates beloved ones to learn

about diabetes which improves
support.

C 2 

Works on tablet • Touch interface is intuitive for 
our target audience 

UID 3 

The evaluation of the play tests described in Chapter 9 resulted in a list of 
strenghts (Table 30) and issues (Table 31) of the SugarCity game concept. For each 
of these, we identified the underlying mechanisms or root causes. The strengths 
and issues are divided based on the main part of the game they relate to: game 
mechanics, visual design, and code. Finally, a priority was determined based on 
how important our test players thought this issue was, and for the issues how hard 
it is to fix the problem. Sections 10.2 to 10.4 describe how these strong points and 
issues were taken into account while developing the final prototype called 
SugarVita. 

10.2 Game mechanics of SugarVita 
In this section, the game mechanics of SugarVita are described. With game 
mechanics we mean all possible actions a player can take within the game and all 
actions other players or the game itself can take in response to these actions. We 
also include the layout and content of the board in this part of the section, since it 
fully determines which actions the player can take.  
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 Table 31: Issues, root causes, type of issue (game mechanics GM, user interface design 
UID, code C) and priorities of the SugarCity game concept. 

Issues Root cause 
GM / 
UID 
/ C 

Priority/# 

Connection between 
board and daily life = 
vague 

• Single food instead of meals 
• Time indication is missing 
• Insulin is scarce 
• Not enough realism 

GM 1 

The game misses a 
scoring system 

• Goal is unclear 
• No reward during the game 

GM 2 

User Interface (UI) is 
unclear: users don’t see 
the relation between 
actions and results 

• UI elements of action and 
result are visually too far 
apart 

• Buttons are too small and not 
recognizable as buttons 

UID 3 

Connection between 
dice eyes and time per 
tile is unclear 

• No feedback on in-game time UID 4 

No option for reflection 
or to look back  

• Feedback is missing 
• Graphs not detailed enough  

UID 5 

Emotion, stress, illness 
and exercise are missing 

• Model did not include this yet GM 6 

Color use / contrast • Too dark and serious UID 7 
The only playing mode 
is together on one tablet 

• No time to set up a server C 8 
 

People don’t want to 
enter their real weight 

• Shame 
• Privacy issues 

UID 9 

Playing time is unclear • Setting a number of times to 
roll the dice is unfamiliar  

UID 10 

Game is not playable for 
people without diabetes 
/ insulin 

• Glucose can only be lowered 
using insulin 

• No explanation about 
diabetes 

GM 11 
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SugarVita is a digital board game, just like SugarCity (strength 1). Players throw a 
die and walk over a digital board. However, we made some changes to the game 
mechanics of SugarCity, related to the four issues identified: issues 1, 2, 6 and 11. 
The next sections describe the main changes to the game mechanics made after 
consideration of these issues. 

Game board 
For SugarVita a new game board layout is chosen, to better represent real life 
(issue 1). The board represents a 24-hour day. Each tile equals twenty minutes, 
except for the night tile, which equals nine hours. The board has a morning, 
afternoon and evening zone. Each zone consists of several meal tiles, followed by 
either three (morning/afternoon zone) or two (dinner zone) tracks. The tracks 
contain tiles with a set activity related to going to school/work (only in the 
morning/afternoon zone), staying at home, or going out. The activities are related 
to exercise, stress or meals (issue 6). 

On the meal tiles, the player can choose to eat one of several meal options. These 
tiles change into normal tiles after a player has eaten the meal, so that it is not 
possible to eat breakfast two times. The insulin tiles from SugarCity have 
disappeared from SugarVita. Instead, the player can always use insulin or dextrose 
tablets, accessible during his turn from a bag (issue 1). 

The new game board also contains tiles with question marks. On these tiles, a 
player has to deal with a random activity selected from a list, like having cake at a 
birthday party (meal) or going for a walk (exercise). These activities make the 
game better represent real life (issue 1). They also introduce a degree of 
randomness, which enhances the replayability and overall game experience 1. The 
set activities and list of random activities are given in Appendix A: List of set and 
random activities. The new game board layout is shown in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37: Overview of the play board of SugarVita. The start tile and night tile are 
visible in the lower right corner; the hospital is shown in the middle. The morning, 
afternoon and evening zones with the different tracks are clearly visible. Around the rim 
the city silhouette with the sun shows what time it is in that zone. The meal tiles are the 
first six tiles of each zone. If the player has not landed on one of those tiles yet, they are 
colored grey; once the player has landed on one of these tiles, they change into the tiles 
which are now visible in this figure. 
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Scoring system 
In SugarVita, a scoring system is included (issue 2). The player scores points by 
keeping their glucose values within the healthy range. These scores are visible each 
turn, to make clear what the goal of the game is and to give direct feedback on the 
choices made. The scoring system also further enhances the multiplayer aspect, 
because players can try to beat each other. It also increases the replayability of the 
game, as players can try to beat their personal high score. 

The choice for a specific score system can influence the game experience 2. We 
choose to introduce a positive scoring system since sociology states this has a 
stronger educational effect 3. The possible glucose values are divided into steps, 
with each step awarding a different number of points. This way players focus on 
reaching a healthy range instead of an exact glucose value. The steps are different 
for players not using short-acting insulin than for players that do use it. For them 
the game is harder, since they have to adjust their insulin dose based on the meals 
and activities they have encountered or will encounter in the near future. The 
difference in steps equals the playing field. The score is calculated using the 
glucose value of each tile, including scores during the night tile. This teaches the 
players that they should keep their glucose level constant all the time, not only 
when they can measure or influence it. Summarized, the final scoring system looks 
as follows: 

• for each tile:
o if player has no short-acting insulin:

§ if 4.5 < G <= 8 à + 3 points
§ if 3.3 < G <=4.5 or 8 < G <=11 à +1 point
§ else: +0 points

o if player has short-acting insulin:
§ if 4.5 < G <= 8 à + 3 points
§ if 3.3 < G <=4.5 or 8 < G <=11 à +2 point
§ if 2.6 < G <= 3.3 or 11 < G <= 15 à +1 point
§ else: +0 points
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Hospital 
In real life, a patient having extremely high or low glucose values (glucose values 
above 20 or below 2.2 mmol/L) could end up in a diabetic coma, for which 
treatment in the hospital is needed 4. So if a player ends up in this extremely 
unhealthy range, they are sent to the hospital, a concept comparable to the prison 
in Monopoly.  

Generally speaking, we want the players to learn by doing, not by giving them 
specific educational messages. But if a player ends up in the hospital, some explicit 
information might be necessary to prevent this from happening again. And since 
the hospital is already a separate game situation from the normal board, 
presenting explicit information here will not break the game experience. 

On every tile in the hospital the player is presented with an educational diabetes 
fact. The diabetes facts were written in cooperation with a licensed diabetes nurse 
to ensure educational quality, and are given in Appendix B: List of hospital 
diabetes facts. Once the player reaches the end of the hospital, he is returned to the 
board eight tiles forward from where he went in, with his glucose value reset to 
the basal state. He does not earn points while in the hospital. 

Playing ‘yourself’ versus playing a standard profile 
SugarVita is a multiplayer game (strength 2). Players can either set up a new 
individual diabetes profile to play as themselves, or choose a standard profile from 
a list. For the standard profiles we use the center patients from Chapter 6.3. To 
these center patients we add one standard profile for a patient with diabetes type 
1, so that patients with diabetes type 1 can easily identify which profile best fits for 
them. 

Using the standard profiles, people without diabetes can play with a profile of 
someone with diabetes (issue 11), to learn what their beloved one with diabetes 
experiences on a daily basis. Specific diabetes terms like metformin and long- or 
short-acting insulin become more familiar through playing the game with the 
profile of a diabetes patient. The standard profiles also give diabetes patients the 
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freedom to experiment with their disease, for instance trying out what it would be 
like if they had to use much more insulin or if they would lose weight.  

10.3 User interface design of SugarVita 
This section is divided in four parts: the visual style, the user interface of the start 
screens, the in-game user interface, and the user interface of the end screens. The 
design is made for a tablet, since the prototype of SugarCity showed this works 
well for our target audience (strength 3). The six issues with the visual style of 
SugarCity (issues 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10) are addressed in the appropriate subsections. 

Visual style 
The visual style is the first thing the player is confronted with, and largely 
determines the ‘look and feel’ of the game. There are even indications that visual 
style may influence the players’ learning ability 5. For SugarVita a new visual style 
is defined, using nature-inspired visuals and brighter colors (issue 7). The visual 
style is captured in the mood board shown in Figure 38. It contains images from 
styles that are currently favored by our target audience: traditional board games 
like ‘Ganzenbord’ (Game of goose) and ‘Levensweg’ (Game of life), the cartoony 

Figure 38: Mood board for the visual style of the game including a draft version of our 
visual design (lower left corner). Keywords: nature inspired, sophisticated colorful, 
playful lay-out, modern (flat) look. 
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style of Facebook and mobile swipe games, and the ‘flat design’ of several modern 
non-game applications for smartphone and tablet. 

The visual style of SugarVita uses a limited color palette (shown in Figure 38, 
below the image of the light house). Several screenshots of the game were run 
through a website that checks whether the visual contrast is high enough to be 
clear for people with different versions of colorblindness 6. These tests show that 
most people should be able to see the contrasts well, with the exception of people 
who only discern different shades of grey. 

The shapes and icons used in the game are mostly rounded and nature-inspired. 
For example, the tiles of the board look like pebbles on a stone path. This gives the 
game a friendly, playful atmosphere (issue 7). The background of the board 
contains rounded buildings on the inside track and stylized trees on the outside 
track, corresponding to going to work (inside track) or going outdoors (outside 
track). Around the board, the silhouette of a city with different positions of the sun 
indicates the time of day that part of the board corresponds to, giving a visual clue 
to the time of day (issue 4). For a detailed view of the game board see Figure 37. 

User interface design of the start screens 
Before the actual game starts, the player needs to make some choices relating to the 
game. These choices are contained in several start screens that guide the player 
through the set-up process. The buttons in these screens all have the same shape, 
making them easily recognizable (issue 3). The first screen is the start menu, with 
options, credits, and the game explanation. In most games, the game explanation is 
hidden in the options menu, but we decided to show it prominently in the main 
menu because literature shows that most young seniors prefer to read the 
instructions or manual before using a product 7(Figure 39). 
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Once the player decides to push the ‘start game’ button, a screen asks the player to 
set the number of players and number of days (Figure 40). The number of days 
corresponds to the number of rounds the players go on the board, and therefore 
determines the length of the game (issue 10). 

The ‘next’ button leads the player to the most important settings screen (Figure 41). 
In this screen, the player has to choose a profile and a color. The profile can be 
selected from a list of pre-defined profiles, or a new one can be created. Once a 
profile and color are selected, the ‘next’ button lets the next player choose their 
profile and color. Once all players have set their details, the ‘start game’ button 
leads to the start of the game. 

If the player chooses to create a new, individual profile, a new screen pops up that 
asks for the player’s characteristics, like length, weight, age, amount of insulin 
injected etcetera (Figure 42). The game calculates the model parameters based on 
these values (see chapter 6), so entering the correct values is fairly important. 

Figure 39: Start menu Figure 40: Setting the number of players 
and days 

Figure 41: Choosing the profile of player 1 Figure 42: Creating a new profile 
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Unfortunately, players sometimes showed a reluctance to enter their correct values 
out of a feeling of shame (issue 9). To solve this, we added a small warning at the 
top of the data entering screen explaining that being truthful about your 
characteristics is important to get a realistic model in the game. In case the game is 
first played with a diabetes professional, this problem will not arise as often, since 
the patient will then fill out these numbers together with the professional. 

In-game user interface design 
The screens containing the gameplay consist of four visual elements: the board, the 
glucose meter, the history bar, and the head up display (Figure 43). Messages, like 
the description of meals or informing the player that he gets awarded points for 
good glucose values, are given in pop-up screens that form an overlay on the game 
board (Figure 44). We choose to use pop-ups to convey information, because they 
don’t break the game experience since the game board is still visible in the 
background. However, they do attract immediate attention, ensuring the player 
notices these messages. 

The game board consists of a 2D image. The camera follows the position of the 
player pawn while moving, and is positioned at an angle to the game board to give 
a feeling of depth. The field of view is chosen such that the player can always 
access all possible tiles he might land on in his turn, which are indicated by a 
blinking tile (Figure 43).  

Figure 43: Game view with glucose meter 
and bar (upper right corner) and blinking 
tile (pink tile left of the tile with the 
orange player) 

Figure 44: Breakfast pop-up 
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The glucose meter shows the current glucose value in the upper right corner 
(Figure 43). This value changes while the player moves over the board. Since not 
all players have a strong feeling for whether a glucose value is good or bad, the 
glucose level is also indicated on the neighboring glucose bar, with green 
indicating the healthy range, red indicating the values are too high and blue the 
values that are too low. These colors correspond to the color coding for hyper and 
hypo values in most educational diabetes folders. 

The history bar contains icons of all choices the player has made during the game 
that still affect the glucose level. It starts to the left of the glucose bar, with icons 
shifting to the left if a new icon is added and back to the right if icons are removed 
(Figure 45). The color and shapes of the icons indicates whether an effect has a 
glucose increasing (red, pointing up) or decreasing (blue, pointing down) effect, or 
if the icon represents a game effect like a broken glucose meter (orange, pointing 
left). 

The head up display is the bar in the color of the player at the bottom of the screen 
(Figure 46). It contains buttons for the options menu, to go to the next player, and a 
button to access the bag. It also contains information about the current status of the 
player, like name, score (issue 2), current time (issue 4), and current day (issue 10). 
The bag button makes a bar in the accenting player color slide out to show icons 
for eating a snack, taking metformin, and injecting insulin. All these interactive 
elements have been placed at the bottom of the screen so that they are easily 

Figure 45: Game view with the three 
distinct icons shown in the history bar (in 
the middle of the top of the screen) 

Figure 46: Player head up display with the 
bag bar slided out 
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recognized as buttons (issue 3) and so that tapping the buttons with your hand 
does not cover the remainder of the screen. 

User interface design of the end screens 
The game ends when all players have reached the night tile after the chosen 
number of rounds around the board. This then leads to the main end screen 
showing a graph containing the glucose traces of all players (Figure 47). To the 
right of this graph the player names are listed together with their score, with the 
player with the highest score on top and the lowest score below. By clicking on 
their name, players can view a more detailed personal graph (Figure 48).  

In this personal graph, each data point in the graph can be selected, which makes 
icons pop up to show which actions were taken in that turn. In this way the link 
between changes in the glucose value and actions in the game becomes stronger 
(issue 5). The healthy range, awarding the highest points, is shown as a green bar 
in the background, the steps above and below this range are shown in orange and 
the white area shows where no points are earned. The colors are chosen so that 
they give visual feedback on whether those glucose values are good or not, 
strengthening the learning effect. 

Since not all patients will be able to read graphs 8, the individual data can also be 
viewed in a table format. This table visualization is comparable to the diabetes 
diary patients have to show their diabetes professional every visit and is therefore 
more familiar. 

Figure 47: Main end screen Figure 48: Individual end screen 
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10.4 Code of SugarVita 
The last aspect of the game is the code itself. First, a game engine had to be chosen. 
A game engine is a software development package specifically developed to create 
digital games. It has inbuilt functions for several standard game features, like 
importing artwork, collision detection or camera placement. The choice of game 
engine determines the architecture of the code. Next, the model has to be 
implemented into the game. And lastly, the game has to be built so it can be run as 
a standalone application on a PC or tablet (strength 3). In this section, different 
design choices regarding these aspects of the code are explained. 

Choosing a game engine 
As our game engine, we choose to use Unity. This game engine is free to use for 
small (non-commercial) projects and can be downloaded from their website 9. It 
has a graphical user interface for creating the visual components of the game, 
while also being able to process script. This works well for our game, because it 
means we can split the prototype into a graphical part for the game objects and use 
script for the glucose metabolism model. The graphical user interface of Unity also 
makes task delegation easier; with only few instructions, the visual designer can 
change visuals of the game while the programmer can focus on the underlying 
code and interactions. The scripting language Unity uses is C#, which is a very 
universal scripting language known to almost all programmers. Another 
advantage of C# is that it has a lot of libraries available, so not all code has to be 
written from scratch. 

Implementing the game in Unity 
The largest part of the game, including all the visual parts and the interactions, are 
built using standard components of Unity. To represent the structure of this code, 
we used a screen flow diagram. This is a diagram showing all individual screens, 
the buttons on them, and the interactions from screen to screen. Part of the screen 
flow diagram is shown in Figure 49; the full screen flow diagram is given in the 
USI report by Pieta van der Molen 10. Through the use of the screen flow diagram, 
no screens or interactions can be forgotten; it functions like a checklist for designer 
and programmer.  
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Figure 49: Cut-out of the screen flow diagram, displaying the first screens of the game. 
Blue items are parts of the screen that can be controlled by the user; red items are checks 
by the computer. 

Model code structure 
The glucose model is scripted in C#. Running the model means numerically 
solving a set of coupled differential equations. For this purpose, the ODE solver 
from the DotNumerics library is used 11. The solver from this library had the best 
performance in terms of accuracy and speed. On average, running the model took 
around 0.04 seconds on a modern device, which should not be noticeable to the 
player 12. To ensure the model calculations will also not be noticeable on slower 
devices, the model script is run during the animation of the die roll, which takes 5 
seconds in total. 

The architecture of the glucose calculation code is shown in Figure 50. The player’s 
characteristics are saved once at the start of the game in the Profile. This Profile is 
used by the DiabetesType function to determine the base model parameters. On 
each tile, the Profile and the inputs from the game are fed to the SugarProfile 
instance, which determines the current model parameters and inputs. The 
SugarProfile instance is then used for the calculation of the model in the 
DiabetesModel instance. The glucose values of each tile are stored in the 
SugarProfile, to be used for creating the graphs in the end screens. 
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Figure 50: Code architecture showing the different classes and methods used to calculate 
the current glucose level. 

Building the prototype 
Once the game has been created in Unity, it has to be built into a standalone 
version ready to be run on a PC or tablet (strength 3). Unity can create builds for 
several operating systems, depending on which application programming 
interfaces (APIs) are installed. For tablets, the two main operating systems are 
Android and iOS. Android has approximately 67% of the mobile phone and tablet 
market share, iOS 30% 13. Releasing apps on Google Play (the Android application 
download manager) is cheaper and the development criteria are less strict than for 
the App Store (the application download manager of iOS) 14. Therefore, we decide 
release the application on Android devices first. 

Tablets come in various sizes and screen resolutions. To accommodate all these 
different options, the visuals are made so that they scale with the size of the screen. 
The layout of the items also scales, keeping the ratios in distance constant (instead 
of the actual distance). The prototype was tested on two tablets with a screen 
diameter of 7.0 and 10.1 inch, which are more or less the extremes. The visuals 
scaled well on both tablets, without overlapping buttons and other glitches. 
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10.5 Play tests on SugarVita 
Play testing improves the quality of the final product, especially when designing 
for an elderly population 15-17. The final prototype has been tested in two rounds. 
The first test focused on the usability and enjoyment (also described in the USI 
report by Pieta van der Molen 10). The second test focused on the effect of the 
individual models on the game experience. The methods and results for both tests 
are described here. 

Methods 
For the first usability-focused test a version of the final prototype was used in 
which the diabetes model was not yet enabled. During this test, sixteen 
participants played the game in groups of two or three. The participants were two 
game designers, two diabetes nurses, seven diabetes patients (all older than 45) 
and five relatives of the diabetes patients (one teenage son, four partners older 
than 45). The diabetes patients were asked to play the game without any guidance 
from the facilitator. The facilitator observed the players and made notes regarding 
the following topics: 

• What kind of behavior do the players display before and after playing the
game?

• What kind of behavior do the players display while playing the game?
• Does the patient(s) or diabetes expert encounter any difficulties while

playing the game?
• What kind of contact is there between the players?

After the game the test players filled out a post-test questionnaire (see Appendix 
C: Post-game questionnaire of the first usability-focused play test), determining the 
System Usability Scale 18 and the Net Promotor Score 19. Once the questionnaires 
were completed, a group discussion was held led by the facilitator of the game 
with the following questions as guidelines:  

• What did you like best about the game?
• What did you like least about the game?
• What situations in the game were unclear?
• Why would you or would you not play the game again?
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• What is still missing in the game?
• What did you think about the meal options in the game?
• What did you think about the exercise options in the game?
• What did you think about the stressful situations in the game?
• If you could change anything about the game, what would it be?

For the second model-focused play test the final version of the prototype was used, 
with the diabetes model enabled. This test was performed with twelve diabetes 
patients in groups of two to four players, under the supervision of a diabetes 
nurse. The diabetes patients were all older than 55 and had a high BMI and 
TDID/kg. The patients played using their individual diabetes profile, which was 
created for them by the diabetes nurse during the play session. During these play 
sessions, the players could ask help from the diabetes nurse. While the players and 
diabetes nurse played the game, the facilitator again observed the players, this 
time keeping two extra topics in mind: 

• What kind of behavior does the diabetes expert display while playing the
game?

• What kind of contact is there between the diabetes expert and the
patient(s)?

After the game, seven of the players filled out a short evaluation form with several 
questions regarding the game on a five-point Likert scale 20, given in Appendix D: 
Post-game questionnaire of the second model-focused play test. The facilitator 
then started a group discussion, with the same questions as during the first 
usability-focused test. 

Results 
From the two final play tests, we obtained three types of results: observations by 
the facilitator, reactions to the questionnaires, and information from the group 
discussions. Since both tests had a lot of overlap, the results are combined in this 
section. Any issues that have been resolved between the first usability-focused test 
and the second model-focused test have been left out of this overview. 
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Observations of the facilitator 

The observations showed that patients were interested in playing an educative 
game together. They thought it was an interesting novelty. Some patients were 
slightly apprehensive about using a tablet (‘I never do stuff on the tablet, I don’t 
know how to do that’), but if either the diabetes nurse or one of the other players 
showed them how to do this during the first couple of turns, they became more 
enthusiastic and were able to play themselves. 

The game sparked a lot of discussion. Players were joking about having to eat 
cake, or discussing whether they should eat a specific meal option or if another 
would be better. During these discussions, the players often looked towards the 
diabetes nurse for the final answer. 

We also observed some issues with the game during the play sessions. They have 
been divided in issues related to the model, to the game mechanics, and to the 
visual design and are listed in Table 32. Issues with the code (so-called ‘bugs’) 
were not encountered. 

Questionnaires 

The system usability score of SugarVita as determined in the first usability-focused 
test was 72.2 out of 100, where 68 is average for any new product 2. This means 
players thought the game is fairly user-friendly. Most points went to the item 
asking whether players felt they could play the game without external help. 
Between the first usability-focused test and the second model-focused test, some 
usability issues have been addressed, so we expect the system usability score to 
only have improved. 

The net promoter score for SugarVita in the first usability-focused test was 6.7 out 
of 10. This score can be used to track whether the popularity of a product changes 
over time. By repeatedly asking this question in next play test, the effect of changes 
to the game can be measured. 
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Table 32: Issues identified from evaluation of the two final play tests. The issues are 
grouped per topic, and are in no particular order within each group. 

     Model related issues 

• Stress and exercise have too small of an influence on the glucose levels, 
which means players sometimes don’t even notice something changes after 
these activities. 

• Patients miss their personal medication, especially the oral medications. 
• The amount of insulin players need to take in the game is often higher than 

what the patient uses regularly. This makes the players confused about 
whether they should also take more medication in daily life. 

• It is harder to keep the glucose level healthy in the morning than during 
the rest of the day. You always start high; players feel this is unfair. 

• Players almost never end up in the hospital, even not while taking extreme 
amounts of medication or dextro. 

• Players are confused about the fact that they do not all start with the same 
glucose level. 

     Game mechanics related issues 

• Players want a larger variation of choice in their meals. They for instance 
want to be able to set the amount of sandwiches they eat, and the type of 
topping. 

• To introduce more challenge, the players want more enforced unhealthy 
activities that they have to deal with, like having to drink coke or eating a 
piece of pie. 

• Players miss two glucose lowering options in their backpack: drinking a 
glass of water or going for a walk. 

• Some activities are day-time related, but they appear at inappropriate 
times during the game (like drinking a glass of wine in the morning). 

     Visual design related issues  

• Players do not make the connection between walking on the board and the 
time and their score changing. They are focused purely on the glucose 
meter. 

• The blinking tile that players have to tap to move their pawn is not always 
clearly visible. 
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The results of the evaluation form filled out in the second model-focused test were 
averaged over the seven patients, and are given in Table 33. For these patients, the 
game scored highest on the educative value (with an average score of 4.4 out of 5), 
and the lowest on how much the game corresponds to their daily lives (3.6 out of 
5). 

Group discussions 

In the final group discussions, several topics came up regularly. First of all, the 
patients emphasized they really liked the game because of its educational value. 
The game made it clear what consequences certain actions had on their glucose 
levels, and encouraged them to try out different things. The patients also 
emphasized they liked the multiplayer aspect very much, because of the 
discussion it sparked during the game. 

In the second model-focused play test the players using short-acting insulin were 
however slightly disappointed in the level of realism. They felt they had to use too 
much insulin to keep their glucose levels healthy, and that exercise did not have 
enough influence on their glucose levels. The players also felt that the game could 
be a bit more challenging, since it was now too easy to keep the glucose level 
healthy. 

Table 33: Average scores of the evaluation items of the second model-focused play test, 
given in Appendix D: Post-game questionnaire of the second model-focused play test. 
The questions were answered by seven players on a five-point Likert scale. 

Question Average score 

How fun is the game to play? 4 
How challenging is the game to play? 3.9 
How user-friendly is the game to play? 4.1 
How much does the game represent daily life? 3.6 
Can you learn from the game? 4.4 
Would you recommend it to others? 3.9 
Would you play again?  4 
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10.6 Discussion and conclusion 
Starting from the game concept of SugarCity, we designed the final prototype of 
SugarVita, our educational diabetes game. The game has fully developed visuals 
and functions well on a tablet, without any bugs encountered during the final 
evaluations. The main strength of this game lies in the turn-based multiplayer 
aspect, which invites players to discuss several options and enhances the fun 
factor. Some players liked the game so much, they immediately wanted to play 
another round, or asked if they could download it on their own tablet to play at 
home with their beloved ones. The players also praised the educational value, 
saying it gave them new insights, although more extensive evaluations will have to 
show whether their level of knowledge is significantly improved. 

The only issue of SugarCity that we have not yet addressed in the prototype of 
SugarVita is issue 8: the fact that the game can be played with multiple persons on 
one tablet only. Because the game is turn-based, making it multiplayer over a 
network connection should be relatively easy. However, it does require a 
continuously running server that handles all game requests. We decided to leave 
this option for later. 

Two main issues with the game are recognized: the model used in the game does 
not feel very realistic to the players, and (partly due to this) they think the game 
could be more challenging. This outcome could be influenced by the homogeneity 
of the test population of our final evaluation. Most patients in this group had 
severe insulin resistance. For them, injecting two units of insulin more or less will 
not make much difference, neither in real life nor in the game. This makes the 
game fairly easy to play. But when the development team played the game 
themselves using the pre-defined profiles, some profiles (especially the patient 
with diabetes type 1) turned out to be very hard to play well. 

These issues also have to do with the perception of the game. Patients expect the 
numbers in the game to correspond perfectly with their own experience in daily 
life, and are thrown off when the numbers are slightly different. They also have 
high expectations of the effect of exercise and stress on their sugar levels, which 
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are simply not realistic (and therefore do not match with the outcome of the 
model). To solve this, we could put more emphasis on the fact that the game world 
is not the same as reality, for instance by making players always use a pre-defined 
profile, so that differences are accepted as ‘part of the game’ instead of ‘wrong’. 
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Appendix A: List of set and random activities 

Set activities 

Title ID Description 

Stofzuigen 1 In een uur stofzuig je het hele huis. 
Boodschappen 2 In een uur loop je heen en terug naar de supermarkt. 
Moeilijk 
gesprek 

3 Je hebt een moeilijk gesprek met je baas waar je veel 
stress door ervaart. 

Rekening 4 O jee, stress! Je telefoonkosten blijken veel hoger dan 
verwacht. 

Fietsen 5 Een uur lang maak je een mooi ritje door de natuur. 
Deadline 6 Om je deadline te halen moet je je lunch overslaan. 
Telefoon 7 Het gaat niet goed met je beste vriend(in), je maakt je 

zorgen. 
Ramen lappen 8 In een uur maak je alle ramen schoon. 
Lopen 9 Je maakt een wandelingetje van een half uurtje. 
Tuinieren 10 Je werkt lekker een uurtje in de tuin. 
Oppassen 11 Tijdens het oppassen ga je lekker met de kinderen naar 

buiten. 
Traktatie 12 Je collega is jarig en deelt een stuk appeltaart uit. 
File 13 Door drukte op de weg ben je zo nog te laat, stress! 
Overkoken 14 Je laat bijna het eten aanbranden, wat een stress! 
Hometrainer 15 Je bent lekker thuis een uurtje in beweging voor de TV. 
Zwemmen 16 Heerlijk een half uurtje baantjes trekken in het zwembad. 
Zolder 
opruimen 

17 Een uur lang versleep je alle dozen en spullen naar de 
goede plek. 

Dansen 18 Je gaat lekker dansen met een paar goede vrienden. 
Traplopen 19 In een half uur breng je een hoop spullen naar zolder. 
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Random activities 

Title ID Description 

Been geblesseerd 1 Je kan vandaag niet sporten. Als je op een sportvakje 
komt, gebeurt er dus niks. 

Lekke band 2 Wacht op een medespeler of sla twee beurten over. 
Nieuwe vloer 3 Er wordt een nieuwe vloer gelegd, dus je kunt niet thuis 

zijn vandaag. Kies één van de twee andere paden. 
Slecht weer 4 Vandaag kun je niet naar buiten. Kies één van de twee 

andere paden. 
Complimentje! 5 Omdat je zo lekker op dreef bent mag je nog een keer 

gooien. 
Glucosemeter 
stuk 

6 Het duurt 3 beurten voordat je hem weer kunt 
gebruiken. 

Tas verloren 7 Je kunt 2 beurten geen medicatie en snacks gebruiken. 
Feestdag 8 Je school/kantoor is gesloten vandaag. Kies één van de 

twee andere paden. 
Voetballen 9 Je speelt een partijtje voetbal met de kinderen. 
Mooi weer 10 Je gaat een stukje wandelen. 
Opknapper 11 Je gaat een oud stoeltje schuren en verven. 
Aan de wandel 12 Je laat de hond van de buurvrouw uit. 
Op de koffie 13 Je gaat op de koffie bij een oude bekende en krijgt er een 

plak cake bij. 
Dorst 14 Je drinkt een glas cola. 
Snacktrek 15 Je eet een mueslireep. 
Snacktrek 16 Je eet een appel. 
Borreltijd 17 Je drinkt gezellig een glaasje wijn mee. 
Verjaardagsfeest 18 Je eet een lekker stukje kwarktaart. 
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Appendix B: List of hospital diabetes facts 

Title ID Description 

Wist je dat... 1 beweging ervoor zorgt dat je suikerspiegel omlaag gaat? 
Wist je dat... 2 stress en spanning meestal zorgt voor een hogere 

suikerspiegel? 
Wist je dat... 3 huishoudelijke klussen zoals stofzuigen, tuinieren en 

winkelen ook als beweging tellen? 
Wist je dat... 4 iemand die meestal een hoge suikerspiegel (hyper) heeft, 

toch het gevoel kan hebben dat hij te laag zit (hypo), ook al 
is dit niet zo? 

Wist je dat... 5 een gezond persoon een suikerspiegel tussen de 4,5 en 8 
mmol/L heeft? 

Wist je dat... 6 als je gaat bewegen, je minder medicatie hoeft te gebruiken? 
Wist je dat... 7 door ziekte en koorts je suikerspiegel stijgt? 
Wist je dat... 8 je suikerspiegel te hoog (hyper) wordt als je te weinig 

medicatie gebruikt? 
Wist je dat... 9 een te hoge suikerspiegel (hyper) te herkennen is aan dorst, 

een droge mond, vaak plassen, moeheid en wazig zien? 
Wist je dat... 10 extra water drinken en bewegen een te hoge suikerspiegel 

(hyper) vaak al iets verlaagt? 
Wist je dat... 11 hoe meer overgewicht je hebt, hoe meer medicatie je nodig 

hebt? 
Wist je dat... 12 gewicht aankomen je suikerspiegel verhoogt? 
Wist je dat... 13 afvallen er voor kan zorgen dat je minder medicatie of zelfs 

helemaal geen medicatie meer nodig hebt? 
Wist je dat... 14 volkoren producten je suikerspiegel langzamer laten stijgen 

dan wit brood? 
Wist je dat... 15 de hoeveelheid koolhydraten (suikers) van verschillende 

producten op te zoeken is in eettabellen of allerlei handige 
apps? 
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Wist je dat... 16 de hoeveelheid koolhydraten (suikers) in je eten ervoor 
zorgt dat je suikerspiegel omhoog gaat? 

Wist je dat... 17 de strips voor je bloedsuikermeter onbetrouwbaar zijn als ze 
over de datum zijn of buiten het potje bewaard worden? 

Wist je dat... 18 de bloedsuikermeter een hogere waarde kan geven als je je 
handen niet wast? 

Wist je dat... 19 langdurig hoge bloedsuikers (hyper) een groter risico geven 
op oog-, nier- en voetproblemen en hart- en vaatziekten? 
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Appendix C: Post-game questionnaire of the first usability-
focused play test 

SUS - System Usability Scale 
1-5 1= strongly disgree and 5 = strongly agree

1. I think that I would like to use this game frequently.
2. I found the game unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought the game was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use

this game.
5. I found the various functions in this game were well integrated.
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this game.
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this game very

quickly.
8. I found the game very cumbersome to use.
9. I felt very confident using the game.
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this game.

To calculate the SUS score, first sum the score contributions from each item. Each 
item's score contribution will range from 0 to 4. For items 1,3,5,7,and 9 the score 
contribution is the scale position minus 1. For items 2,4,6,8 and 10, the contribution 
is 5 minus the scale position. Multiply the sum of the scores by 2.5 to obtain the 
overall value of SU. 

NPS - Net Promotor Scale 
On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend this company’s product or 
service to a friend or a colleague? 
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Appendix D: Post-game questionnaire of the second model-
focused play test 

Question 
Not at 

all 
Very 
much 

How fun is the game to play? 1 2 3 4 5 
How challenging is the game to play? 1 2 3 4 5 
How user-friendly is the game to 
play? 

1 2 3 4 5 

How much does the game represent 
daily life? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Can you learn from the game? 1 2 3 4 5 
Would you recommend it to others? 1 2 3 4 5 
Would you play again?  1 2 3 4 5 
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11 Conclusion and outlook 
This project started with a clear goal: 

‘Create a digital application to educate diabetes patients  
in a personalized and enjoyable manner, fitting the lifestyle and preferences  

of patients with diabetes type 2 that are older than 50.’ 

This final chapter describes whether we have reached this goal, and what steps 
could be taken in the future to further improve on this work. 

11.1 Bringing it all together 
Our goal can be split in two parts: personalized education and an enjoyable, user-
friendly application. To provide personalized education, we decided to build our 
application around an individualized glucose metabolism model. To make the 
application enjoyable and user-friendly, the target audience was involved during 
all steps of the development.  

Personalized diabetes education 
Since no suitable glucose metabolism model existed, we had to develop our own 
by combining different models from literature. This model performed well on 
OGTT data for healthy subjects obtained from literature.  

Since glucose metabolism data of diabetes patients under real life conditions was 
not readily available, a study was performed to gather glucose, insulin and C-
peptide data under daily life conditions for 55 patients with diabetes type 1 or 2. 
The data from this study also confirmed the need for diabetes education: most 
patients were not able to keep their glucose concentrations within the healthy 
range during the study day. Especially the diabetes type 1 patients had widely 
varying glucose levels. 

The data and insights gathered from the data study were used to further develop 
our model. For each patient from the data study, individual parameter sets were 
created. These individual models followed the data well: for 31 out of 55 patients, 
all glucose data lay within +/- 20% of their fitted model. 21 patients had between 80 
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and 100% of their glucose data within the acceptable range, and only three patients 
had less than 80% of their glucose data outside this range. 

In our model, parameters have been determined for seven breakfast or lunch 
options and six dinner options. Parameters describing the injection of short-acting 
insulin aspart (brand name NovoRapid) and long-acting insulins detemir and 
glargine (brand names Levemir and Lantus) have also been estimated.  

To be able to give players of the game a personalized educational experience, a 
procedure was developed to assign individual parameter values to a player. We 
implemented a combination of two methods in the prototype. If the player has a 
TDID/kg < 1.0, the parameter values are determined with linear regression models. 
If the TDID/kg > 1.0, or if the linear regression model fails, the game assigns the 
parameters of the most comparable center patient to the player. 

In the final application, some other inputs are also included, like exercise, stress 
and the use of metformin. For these inputs, no experimental data are available to 
use for parameter estimation. We used literature data to determine what the 
general effect of these inputs should be and on which parameters these inputs 
would act. The effect is then modeled by multiplying the affected parameters with 
a factor, such that the net effect on the glucose levels is comparable to the net effect 
reported in literature. 

The final application also includes the intake of snacks. For some snacks, literature 
data were available to estimate parameters. For the snacks we did not have data 
on, parameters were used from other snacks comparable in nutritional content. 
The variation in glucose response to snacks is fairly modest, because of the small 
size.  

When patients tested the final version of the application with the individualized 
models implemented, they felt these models were unrealistic. However, they did 
feel the game was educational. Perhaps patients would learn just as much from 
playing the game using one of several pre-defined profiles, for which the (well-
fitting) models from the patients from the data study could be used. 
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An enjoyable, user-friendly application 
To be able to make an enjoyable, user-friendly application, the first step is to 
understand the lifestyle and preferences of the target audience. Based on literature 
we decided to develop for patients with diabetes type 2, aged 50-65 years old and 
with a relatively lower educational level, whom we have dubbed the young 
seniors. To understand their lifestyle and preferences, a study was performed 
combining literature research and semi-structured interviews. 

From this study, we concluded that a large part of the young seniors own a tablet 
and use it frequently. One of the main reasons for using a tablet is to play (online) 
games or to chat. Therefore, we decided our application should be available on 
tablet. Family and beloved ones play a large role in the lives of young seniors. In 
their spare time they like to do light sports (walking, cycling), watch TV, do crafts, 
or play card and board games. 

Based on the interviews, two personas were created: Lisa, who is highly motivated 
to learn more about her disease and does so in an individualistic manner, and 
Gerard, who is not very motivated to learn and is more a family-man. We believe 
the Lisa-type players already learn a lot from currently available educational tools, 
like information folders and educational websites. The Gerard-type players are in 
our opinion more in need of a fun, new way to learn. 

Next, eight different game concepts were developed by the development team, by 
student groups, and by participants in the Diabetes Game Jam that we organized. 
These concepts were evaluated by patients, diabetes experts, participants in the 
Game Jam, and the development team. Based on these evaluations, some concepts 
were more suitable for the Lisa-type player and some more for the Gerard-type 
player. We decided to develop a game specifically for the Gerard-type players by 
basing our final prototype on the SugarCity concept: a digital multiplayer board 
game. 

The final prototype is called SugarVita and runs on Android tablets. It was 
developed through a continuous cycle of idea generation, implementation, play 
testing, and evaluation. In the final prototype, each tile on the board represents 
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twenty minutes in time. While moving over the board, the patient encounters 
several meal and activity tiles, which influence their glucose level. By using the 
medications and snacks present in the bag on the heads up display, they can keep 
their glucose levels within a healthy range, for which they are awarded points. The 
player with the most points at the end of the day wins the game. In the end screen 
a graph shows the glucose levels of all players during the day. Players can also 
study their individual graphs, which contain information on the actions taken in 
each turn. 

The prototype was played by nineteen diabetes patients, five relatives, two 
diabetes nurses and two game designers in two different play tests. They were 
very enthusiastic about the game, stating playing it was very educational and also 
fun and easy to do. The main strength of the game lies in the multiplayer aspect, 
which triggers patients to discuss about the best ways to keep glucose levels in 
healthy range. The test players also identified some issues with the current 
prototype, but all in all it functions well and players enjoyed playing SugarVita 
immensely. This was emphasized by multiple test players asking us whether they 
could download the game, so they could play it together with their beloved ones. 

11.2 Going forward 
The next step in this project is to go from a prototype to a final version of the game, 
and release it for patients to use and enjoy. Some ideas for next phases of this 
project are described here. 

Prototype improvements 
The current prototype works well, without bugs, and is deemed user-friendly by 
the test patients. The test patients did identify some issues, which should be 
addressed in the next version of the game. The next version of the game should 
also include more meal options and medication types, so that it is suitable for a 
larger diabetes population. 

Currently, the multiplayer aspect is limited to trying to beat each other’s scores. 
The players do not interact with each other in the game world. To add a bit more 
interaction and rivalry, an option could be added where you can enforce activities 
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on one of the other players. If you can make one of the other players eat cake or 
drink a coke, you can make it much harder for them to achieve good glucose 
levels. 

To further enhance the multiplayer aspect and accommodate more discussions, an 
online multiplayer option with voice chat function would be ideal. In that way, 
patients can play the game from home while still being able to talk to the other 
players. 

With these changes, I expect the game experience to be even more enjoyable to all 
players. 

Validation of educational effect 
Another important aspect in the next phase of the project is to test the educational 
effect of the game. I expect the game to improve the level of knowledge of the 
players, which should result in an effect on diabetes regulation, but also on the 
capabilities of the patient to manage their own disease, their belief they can do this, 
and their quality of life 1. These effects can e.g. be measured by setting up a 
randomized controlled trial where one group plays the game while the other 
group receives standard care. 

Another interesting option is to investigate the influence of the time spent playing, 
the number of times played, and the time between play sessions on the educational 
effect of the game. These aspects can be tested by performing a larger validation 
study, where patients play the game once with their diabetes expert and then are 
asked to take a tablet home with the game installed on it. The tablet then registers 
all the instances and details of the games played. By including enough patients, a 
picture is formed of how the patients use the game at home, and what effect this 
has on their diabetes knowledge, outcomes and attitude towards the disease. 

Additional applications 
No matter how enjoyable a game is, at a certain point players want new 
challenges. Also, our game has been developed with a specific player type in mind, 
namely the Gerard-like player. Other player types will like a different type of 
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game. To cater for these needs, the development of additional applications is 
planned. 

One of these applications could be an online quiz platform and forum, along the 
lines of SugarAcademy. Such an application is better suited for the ‘Lisa type’ 
players. Another possible application will help the patient make healthy choices at 
the times they need to make them, by sending push messages and providing daily 
challenges coupled to the events in SugarVita. For example, the application will 
remind you in the supermarket that you have seen in SugarVita that eating pizza 
raises your glucose level too much, and which products you might consider 
instead. The daily challenges can be tied in to rewards, for instance increasing your 
chance of winning a monthly prize, to further motivate players to choose healthy. 

These additional applications, together with the original SugarVita game, will 
form a network of educational applications that keep patients engaged. Through 
engagement in an online community, I believe the diabetes outcomes of patients 
can be further improved 2-4. 

Changing diabetes education 
Using an educational diabetes game is not only new for patients, but also for 
diabetes experts. They acknowledge that the current way of educating patients is 
not achieving the desired goals, and are looking for new ways to help their 
patients. An educational game fits perfectly in the current vision on diabetes 
education, which focuses more and more on self-management 1.  

I believe the optimal way to use the game is to play it once with multiple patients 
under the supervision of a diabetes expert. The patients then take the game home, 
continuing their education without more time investment from the diabetes expert. 
As a result, at the next consultation the diabetes expert can start the educational 
conversation at a higher level, since the basic knowledge has been introduced and 
extended by the game. This changes the role of the diabetes expert from primary 
knowledge provider to educational coach, increasing the patient’s self-
management capabilities.  
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I therefore believe that using this educational diabetes game can change the 
current diabetes education in a positive way for patient and diabetes expert alike. 
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Summary 

The goal of this project was to create a digital application to educate diabetes 
patients in a personalized and enjoyable manner, fitting the lifestyle and 
preferences of patients with diabetes type 2 that are older than 50. To provide 
personalized education, we decided to build our application around an 
individualized glucose metabolism model. To make the application enjoyable and 
user-friendly, the target audience was involved during all steps of the 
development.  

Since no suitable glucose metabolism model existed, we developed our own by 
combining different models from literature. This model performed well on OGTT 
data for healthy subjects obtained from literature. To fit the model to data of 
diabetes patients, a study was performed to gather glucose, insulin and C-peptide 
data under daily life conditions for 55 patients with diabetes type 1 or 2. For each 
patient from the data study, individual parameter sets were created. These 
individual models followed the data well: for 52 out of 55 patients 80 to 100% of 
their glucose data was within the acceptable range. Unfortunately, the algorithm to 
assign a parameter set to a new player was less successful: only 6 out of 55 patients 
achieved that same accuracy. 

The model was included in a digital game. The development of this game started 
with determining the preferences of young seniors with diabetes type 2 through 
literature study and semi-structured interviews. Eight different concepts were 
developed and evaluated with patients, healthcare professionals and game 
designers. Based on these evaluations we decided to build SugarVita: a digital 
multiplayer board game for tablet to accommodate the low-motivated family-
oriented patients.  

The final prototype was evaluated with 28 players from different backgrounds. 
They were very enthusiastic about the game. The main strength of the game lies in 
the multiplayer aspect, which triggers patients to discuss about the best ways to 
keep glucose levels in healthy range.  
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Dankwoord 

“Ik weet echt niet wat ik wil worden. Het enige wat ik zeker niet wil, is in een 
ziekenhuis werken!” Dat heb ik op zestienjarige leeftijd nog heel hard geroepen. 
Toch kan ik nu terugkijken op vijf intensieve jaren in een ziekenhuis. In die 
periode heb ik veel geleerd; over diabetes, over modelleren, over games, maar 
vooral over mensen. Want als je met 55 vreemden dertien uur lang op een kamer 
zit, kom je veel over elkaar te weten. 

Zo blijken verrassend veel diabetespatiënten een vogel als huisdier te hebben, met 
als hoogtepunt de mevrouw die haar uil op bezoek liet komen tijdens de pauze. Of 
dit wel mocht volgens de hygiëne richtlijnen van het ziekenhuis heb ik maar niet 
nagevraagd… Een andere mevrouw liet zich door haar ziekte niet tegenhouden in 
haar favoriete hobby: het maken van suikerfiguurtjes voor op taarten. Ik heb 
tijdens de studiedagen gelachen (dan stroomt het bloed beter!), het WK voetbal 
gekeken (ach deze wedstrijd kijk ik hier nog wel even af, het is veel te gezellig om 
te gaan), vakantiefoto’s bewonderd (zo’n drie uur lang), en vooral eindeloos veel 
gekletst. Heleen, Ingrid en Esther, bedankt dat jullie al deze gekke, mooie, saaie en 
interessante momenten met mij hebben willen delen. Hanny, Elma, Karin, Susan 
en Ineke, bedankt voor het werven van patiënten en jullie eindeloze geduld met al 
mijn vragen. En mijn oprechte dank aan alle patiënten die hun tijd, hun bloed en 
soms zelfs hun tranen er voor over hadden om mij en mijn onderzoek te helpen. 
Jullie zijn altijd mijn belangrijkste bron van motivatie geweest. 

Veel motivatie haalde ik ook uit de samenwerking met mijn begeleidingsteam. 
Ward, jouw pragmatische instelling en heldere kijk op de zaken hebben mij 
meerdere keren er doorheen geholpen als ik dreigde vast te lopen. Harm, jouw 
perfectionisme en gedrevenheid hebben mij gepusht om telkens net dat stapje 
extra te zetten. Natal, jouw brede blik en wetenschappelijke insteek hebben mij 
regelmatig tot nieuwe inzichten doen komen die ik in mijn model en game heb 
kunnen toepassen. Carola, jouw optimisme en luisterend oor waren van 
onschatbare waarde op de momenten dat ik het even moeilijk had. Zonder jullie 
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had dit proefschrift er nu niet gelegen, heel erg bedankt voor jullie inbreng en 
steun. 

Ik heb ook het voorrecht gehad meerdere leuke mensen uit verschillende 
disciplines te mogen begeleiden, die allemaal bijgedragen hebben aan dit 
eindresultaat. Lia, Hao Ran, Ruben, Ramon, Reinier, Bettine, Elcke, Hein en Jurjen, 
heel erg bedankt voor jullie bijdrage. Yvonne, Reinier en Pieta verdienen hier een 
speciale vermelding. Yvonne, na jouw afstudeeronderzoek bij mij was je zo gek om 
ook te willen promoveren en nog wel binnen dezelfde vakgroep! Bedankt dat ik 
nog meerdere malen van jouw inzichten gebruik heb mogen maken. Reinier en 
Pieta, met jullie heb ik mogen ervaren hoe het is om deel te zijn van een super 
functionerend game ontwikkelteam. Ik heb genoten van onze tijd samen en heb 
geweldige herinneringen aan de avond pizza eten/affiniteitsdiagram maken en 
natuurlijk de Game Jam. Bedankt! 

Natuurlijk waren er ook momenten dat de motivatie even ver te zoeken was. Op 
die momenten waren er gelukkig zowel in het ziekenhuis als op de universiteit 
mijn mede-promovendi. Mijn dank gaat uit naar alle collega’s die een fijne sfeer 
mogelijk maakten, maar in het bijzonder naar Fianne, Rik, Zandra, Hester en 
Roosmarijn. Dankjewel dat ik altijd mijn ei bij jullie kwijt kon. 

Natuurlijk was er ook altijd nog een wereld buiten werk. Mijn paardrij-
vriendinnetjes, LoL maatjes en koorgenootjes, bedankt voor alle gezelligheid. 
Danielle, bedankt voor mijn eerste game verslaving die goed voor mijn conditie 
blijkt te zijn. Allison, jij bent mijn grote voorbeeld. Ruud en Paul, mijn 
superawesome paranimfen (met of zonder zwaard), niemand heeft zulke 
geweldige broertjes als ik. Pap en mam, jullie onvoorwaardelijke steun helpt mij 
overal doorheen. Ron, je bent mijn rots. Door jouw vertrouwen in mij durf ik op 
mezelf te vertrouwen. Ik hou van jullie. 
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